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Foreword

This volume constitutes the first annual
unclassified report of the Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories. It
replaces narratives previously published
separately by the organization's Elec-
tronics and Geophysics Research Direc-
torates. Although it is considered the
fiscal year 1962 report, it has been
expanded to cover the 18-month period
from 1 January 1961. Its purpose is to
provide military and civilian agencies
unclassified information on the scope
and progress of the Laboratories' in-
house research programs. Important
classified projects are consequently
omitted and will be treated in a separate
report planned for later publication.
This narrative was written and edited
by Mr. Carl Berger, AFCRL historian,
assisted by Mr. LaVerne E. Woods,
Chief of the Research Information Office.
It is based on material submitted by the
individual laboratory chiefs, plus techni-
cal and staff papers and memorandum,
and project documentation.

B. G. HOLZMAN
Brigadier General, USAF

Commander
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I The Air Porce Cambridge 1

Research Laboratories

(p The Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories, a scientific community of
nearly 1100 personnel with headquarters
at Laurence G. Hanscom Field near
Boston, have the mission of conducting
basic and applied research for the Air
Force in electronics and geophysics.
AFCRL scientists are personally en-
gaged in research on almost every aspect
of physical phenomena. Their work
covers physics, chemistry, mathematics,
biology, electronics, meteorology, engi-
neering and astronomy. The tools they
bring to bear on their studies include the
latest available to science: from instru-
mented rockets and earth-orbiting satel-
lites to radio telescopes and particle
accelerators. The end objective of all
their research, whether concerned with
the atomic lattice structure of semi-con-
ductor materials or the effects of solar
radiations on manned and unmanned
space operations, is the discovery of new
scientific knowledge which will contrib-
ute to future Air Force advances in

operational techniques and equipments.

ORGANIZATIONAL NISTORVI

A UP REVIBW

During the period a major AFCRL
reorganization was accomplished which
gave the Laboratories "a single voice"

for the first time since the early post-
war years. This event involved the con-
solidation of staff and logistical support
functions previously performed sepa-
rately within the two research direc-
torates.

AFCRL's organizational story goes

back to September 1945 when the ances-
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tral unit, the Cambridge Field Station,* War, but also a short-lived Atomic War-
was established by the Air Technical fare Directorate; an Operational Appli-
Service Command. An Electronics cations Laboratory; the Lincoln Project
Research Directorate (ERD) eventually Office (air defense) ; and a supporting
emerged, drawing its elements from the Wing at Hanscom Field.
famous Radiation Lab of M.I.T. and the Construction of permanent facilities
Harvard Radio Research Laboratory - at Hanscom Field did not begin until
wartime organizations which made im- October 1952. The first laboratory build-
portant contributions to the development ing was accepted in April 1954, and
of radarand electronic counter-measures. during the next several years and as late
Not until three years later, in 1948, did as March 1962, elements of the organiza-
elements of what later became the Geo- tion continued to move from their tem-
physics Research Directorate (GRD), porary quartersto theHanscom complex.
join the Cambridge unit. They origi- (A brief description of facilities is pro-
nated in an atmospheric research group vided below.)
of the Air Force's Watson Laboratories In the spring of 1960 the first of a
at Red Bank, New Jersey. series of major ARDC reorganizations

The dissimilarbeginningsof the direc- led to the separation of the Laboratories'
torates, plus research programs seem- work from systems developmental ac-
ingly distinct and unrelated, led to the tivity. A new unit was created at
growth of separateadministrative staffs, Hanscom Field, today known as the
working under the name of the Air Electronics Systems Division of the Air
Force Cambridge Research Labora- Force Systems Command,* and assigned
tories.** They supervised the activities responsibility for development and
of their laboratory elements located in integration of electronic command and
different facilities in the Boston-Cam- control systems. The Center was dis-
bridge area. The two directorates solved and the laboratories, although
continued to function on a largely still part of ARDC, became a tenant unit
autonomous basis throughout the entire at Hanscom Field, "cut loose" to return
decade (1951-1961) they were assigned to the original mission of basic and
to the Air Research and Development applied electronics and geophysics
Command (ARDC). research.**

Early in the ARDC period a number These changes left AFCRL's dual
of important external changes took management structure largely intact.
place, resulting in rede.signation of the However, in April 1961 a new situation
organization as theAirForce Cambridge arose with the establishment of the
Research Center. The latter came in to Office of Aerospace Research (OAR), a
embrace not only a dozen electronics and new command under Major General
geophysics laboratories, which became Daniel E. Hooks, in Washington, D. C.
more and more involved in systems The creation of OAR (its predecessor
development work during the Korean was the Air Force Research Division)

* Originally created to recruit scientists for * ARDC was reorganized and redesignated as

peacetime employment at Air Force facilities the Systems Command on 1 April 1961.
in Ohio and New Jersey. * For five months during 1960 the laboratories

** The AFCRL designation became effective 4 were known as Detachment 1, Air Force
July 1949. Research Division.
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completed the separation of basic aero-
space research from systems develop-
mental work. OAR was made respon-
sible for planning, programming and
managing the Air Force's basic research
program; AFCRL transferred to it to
become the largest single subordinate' command.

The effects of this change were soon

felt at Hanscom Field when the small
AFCRL staff under Brigadier General
B. G. Holzman,* was forced to assume

certain administrative responsibilities
for 200 assigned military personnel (95
officers, 105 airmen) -functions pre-
viously performed for it by the Elec-
tronic Systems Division. This event was
one aspect of the internal realignments
that followed.

Another, and more important, in-
volved a general review of the organiza-
tion's management structure by General
Holzman. During his first 10 months as
commander, General Holzman had be-

come increasingly concerned over the
two-headed administration of the labora-
tories. He noted that while the classical
separation between electronics and geo-

___•____ physics had considerably narrowed and

in some cases overlapped, the direc-
torates continued to function in near-

WSilll s n HUAC 1 isolation from one another. Each had
4k C -" -l ' "0 developed different methods of prepar-
IC "If ' j, ,~ *ing and submitting annual budget

requests; each had dissimilar proce-
S rift' dures for seeking logistic support; and

each had differing publication programs.
The commander became convinced that
in the programming area in particular
the time had come for centralized
management.

* General Holzman assumed command on 24
September 1960. A graduate of the California
Institute of Technology, General Holzman has
been associated with Air Force research and

'eople, equipment and facilities are the development throughout his military career.
basic elements of an organization. In a For the past several years he has directed the
research organization, people assume work of various Air Force agencies conduct-
the dominant and critical role. ing basic and applied research.
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As a result of this organizational and support elements were established
review, which was discussed with offi- under Headquarters AFCRL-for plans
cials in Washington, the Office of Aero- and programs, logistics, administrative
space Research on 1 September directed management, technical services and
General Holzman "to consolidate admin- research information. Personnel to man
istrative, logistics and programming these offices were drawn largely from
functions" within his headquarters. the separate directorate programming
Subsequently, the commander appointed and management divisions, which were
a task force of key personnel to work up eliminated. Theheadsofthedirectorates*
a detailed plan. On September 1961 continued to serve in those positions,
General Holzman also addressed a meet- being responsible for providing scientific
ing of laboratory and staff personnel to advice on all research matters to the
explain the reasons for the impending commander and to the AFCRLscientists.
consolidation, and dispel any concern The heart of the organization, the
that might have arisen over the changes. research laboratories, continued to
He reviewed several of the administra-
tive problems he had encountered, and * The ERD Director, Dr. L. M. Hollingsworth,
the weaknesses flowing from the two- Ph.D. in electrical engineering, has served in
sided organizational structure, that position since 1955. Col. E. M. Douthett,

In late September the special task Ph.D. in nuclear chemistry, was designated
foc ro lan which, GRD Director on 13 November 1961. Hereplaced Col. E. A. Pinson, Ph.D. in nuclear

with some modifications, was adopted. physics and medical physiology, who was

Effective 9 October 1961 five major staff named Vice Commander of the Laboratories.

COMMANDER, AFCRL

VICE COMMANDER

I I I I
DEPUTY FOR RESEARCH

DEPUTY FOR PLANS DEPUTY FOR ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
AND PROGRAMS LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT OFFICE

I I I ...........COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATION DETECLON M ELECTROMAGNETICMATHEMATICAL DTCIN MATERIAL

SCIENCES PHYSICS RADIATIONSCIENCES PHYSICS SCIENCES
LABORATORY LABORATORY LABORATORY LABORATORY LABORATORY

IiII I

IONOSPHERIC METEOROLOGICAL METEOROLOGICAL OPTICAL

PHYSICS DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH PHYSICS

LABORATORY LABORATORY LABORATORY LABORATORY

III J
PROPAGATION RESEARCH SACRAMENTOI TERRESTRIALSPACE PHYSICS

SCIENCES INSTRUMENTATION PEAK SCIENCES

LABORATORY LABORATORY OBSERVATORY LABORATORY
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function with only minor changes and
consolidations. They consist of 14
laboratories: Communication Sciences;
Propagation Sciences; Computer and -

Mathematical Scier,,ces; Detection Phys-
ics; Electronic Material Sciences; Elec-
tromagnetic Radiation; Space Physics;
Meteorological Research; Ionospheric
Physics; Terrestrial Sciences; Meteor-
ological Development; Optical Physics; N

Research Instrumentation; and the
Sacramento Peak Observatory.

Organizational charts showing the
present AFCRL structure will be found
in an appendix to this report.

PERSONNEL

In June 1962 the command consisted of
some 680 professional personnel, who The principal AFCRL laboratories are
constituted about 64 percent of the located at L. G. Hanscom Field near

organization's total population. The Bedford, Mass.

competence of these personnel was re-
flected in the large number of advanced "International Conference on Cosmic
degrees they held: 101 Ph. Ds (94 Rays" in Kyoto, Japan, to the "Sym-
civilian, 7 military), and 205 Masters posium on Electromagnetic Theory and
(152 civilian, 53 military). Antennas" in Copenhagen, Denmark,

In the course of their work during AFCRL personnel presented 294 scien-
1961-1962 these personnel established tific and technical papers. A complete
scores of temporary field sites in all list of these presentations, plus lists of
parts of the world. The results of their AFCRL technical reports and profes-
field investigations and laboratory re- sional articles published, will be found
search, and the advances they recorded, in the appendices of this volume.
were subsequently reflected in 192 Throughout the period AFCRL scien-
unclassified and classified scientific and tists served as consultants and technical
technical reports published by AFCRL advisers to other government and non-
during the 18-month period. In addition government agencies, and, indeed, this
to these reports, the scientists during the advisory function was an intrinsic part
same period wrote and published some of the AFCRL mission. While repre-
330 papers and articles in the profes- senting the Air Force on numerous
sional literature - another important permanent defense committees, they also
product of their research efforts. gave important scientific information

A third aspect of their work during and guidance (on ad hoc bases) to such
the 1961-1962 period involved various agencies as the National Aeronautics
federally - sponsored and non - federal and Space Administration, the U. S.
scientific ind professional meetings held Weather Bureau, the Defense Atomic
in Europe, the Middle East and Asia as Support Agency, and the Atomic Energy
well as in North America. At several Commission. They were called upon for
hundred conferences ranging from the advice and guidance by such industrial
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concerns as Boeing and General Elec- 1961 AFCRL was host to 125 scientists
tric, and by members of the North from half-a-dozen countries, who met to
Atlantic Treaty Organization. Several review data obtained from a single un-
scientists lectured at various American usually large solar flare that occurred
universities, including Harvard, Yale, the previous November. In April 1961
Brandeis and M.I.T., and several served AFCRL sponsored the first International
as visiting professors to West German Conference onUltrapurification of Semi-
and Israeli. universities. conductor Materials, a highly-successful

Besides these activities, AFCRL per- meeting held in Boston and attended by
sonnel monitored and supervised a more than 500 persons representing 11
multi-million dollar contract program countries. The organization also spon-
(see below) that encompassed hundreds sored a. National Symposium on Winds
of American universities, industrial for Aerospace Vehicle Design in Sep-
organizations and private research tember 1961; the Second International
agencies. These contracts, most of them Conference on Exploding Wire Phe-
in direct support of larger programs nomena, in November 1961; the Second
conducted within the Laboratories, were Symposium on the, Plasma Sheath in
an important means of supplementing April 1962; and a number of other con-
the in-house research programs. ferences attended by hundreds of scien-

The sponsorship and conduct of inter- tists from throughout the world. AFCRL
national scientific conferences was personnel from the various laboratories
another integral part of personnel activi- not only organized these important con-
ties during the period. In February ferences, but also chaired numerous

sessions, presented research papers, and
later served as editors of the various
published Proceedings..

FACILITIES AND FIELD SITES

The bulk of AFCRL's research facilities
are located at Hanscom Field, about 15
miles from Boston. Consisting of some
19 major structures, they include

, separate buildings for solid state mate-
rials research, digital communications,
infra-red physics, hydromagnetics, mete-

' Ii. orological equipment testing, irradiation
studies, and the AFCRL Research
Library. The latter is a half-million
dollar steucture completed in 1961. One
of the largest of its kind in the nation,| the library contains some 200,000 tech-
nical reports, 95,000 serials and 75,000
monographs.

The AFCRL Research Library contains In February 1962 AFCRL also occu-
more than 75,000 monographs and over pied a new Solid Physics Building, which
200,000 technical documents. It is one of when fully equipped will provide the Air
the finest technical libraries in the coun-
try for electronics and geophysics re- Force the finest facility in the free world
search, for research into the basic mechanisms
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of crystal growth and growth of elec-
tronically-active materials. Another
important structure, scheduled for com-
pletion in October 1962, will permit
AFCRL to bring together its diverse
research activities in ionized gases and
magnetohydrodynamics.

In addition to the above facilities,
AFCRL maintains a number of perma-
nent field sites in eastern Massachusetts
- at Plum Island, Ipswich, Hamilton,
Maynard, Mt. Wachusetts, Prospect
Hill, Oak Hill and Strawberry Hill.
These permanent sites are used for
research into the absorption and reflec-
tion characteristics of the aurora,
antenna design and ionospheric dis-
turbances; and for weather radar
investigations and radio astronomy
research. In the far west AFCRL also
maintains one of the most complete
solar observatories in the world, at
Sacramento Peak, New Mexico. At
Flagstaff, Arizona, scientists are en-
gaged in cloud physics studies while at
Holloman AFB in New Mexico and at
Chico, California, AFCRL maintains
balloon launch facilities that will hell)
maintain the organization's stature as
the leading center for balloon technology
in the Department of Defense.

Besides these permanent facilities,
numerous temporary or semi-permanent
sites were set up during the period by
AFCRL personnel. The latter included
sites north of the Arctic Circle and in
the South Pacific, and many sites asso-
ciated with the 1962 series of U. S.
atomic tests in which 60 AFCRL per-
sonnel participated. The nation's missile
ranges also were used to launch num- Among the 19 major facilities operated
erous AFCRL experiments into outer by AFCRL are the Ipswich Antenna

Range and the Plum Island site, both
space, carried piggy-back on Air Force located in eastern Massachusetts. At

ICBMs and satellites. In addition, the Ipswich Range experimental an-
AFCRL scientists launched several tennas are tested and radar cross-
dozen of their own research sounding sections of model missile shapes and

aircraft are measured. At Plum Island,
rockets carrying various geophysical AFCRL conducts experiments concerned
and electronic experiments, with auroral reflection and absorption.
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES

During fiscal year 1962, for the opera-
tion of the Laboratories, the command
received approximately $12.9 million.
Slightly over $8.5 million of that sum
was for the pay of civilian personnel.
During the fiscal year AFCRL also
received a total of $53.5 million in con-
tract funds. Eleven million dollars was
received from the Electronics Systems
Division and nine million from OAR,
both sums for work in areas of applied
research; while slightly over $10 million
was received from OAR for the Labora-
tories' basic research activities. It,
addition, $23 million was received from
several other commands, such as the
Defense Atomic Support Agency ($9.6
million), the Advanced Research Proj-
ects Agency ($6.1 million), the Space
Systems Division ($2.6million). Slightly
over 100 thousand dollars was received
from NASA for the support of AFCRL-
designed experiments, to be flown on
future NASA satellites and deep-space
probes.

The most characteristic use of the
contract funds made available to AFCRL
was to support the in-house programs.
This support ranged from direct work
for the Laboratories (such as computa-
tion services, fabrication of rocket pay-
loads, operation of field sites, etc.) to
complementary or supplementary re-
search carried out most characteristi-
cally in the universities but also by
private industry. These funds went to
support more than 1,200 active AFCRL
contracts: 613 with universities, 496
with industrial organizations, 54 with
non-profit concerns, and 44 with other
government agencies. One hundred and
fifty of these relatively small contracts
were with overseas universities and AFCRL research may center around an

organizations, instrumented rocket launched in the

Together with the advances made by Arctic twilight- or it may center
around a blackboard abstraction. Chalk

the in-house programs, the contractor consumption at AFCRL is relativelycontributions helped forward the work high.
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of the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories. During 1961-1962 to-
gether they produced new and important
scientific data and equipments which
held promise of immediate as well as
future Air Force advances in opera-
tional techniques and hardware. The
story of the organization's research

* * "" progress, with emphasis on. the in-house
. , ...programs, is narrated in the chapters,

S. that follow.
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An isolated thunderstorm with its rapid
spreading anvil is photographed by an
AFCRL aircraft over Oklahoma.

V



II Meteorology 11

QFor many years the Air Force Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories have
conducted wide-ranging meteorological
investigations affecting almost every
phase, of Air Force operations.
AFCRL's mission in this area, in
cooperation with other military and
civilian agencies, is the accumulation
of new knowledge of the entire gaseous
envelope of the Earth-its variations
in pressure, temperature, composition
and circulation. One of its ultimate
goals is a detailed understanding of the
factors that affect the weather, which
may lead to a capability to accurately
predict it, and perhaps to control it on
a limited scale.

During 1961-1962 in-house studies
conducted mainly by scientists of the
Meteorological Research and Meteoro-
logical Development Laboratories pro-
duced a steady flow of important
scientific data. These included new
knowledge of atmospheric diffusion and
upper level densities that affect missile
launch operations and warhead reentry.
New techniques were developed during
the period on how to dissipate super-
cooled stratus and above-freezing fog.
In related areas, two AFCRL equipment
programs were climaxed by installation
of an automatic meteorological station
and development of a new high altitude
meteorological rocket sounding system.

In their pursuit of new knowledge of
the atmosphere, the scientists used a

* variety of electrical and meteorological
networks, including specialized ground
and airborne radars, earth satellites, an
instrumented television tower, sounding
balloons and advanced sensing instru-
ments. Laboratory personnel also uti-
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lized a number of highly-instrumented mile. No attempt was made to maintain
aircraft, including a U-2, B-47, C-130, the optimum carbon particle size of 0.1
F-100F, T-33 and a Stearman crop micron diameter during the dispensing
duster. The story of the research operation, and most of the particles
programs, and advances made during reaching the cloud probably were larger
the period, is narrated below, by a factor of a hundred or more due

to agglomeration. In each case an effect
SMALL-SCALE WEATHER MODIFICATION due to the seeding was observed, while
The capability to modify local weather in five tests several small clearings were
conditions obviously would be of great produced in the seeded area through
assistance in facilitating Air Force which the ocean was clearly discernible.
operations. Specific military applica- Visually, the effect caused by the carbon
tions would include clearing fog and seeding was a "churning" motion re-
stratus over allied airfields and missile sembling turbulence.
launch sites to permit unrestricted oper- The results of the carbon experiments
ations, and clearing fog and stratus over indicated that whenever the distance
enemy areas to permit photographic, between the cloud top and base of the
visual and infrared reconnaissance, inversion was small, on the order of
target selection and bomb damage 100 feet or less, the carbon particles
assessment. The ability to modify the became trapped, remained concentrated
refractive index structure would help for relatively long periods of time and
communications and missile tracking caused large observable effects. When
and guidance systems. The prevention the distance was greater, most of the
or elimination of icing conditions on carbon particles rose to the inversion
antennas would aid maximum perform- level, thereby diluting the particle con-
ance at early warning sites. centration and producing a lesser effect.

OPERATION PEA SOUP 1961: During The experiments were considered
the reporting period AFCRL's weather especially significant in that they
modification program concentrated on indicated there was a more complex
warm (above freezing) fog and stratus, sequence of events involved than had
and supercooled (below freezing) fog been previously considered. This was
and stratus. As part of the first evident by the fact that larger effects
research effort, Operation Pea Soup were produced in stratus with far from
1961 was conducted in the summer and ideal seeding conditions than could be
fall months at Arcata, California. predicted by theory, even for the
During one of Arcata's foggiest years optimum size. Previously investigator-
of the last decade, scientists of the attributed the effect of the carbon
Meteorological Research Laboratory simply to the heating of the droplets,
conducted almost 50 ground and which caused the evaporation. How-
airborne experiments, tested seven ever, the AFCRL experiments indicated
potential fog dispersal techniques, and the heating also caused the cloudy air

collected 330 hours of fog data' in the to rise and mix with drier, warmer
process. air above which contributed to the

In one series of successful dispersal evaporation.
experiments, carbon black was dropped Several of the Arcata experiments,
from a Steaman ci'op duster aircraft in which surface active agents were
on top of stratus approximately 600 used, also produced observable effects.
feet thick at the rate of 60 pounds per Deep cuts and in some cases small
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clearings were produced in stratus self-contained seeding system carried
clouds when the surfactants-primarily aboard transport and cargo aircraft.
surface tension depressants of tle During the fall of 1961 and in January
cationic, anionic "and noniontic type- 1962, AFCRL scientists demonstrated
were sprayed over them from a Stear- again, as they had in previous years,
man aircraft. In experiments using. that such clouds could be dissipated by
calcium .chloride and lithium chloride aircraft seeding with dry ice..
solutions sprayed both from the air on Their initial approach was to deter-
stratus and from the ground in fog, the mine the most feasible method of
effects produced were no greater than making dry ice pellets directly from the
could be achieved with equivalent expansion of liquid carbon dioxide.. The
amounts of plain water. Water alone, basic process that was. developed
it Was found, produced a small observ- utilized a method of expanding liquid
able and measurable effect, and there- carbon dioxide through a nozzle into
fore served as *a control for all other a cyclone separator. The gas phase was
liquids tested. then vented overboard, and the solid

As its title suggests, Operation Pea carbon dioxide power centrifugallySoup 1961 was a continuation of field
tests -conducted in prior years. In this
connection, detailed analysis of data

obtained in 1960 experiments revealed
an extreme horizontal variability in the
fog. These observed inhomogeneities
could explain the non-reproducibilitly of - .. - .
effects for most dispersal techniques, "---- -

and they underlined the need for know-
ing the drop-size distribution of the fog
when selecting the technique to be used.
To. obtain this information, development
of a .refined instrument was initiated
during 1961, which would continuously --

measure fog-drop size distributions
with droplets of a diameter 10 microns
and larger. AFCRL personnel, in the
meantime, took steps in early 1962 to
establish a new fog research site at
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California,
in continuation of their studies of warm
fog and stratus dissipation.

DISSIPATING SUPERCOOLED CLOUDS:

The second important aspect of
AFCRL's small-scale weather modifica-
tion program was aimed at dissipating
supercooled stratiform clouds and fog. Photo shows a typical hole created in a
The main goal was to provide the Air super-cooled cloud layer by dry ice

seeding. Research was conducted over
Force with the capability of economi- Goose Bay, Labrador in the fall of 1961.
cally dissipating supercooled clouds by a 1961.
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separated and deposited on a moving
belt which carried it to a pellet forming
wheel. There it was compacted into
dry-ice pellets of the proper size and at
a rate needed for seeding. Dispersion
from the aircraft was through a chute.

During the summer of 1961 an air-
borne prototype machine constructed
under contract was installed in
AFCRL's C-130 aircraft. Then, in late
October and early November the
machine was flight tested at Goose Air
Base, Ne wfoundland. Six cloud seeding 4
experiments were flown and conclu-
sively demonstrated that the dry-ice
pellets would effectively disperse super-
cooled cloud decks. The experiments,
however, 'also uncovered a basic weak-
ness in the machine. One deficiency was
that 50 percent of the output was
powdered'dry ice, which was unsuitable
for seeding purposes. Other related
weaknesses were logistical in nature;
that is, the problem of supplying
enough dry ice.

As a result of these problems, the The equipment carried aloft in aircraft

above testing was called off in order to under the Cloud Buster Project forms
enable the scientists to redesign the dry ice pellets in the rotating drum
pellet-making machine to eliminate the shown in the center of the photograph.

deficiencies. This work was completed
by 18 December and the modified CONTRAIL SUPPRESSION: There was
machine was reinstalled aboard the a somewhat related dissipation effort
C-130 for further test flights. In that was brought to a successful con-
January 1962 new field experiments clusion during 1961, involving one of
were again begun at Goose Air Base to the most obstinate of Air Force opera-
determine the best pellet size, seeding tional problems, that of contrails.
rate and seeding pattern to use for all Condensation trails usually form at
supercooled cloud conditions. Subse- altitudes above 25,000 feet. The
quently, final testing of the machine AFCRL technique for chemical sup-
was held up because of higher priority pression of these contrails was aimed
requirements for the C-130; however, at preventing the growth of the water
the program was expected to be com- vapor particles beyond a certain max-
pleted before January 1963. In the imum size, when they would not scatter
interim, AFCRL personnel turned their visible light. The equipment, as it was
attention to designing and developing developed for a large bomber aircraft,
operationally feasible methods of dissi- weighed about 400 pounds when empty.
pating supercooled stratus and fog from When the system was in operation, the
the ground. weight of the chemical used for contrail
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suppression, which was added directly cedures and equipment to support
to the exhaust of the jet engines, was aircraft which may use the system.
about two percent of the weight of the
fuel consumed. CLOUD PHYSICS RESEANCH

In April 1961 a Strategic Air Corn- A program of refractive index meas-
mand B-52 bomber was modified to urements at Cape Canaveral in support
suppress contrails on all engines and of Project Mercury orbital and Ranger
the equipment was successfully test lunar launchings, and studies of
flown. Later, a B-47 test aircraft was severe storms, highlighted an extensive
used for further experiments aimed at AFCRL effort during 1961-1962 to
improving system components. In the accumulate new data on clouds and
fall of 1961 a ground-handling and their properties. The severe storm
storage systpm ior the contrail sup- studies were conducted in cooperation
pression agent was constructed at with the U. S. Weather Bureau, while
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, to help the refractive index measurements were
develop proper ground-servicing pro- made at the behest of the Air Force

Systems Command.
In April-May 1961, during their

joint studies of storms over the Great
Plains region, laboratory personnel
utilized a U-2 aircraft to fly some 10
weather missions to obtain useful cloud
photographs. At the same time, a C-130
aircraft gathered airborne data on
cloud and atmospheric structures in and
around various squall lines. One C-130
flight across a 500-mile long dry line
brought in detailed information on
cloud and clear air temperatures and
the refractive index structure. Later
analysis of measurements made near
several Oklahoma squall-line thunder-
storms revealed that the pronounced
electric fields in the clear air generally
reached a maximum near the regions
of more active precipitation within the
storm clouds.

The "dew point front," a particular
phenomena of the synoptic weather
map, also was investigated in detail,
with three such fronts being photo-
graphed and penetrated repeatedly at
various altitudes. AFCRL meteorolo-

The effectiveness of AFCRL's contrail gists discovered that the gradients of
suppression is dramatically illustrated humidity associated with these fronts
in this photograph. The suppression ap-
paratus is employed only on the left were extremely large (larger than
engines. The right engines generate could be resolved with the 0.01 second
normal contrails. response time of the aircraft instru-
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ments). It appeared that radar echoes anvils. AFCRL scientists found that
received from these fronts were caused the thunderstorm anvil represented a
by the gradients of humidity since the considerable outflow of cloud matter,
associated clouds were of insufficient due to the internal cloud circulation,
size to produce radar echo through and was not merely decaying cloud
scattering. The 1961 observations material being blown by prevailing
further revealed that there were specific winds. In connection with this study,
characteristics of cumulus clouds and AFCRL established an IBM 650 corn-
other pattern structures along the puter program to make -possible more
fronts, which should be clearly identi- accurate reduction of the raw photo-
fiable at satellite height. grammetric measurements as well as

In follow-up field studies conducted to increase the rate of cloud analysis.
during April-May 1962, AFCRL per- In- September 1961, again bringing
sonnel aboard the C-130 directed an the U-2 into play for high altitude
instrumented F-100F and T-33 into obseriations, AFCRL meteorologists
thunderstorms containing both radar also made several flights to photograph
echoes and high electric field charge Hurricanes Carla and Esther while
centers. Through analysis of data simultaneous photos were being taken
collected, the scientists hoped they by the Tiros III weather satellite. This
could obtain a new insight into the operation marked the first time that
dynamics and structure of storm clouds, such flights were made in conjunction
The U-2 also participated in the 1962 with satellite passes over hurricane
severe storm investigations, and carried storm systems.
several new devices to collect data
including: an electric field meter, a REFRACTIVE INDEX MEASUREMENTS:
radiometer, an atmospheric ozone In November 1961, at the request of
meter, and special filters for sampling the Space Systems Division, AFSC,
particulate matter in the stratosphere. the Laboratories initiated a program

In related AFCRL cloud physics of refractive index measurements over
studies out of Flagstaff, Arizona (Proj- Cape Canaveral in support of the
ect High Cue), airborne measurements Mercury and Ranger programs. A
were made aboard the C-130 during 13 series of some 70 test flights were made
flights in the summer of 1961. The during November and in January 1962,
U-2 aircraft also gave photographic using the C-130 aircraft. Information
support, while from the ground simul- was collected on the sharpness and
taneous radar, stereophotographic and irregularity of the top of the moist
special mesoscale weather observations layer, as well as on effects of thermals
were made. These studies were aimed and clouds in producing refractive index
at measuring changes in the liquid anomalies in the lower atmosphere.
water content of clouds and their Subsequent analysis of an estimated
internal temperature, while contin- 160 hours of cloud physics data col-
uously observing their growth. lected on the flights pointed up the fact

Another Flagstaff study was con- that in any given situation, the pre-
cerned with determining the mass diction of the extent of the horizontal
outlow of cumulus congestus and nonhomogeneity of the refractive index
thunderstorms, based on photogram- was dependent on complex factors-
metric measurements of the spreading including wind shear, moisture struc-
of the clouds and their thunderstorm ture, cloud type and cloud size and
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number. In this connection, two corn- state amplifiers, temperature-controlled
prehensive in-house reports were issued bridge circuits, and automatic ranging.
during the period, the first describing In addition, a three-dimensional atmos-
the climatology of the cloud effect on pheric electric field measuring system
radio refractive index values and pro- was developed and installed in the
viding maps of the U. S. showing differ- C-130. Other unique instrumentation
ences between the refractive index in included a set of four electric field and
clouds and the surrounding air. The recording systems for ground use.
second report considered the natural These were emplaced at selected ground
spacing and distribution of clouds, to sites in Oklahoma in conjunction with
aid computation of cloud interception the 1961-1962 severe storm studies in
by two ground-based parallel lines of that area.
sight.

The AFCRL cloud physics studies ATMOSPHERIC CIR CULATIONS"

described above were immeasurably The circulation of the first mile or so
advanced during the period by signifi- of atmosphere, as well as upper level
cant improvements achieved in airborne circulations, have directly affected Air
instrumentation. Most important of Force missile and aircraft operations.
these was a precise drift-free digital During the period both circulations
metering and recording system for the were intensively studied by AFCRL
microwave refractometer. Airborne scientists, with one special research
vortex and refractometfr temperature effort centered on accumulating detailed
sensing systems also were improved wNind diffusion data at Cape Canaveral
through use of very stable solid- and. Vandenberg Air Force Base missile

sites.

TOXIC FUELS AND. THE WIND SYS-
TEMS:. The requirement for detailed
wind diffusion information arose in
connection with Air Force plans to use

N toxic. fuels in various missile systems.
After becoming aware of a potential
downwind safety problem in the event
of a missile accident, early in 1961 the
Ballistic Systems Division requested
the Laboratories to undertake a special
research program on the local climatolo-
gies. This effort was subsequently
launched by AFCRL personnel on both
the East and West -Coast. It involved
release and down-wind sampling of
tracer elements in the free atmosphere,
plus simultaneous measurements of the
pertinent meteorological factors.

This photograph shows the typical The tracer release or diffusion
cloudiness usually existing on the

moist side of the (try line versus the experiments, conducted with contractual
absolutely cloud free area which exists support, utilized 530 tracer sampler
on the dry side of the line. positions arrayed on concentric arcs
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which extended downwind from the
release points at distances up to three
miles. At each position a membrane
filter, aspirated by a gasoline engine-
driven vacuum pump, was exposed to
the tracer cloud during and immediately
following the tracer release period. The
filters were then collected and assayed
by an automatic counting device. Dur-
ing 1961 and 1962 some 160 tests were
conducted, and the experimental results
were used in development of diffusion
prediction equations appropriate for
Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg Air
Force Base.

An automatic micrometeorological
observing and data processing system
also was designed for measuring micro-
meteorological parameters at a number AX
of sites at each range. The entire S,( I
system, appropriately designated the
Weather Information Network and Dis-
play (WIND), provides continual moni-
toring of the diffusion conditions and,
for the first time in the history of
meteorological instrumentation, gives During the reporting period, AFCRL
visual presentation of real-time circula- established special meteorological sys-

tion patterns over tens of square miles. tems at Vandenberg AFB and at Cape

At the close of June 1962 WIND sys- Canaveral, used to predict the extent to

tems were in operation at both missile which winds and other atmospheric fac-
tors would result in the dissipation of

ranges. missile gases.

THE LOW LEVEL JET: In related
studies, during the period AFCRL of the strongest ones was recorded
meteorologists utilized a 1428-foot tele- during the night of 22-23 February
vision tower at Cedar Hills, Texas, 1961. At 5 p.m. the wind at 900 feet
instrumented at 12 levels from 30 feet was about 28 miles per hour; by 3 a.m.
to 1420 feet, to measure wind and it had increased to 67 miles per hour.

temperature variations in the low-level At that time the wind speed 30 feet
jet phenomena. A detailed picture was above the ground was only 15 miles per

obtained of wind and temperature hour; the difference of 52 miles per

structure during formation and decay hour in 870 feet was one of the largest
of the jet, as well as the relationship on record.
between the jet and the nocturnal At the upper end of the scale, in-
inversion. Thus, for example, during house efforts were oriented toward
the first four months of 1961 a number atmospheric circulations in regions
of jets was detected, all with their where data remained scarce and incom-
maximum winds below 1,200 feet. One plete-above 100,000 feet. Preliminary
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of data collected, it appeared that a
small but significant relationship existed
between solar corpuscular radiation, as
measured by variations of the earth's
geomagnetic field gradient, and the
subsequent behavior of the troposphere

AW pressure field.
AFCRL studies of the upper atmos-

g' ,F : phere also involved consideration of the
presence of ozone, the faintly blue,
gaseous allotropic form of oxygen, a
principal absorber of solar ultraviolet
radiation. Since ozone is considered
basic to an understanding of the
thermal structure at higher elevations
and has important applications as a
tracer of atmospheric motion, AFCRL

tactively pursued a program to measure
I. its distribution. During 1961 a series

AZ 4 ; 1 of field tests were conducted to demon-
,'~ \ 7strate a new balloon-borne dry chemical

ozonesonde, developed under contract.
The results indicated that the instru-

lji41 ment was capable of providing accurate
and high resolution measurements of

A 1400-foot TV tower near Dallas, ozone that was required for a multi-
Texas with instruments at various plicity of research purposes. An inten-
levels for measuring gradations in wind sive program to measure the vertical
velocity as a function of altitude was distribution of ozone was scheduled to
used by AFCRL for several meteoro- start in January 1963 at an experi-
logical experiments, including the study mental network of 10 stations extending
of the low level jet, from the Canal Zone to northern

Canada.
information collected by meteorological
rockets showed there was no radical SATELLITE MTEOROLOOy
variation of the synoptic features in

the layer between 100,000 and 160,000 The excellent photos obtained from the

feet, although individual features of the five TIROS weather satellites launched

circulation appeared to weaken or since April 1960 for the National Aero-

intensify with height and to become nautics and Space Administration,*

geographically displaced. Theoretical clearly demonstrated that meteorology

investigations of the dynamics of the has at its disposal a tool capable of

atmosphere between 280,000 and 320,- providing cloud analysis on as small or

000 feet were begun, utilizing observa- large a scale as desired. The satellite

tions of noctilucent clouds and meteor view has already revolutionized the

trails. Other upper atmospheric circu- Launched on 1 April and 23 November 1960;
lation studies centered on the effects of 12 July 1961; and 8 February and 19 June
solar energy radiations. On the basis 1962.
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meteorologist's capability to study the (immediate operational use) program.
dynamics of the atmosphere and to By way of preparing for the completely
improve forecasts. automatic reduction, and possibly even

analysis of satellite data, two additional
TIROS PHOTOS AND COMPUTER contractual efforts were supported by

ANALYSIS: The Cambridge Research AFCRL. In one the feasibility of recti-
Laboratories, which established a satel- fying individual photographs, super-
lite meteorological research group in imposing map coordinates on them, and
February 1958, have vigorously pursued joining an entire sequence of pictures
studies of a special problem associated into a mosaic, was shown practical by
with the new tool-that of photo inter- digital computer techniques. The other
pretation and data analysis. Toward study, still in its early stages in June
this end, photographic "keys" were 1962, centered on research into the
developed during the period which feasibility of automatically extracting
equate cloud types to such photo information of use to the meteorologist
parameters as structure of cloud pat- by machine methods directly from the
terns seen, geometrical configuration of satellite output.
patterns, dimensions between and with- While advances in data processing
in pattern elements, and the relative were being made, another AFCRL
brightness of cloud elements. The latter contractor studied satellite photos and
was basic not only to subjective photo concluded it was possible to determine
interpretation, but also for automated the stage of development in the life
machine analysis and interpretation cycle of mid-latitude cyclones. In
since the primary input to the computed
system was brightness in terms of
digital voltages of the scanned spots.

The use of computers by AFCRL was
dictated by the large volumes of data
being recorded by the satellites. During
the early TIROS flights, a relatively
slow process was used, involving locat-
ing, rectifying and extracting data in
real time with the operational output
dependent on the subjective interpreta-
tion of meteorologists. The procedure
also was not adjustable to efficient
transmission through normal communi-
cation channels or compatible with
the digital form of communications
required by organizations with com-
puter-oriented modes of operation.

To resolve these problems, an AFCRL
contractor devised a machine program
for the production of rectification grids.
This system saves several hours over Tiros satellite photograph with a corn-

the previous method of fitting grids to puter generated grid superimposed is
shown here. This photograph shows

the pictures, and it was later adopted lower California and the Gulf of Cali-
by the U. S. Weather Bureau in its IOU fornia and was taken 21 August 1961.
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follow-up studies by AFCRL meteorolo- observational data. In this connection,
gists, a family or wave train of cyclonic radar analysis of a tornado-producing
systems was tracked and studied as it thunderstorm tracked near Geary, Okla-
moved from Japan to the central homa in May 1961, showed an echo
United States over a seven-day period, configuration remarkably similar to a
The stage and intensity of mature severe hailstorm previously studied and
cyclones also were investigated by reported on in England. In both cases
observing satellite pictures of. three there was an overhang, or region of
storms. over the central part of the intense precipitation on the right flank
country. At the end of June 1962 the of the storm, lying above areas near
Laboratories were continuing, their the ground that contained little or no
research on the problems of, photo precipitation. When the storm was
interpretation and data analysis. most severe, the overhang terminated

toward the rear of the turbulence in a
WEATHER RADAR RESEARCH nearly vertical wall of very heavy pre-

Another continuing AFCRL program cipitation, while nearby there was a
involved the use of radar techniques narrow wedge-shaped chimney signify-

to study the spatial distribution, inten-
sity, variability and development of
clouds, precipitation, refractive index
inhomogeneities and ionized regions.
During 1961-1962 the most important
activity.in this area centered on initia-
tion of a program using Doppler tech-
niques to improve the. potential of radar
for cloud 'and precipitation studies.

Work on Doppler signal processing,
both theoretical and experimental, was
carried out, based mainly on statistical
analysis .of narrow band Gaussian
signals and various experiments on
simulated signals. One- application of
the Doppler technique was in the
measurement of air motion, considering -
precipitation or chaff particles as
tiacers. The method provided a very
useful means for studying the varia- 4

bility of the wind on a fine time scale.
Complete wind soundings could be made
in about four minutes with existing
instrumentation, with accuracies ex-
ceeding those of conventional balloon
tracking techniques.

THUNDERSTORM WARNINGS: One of AFCRL pioneered in weather radar

the major goals of these radar studies techniques which are used widely today.
A cyclonic system is seen on a radar

was to devise warning procedures for scope.
severe thunderstorms, using all suitable
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ing the location of the most intense
updraft.

Related experiments utilizing radar
also were conducted at Flagstaff, Ari-
zona, as part of efforts in the summer
of 1961 to detect the electromagnetic
radiation associated with many severe
storms and tornadoes. The reflectivity
structure of growing cumulus was
measured at two radar wavelengths,
0.9 and 1.8 centimeters and sferics data
were recorded in young and growing
thunderstorms.

Other radar research pursued during
the period was directed towards
developing new instrumentation for
measuring, processing and displaying

Two T-11 cameras of the type shown
here were used at the Flagstaff Field
Site in Arizona to take stereogram-
metric cloud photographs. Such photo-
graphs provide information on the size
and growth rate of convective cells.

atmospheric signals. This effort in-
cluded a preliminary evaluation of the
Weather Radar Data Processor, which
digitizes video and position information
obtained from the CPS-9 Weather
Radar; also the installation and pre-
liminary evaluation of the linear/
circular polarization kit on the CPS-9;
and multiwavelength radar reflectivity
studies at 3.2, 0.9 and 1.8 centimeters,
conducted at Flagstaff and at Blue Hill,
Massachusetts.

The mountains near the Flagstaff Field
Site are breeding grounds for clouds, HIGH LEVEL CLIMATOLOGY
and thus the Flagstaff site is an excel-
lent location for the study of cloud In seeking to provide a more correct
dynamics, description of the atmosphere at higher
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altitudes, to meet the growing require- the year as a whole. Moisture content
ments of aerospace technology, during of the air was specified in the Supple-
the period AFCRL contributed to mental Atmospheres, but not in the
several notable advances in climatology. Standard.
One contribution, by the Meteorological
Development Laboratory, involved the WIND AND DENSITY STUDIES: The
preparation of a new Standard Atmos- study of the variability of winds over

phere based on a complete analysis of short time intervals was another phase

all available radiosonde, rocket and of the AFCRL research program to

other observations of temperature, increase understanding of atmospheric

density and pressure at the higher processes. The low-level jet phenomena

elevations, discussed earlier was one aspect of this
research. Another, conducted during

A REVISED STANDARD ATMOSPHERE: the summer of 1961, involved hourly

The AFCRL revised Standard Atmos- rawinsonde flights at Hanscom Field,

phere, which superseded 1956 and 1959 whose preliminary results on variability

models, was almost identical with the from flight to flight were reported to

old ones up to 20 geometric kilometers. the National Symposium on Winds for

But at higher levels it was further Aerospace Vehicle Design. Vertical

refined. For example, at 50 kilometers extension of the analysis to between 15

its temperature was given as -2.5CC and 45 miles above the Earth, based on

rather than the 95"C in the older data obtained from 23 hourly Arcas-

versions. At 90 kilometers (295,000 Robin rocket soundings, indicated a

feet) its temperature was given as marked diurnal cycle of wind variability

-92.5r'C, which fell between the values at those elevations.

of the 1956 version (-76.5-C) and the The AFCRL wind and density studies,

1959 model (-107.5-C). as the above Symposium indicates, were

In September 1961 the AFCRL re- directed toward obtaining data that

visions were presented to, and approved
by, the U. S. Committee on Extension , ia--III I I-
to the Standard Atmosphere. Official
publication was set for the fall of 1962 .
together with revisions for altitudes
from 90 to 700 kilometers. This revised
U. S. Standard Atmosphere also was -

submitted to the International Civil
Aviation Organization for international
approval for altitudes of interest of
aviation. Besides work on the Standard
Atmosphere, AFCRL meteorologists- -
seeking to provide more detailed atmos-
pheric description for specific altitudes
-also developed Supplemental Atmos-
pheres at 15, 30 and 45°N. Others were
in preparation for 60 and 751N. For A U-2 aircraft is made available to

each latitude summer and winter ver- AFCRL for meteorological experiments
where it is necessary to conduct the

sions were provided, except that the experiment well above major weather
Tropical Atviosphere (15 0 N) was for patterns.
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could be used in planning the flights slowing down of satellites as they orbit
of aerospace vehicles such as the Air the Earth- based on the amount of
Force Dyna-Soar. During 1961 both drag the satellites experienced at
contractor and Air Force in-house perigee (above 200 kilometers). In a
agencies involved in the Dyna-Soar related study, it was discovered that
development program, sought the solar flare phenomena directly affected
Laboratories assistance in obtaining atmospheric density. Thus, for exam-
detailed information on winds, tempera- pIe, within a day following two large
tures and atmospheric density. Several solar flares in November 1960, it was
AFCRL studies were initiated and found that the density of the atmos-
reports written that provided arrays phere at 205 kilometers had increased
of means and standard deviations of by a factor of about two in one case,
density at two kilometer intervals, at and a factor of 1.5 in the other. The
altitudes up to 32 kilometers, and effect was attributed to the corpuscular
coefficients of correlations between radiations emitted by the sun.*
levels for six different climatic regions. During the period AFCRL scientists

In the search for more and moreetaie aseric dr e n i ore- * See discussion of solar flares in Chapter VII.detailed atmospheric density informa-

tion at the higher regions above 100
kilometers the Photochemistry Labora- "-
tory also conducted a number of experi-
ments using rocket probes and satellite
measurements which produced useful
data. One experiment involved a flight
in March 1962 of a Nike-Cajun carry-
ing a 7-inch falling sphere which
contained an improved transit-time
accelerometer. The drag experienced
by the sphere was measured by the j
accelerometer and good density data f,-
was obtained to an altitude slightly
greater than 100 kilometers. Two
expandable sphere experiments, flown
on a Nike-Cajun and an Aerobee
rocket, also brought in density data at
altitudes of 107 and 100-140 kilometers
respectively.

To obtain density information at
satellite heights, the Photochemistry
Laboratory made use of a very sensitive
cold-cathode ionization gauge, flown
aboard Discoverer 25 into polar orbit
(17 June 1961) and recovered from the
sea the following day. The flight pro- Hurricane Carla which formed in the

vided the scientists significant density Atlantic in 1961, was photographed by
an AFCRL-equipped U-2 aircraft flying

data at an altitude of 400 kilometers. above 50,000 feet. Simultaneously, the
The density of the upper atmosphere hurricane was photographed by the

also was calculated by observing the Tiros satellite for comparison purposes.
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-continuing related climatological re- during the summer of 1961. These tests
search-gave considerable attention to consisted of 200 rocket launchings, 100
studies of the effect of upper level at Eglin AFB, Florida, 60 at Holloman
winds on air intercept and bombing AFB, New Mexico, and 40 at Wallops
operations. Errors in wind forecasts Island, Virginia. Balloon radar acquisi-
supporting SAGE-guided fighter plane tion was accomplished during 90 per-
intercept missions were fully analyzed, cent of the flights. The system was
based on wind errors introduced into subsequently classified as "tentative
an IBM 704 computer simulating opera- standard," although development con-
tional conditions. Results of the study tinued, so that procurement could be
indicated that the existing state of the initiated in support of weather opera-
art in wind forecasting was generally tions that required new meteorological
adequate, although AFCRL meteorolo- data at the higher levels. Operational
gists noted there were certain geo- use of the Arcas-Robin system began
graphical, seasonal and operational in March 1962.
limitations. The Arcas is a small solid-fuel low

The problem of predicting winds aloft acceleration rocket, 80 inches long, 4.5
in support of manned bomber opera- inches in diameter and weighing about
tions was also approached from a 75 pounds. It has a thrust of about
statistical point of view. Prediction 330 pounds. The Robin is a one-meter
equations were developed for a number diameter 1,2-mil mylar sphere containing
of techniques and then tested on inde- a built-in aluminized l/t-mil mylarcorner
pendent data. Related research was reflector. After ejection from the rocket
continued in an effoit to develop better at a height of about 250,000 feet, the
methods for estimating the probability
of future weather events. Tests of
"least squares" indicated that reliable
probability estimates could be obtained
when the predictors were defined both
as continuous variables, or expressed in
discrete, mutually exclusive categories.

EQUIPMENT RESEARCH

As has been indicated, one of the major
deficiencies of modern meteorology has
been the lack of data on the higher
layer between 70,000 and 250,000 feet.
It was in the attempt to resolve this
problem that AFCRL concluded several
successful equipment development pro-
grams during the period which served
to advance meteorological research. -, -.

THE ARCAII-RODIN SYSTEM: One of
the important programs centered on the The Arcas Robin rocketsonde system is
Arcas-Robin meteorological sounding loaded into its launcher at the Air
Arcas-in etribeoroloical sun Proving Ground Center's rocket launch

technique (described below), which suc- site on Santa Rosa Island, near Fort
cessfully passed its feasibility tests Walton Beach, Florida.
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Robin inflates to a super-pressure of ous sphere films and inflation devices.
10-12 millibars through vaporization of Wind tunnel tests of spheres at the

35cc of isopenthane carried in a small University of Minnesota resulted in
capsule inside. Ground based radar is establishing the drag coefficient values
used to track the falling sphere down incorporated in the data reduction com-
to 100,000 feet where it starts to deflate. puter program.

During the above sequence the space The feasibility of ejecting the Robin
positions of the sphere can be reduced from a Loki-type sounding rocket also
to determine such meteorological para- was successfully tested during 1961 at
meters as wind, density, temperature the White Sands Missile Range. The

and pressure. The whole system, which Loki vehicle is capable of reaching
was designed for operational weather heights of 200,000 feet and has the

station use, requires only two airmen advantage of being considerably lower
to handle the rocket and launching in cost than Arcas. A comprehensive
equipment. During the development Loki-Robin test program was scheduled
program, several environmental chamber to begin during the summer of 1962.
tests of the Robin were conducted at
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, to evaluate THE ROSE SVSTEM: Another impor-
the ejection mechanism as well as vari- tant AFCRL technique developed dur-

ing 1961 was designed to provide
detailed wind shear information in
the lower atmospheric levels from the
surface to 75,000 feet. Designated the
Rose system, this technique involved
use of a hydrogen-filled rising rigid
sphere tracked by the AN/FPS-16
radar. An aluminized two-meter diam-
eter half-mil mylar sphere, Rose was
super-pressured throughout the flight
to about eight millibars. A finite differ-

7 ence data reduction method provides
wind information to an accuracy of
better than one meter per second over
a height interval of 100 feet through
the strongest of wind shears. Rela-
tively inexpensive, the Rose technique
was adopted by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration as
well as by the Air Force to support

irange operations. Although further
refinement of the sphere was underway,
the technique was expected to be stand-
ardized by late 1962.

The new radiosonde neoprene bal-
loons also were field tested at tropical,

The Robin sphere consists of a mylar arctic and temperate zone locations

balloon with aluminized mylar corner from May through November 1961.
reflector for radar tracking. They were a M1-537 100,000 foot day-
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night balloon, and a M1-564 120,000 electrical field, and a corona current
foot day-night balloon. Several other detector which measures the near-
AFCRL programs were initiated to vicinity electric field intensity. At its
develop a 100,000 foot fast-rise balloon most sensitive level, however, the sys-
as well as a 150,000 foot balloon, tern can detect a lightning discharge

An integral part of the above efforts at a maximum range out to 100
to obtain more knowledge of the higher kilometers. Successful development of
levels involved the development of the system was expected to be particu-
improved atmospheric sensing instru- larly useful to ICBM crews in areas of
ments. Among them was a dew point high thunderstorm activity.
hygrometer, which operates on the One of the highlights of AFCRL
principle of detection of the presence equipment research during the period
of alpha radiation from a polonium involved the successful demonstration
source. This device employs a Peltier at Westover Air Force Base of the
cooler and an optical mirror system and Weather Observing and Forecasting
was successfully tested in December System (433L). Many of the original
1961, demonstrating an ability to meas- ideas and the background research for
ure frost points as low as -60'C. the system equipment originated in the
Another sensor, a low cost polyelec- Laboratories in the late 1950s.
trolytic humidity device, also was
designed during 1961. It uses a polymer AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL STA-
plastic having electro-conductive prop- TION: The major accomplishment was
erties that vary with the amount of the completion of the Automatic
moisture absorbed by the material. Test Meteorological Station AN/FMQ-5.
flights of the latter device were sched- This station accepts inputs from airfield
uled for the summer of 1962. Develop- sensors (wind, transmissivity, cloud
ment of a microwave refractometer, a height, etc.), converts analogue signals
device urgently needed at the missile to digital values, performs computa-
ranges, also was initiated by AFCRL. tions and stores meteorological message
The refractometer employs the princi- elements for variouis transmission
ple of sampling the air between the schedules. The automated inputs, plus
plates of a specially-designed capacitor; several non-automated observations, are
the capacitanca varying as a function then transmitted at various speeds over
of the atmospheric dielectric constant, local and long-distance communication
provides an indication of the index of circuits.
refraction. During 1961 three such stations were

delivered by the contractor, with
A LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEM: AFCRL personnel supervising the

During the early months of 1962, a acceptance and Category I testing of
lightning detection system designed by the first unit. The station was moved
the Laboratories also was tested at to Westover AFB where it was installed
Patrick AFB, Florida. Its purpose is in an Air Weather Service facility and,
to help missile safety officers to predict in December 1961, was successfully
potentially-dangerous atmospheric elec- demonstrated for high ranking Air
trical charges. The equipment contains Force officials. The second unit was
a lightning stroke detector which installed in the System 433L test build-
responds to sudden changes in the ing at Hanscom Field; while the third
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unit was stored pending possible instal-
lation at the Federal Aviation Agency's
test facility at Atlantic City.

In the meantime AFCRL research
efforts were continuing on advanced
versions of the equipment, so as to
reflect changes in Air Weather Service
operational concepts. The goal was to
have the final operational configuration
ready to begin quantity procurement by
the end of calendar year 1963. Among
new advances made by AFCRL meteor-
ologists in the system were: a force-
balance digital barometer which makes
possible automatic accurate station
pressure measurements, and resolution
of the problem of precise analogue to
digital cloud height signal conversion.
A new cloud height measuring set for
tactical use was developed, the AN/
TMQ-14, a highly mobile unit using a
Xenon arc light source. Many of the
set's features were applicable to the
standard fixed station equipment.

In other "far out" equipment
research, AFCRL personnel initiated
studies of the new laser device, and of
acoustical techniques (in coordination
with electromagnetic probing) as pos-
sible methods for the indirect probing
of the temperature, humidity and clear
air turbulence in the atmosphere.
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Materials

q One of the strongest in-house solid state
research programs in the Federal gov-
ernment is conducted at AFCRL's Elec-
tronic Material Sciences Laboratory
which has made basic contributions to
silicon technology, single crystal tech-
nology, material purification, radiation
effects investigations, and device fabri-
cation. The Laboratory pioneered in
new techniques for the ultrapurification
of silicon,and in silicon carbide research.
These and other important advances
contributed to the manufacture of
superior semiconductor devices, diodes
and transistors, and infrared and com-
puting elements that today play essential
roles in space age military applications.

During the 1961-1962 period, while
the build-up of the organization's solid
state research capability was continu-
ing,* AFCRL scientists pursued their
investigations of the basic mechanisms
and technological problems associated
with materials. The growth of single
crystals of controlled purity and struc-
ture such as doped aluminum oxides for
maser and laser application, was the
largest single endeavor. Research into
the effect of radiation on electronic
materials and devices was expanded, and
ultrapurification of materials and
investigations of new semiconductor
device concepts were continued. The
semiconductor work centered on ger-
manium, silicon, boron, silicon carbide,
bismuth telluride, and compounds such

* Highlighted by completion of AFCRL's
irradiation facility in September 1961, and a
new Crystal Physics Laboratory occupied in
February 1962. In addition, in the spring of
1962 construction was started on a new
Radiation Physics Laboratory.
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asmagnesiumstannide. AFCRL person-
nel continued studies of the properties
of diamond- a potentially useful high- j .
temperature semi-conductor material. •
Using improved techniques, they were
able to grow larger and more perfect
diamonds in the AFCRL tetrahedral
anvil press.* Research also was pursued
on optical materials, including alumi-
num oxide and calcium fluoride as host
lattices with dopants (impurities) that
exhibit energy levels appropriate for
light amplification action; and on rare-
earth garnet structures and the complex
cyanides.

A great variety of crystal growing
techniques and furnaces, some of them
unique, were employed by the laboratory.
Equally important, a variety of tech-
niques were used for analyzing the Ultrapurification of materials requires

crystal, the most valuable of these being that the materials be processed through
x-ray diffraction. In general, during the several stages. One aspect of the ultra-
period the laboratory's solid state re- purification process is shown here.
search program was narrowed to permit
more intensive efforts in fewer signifi- impurities or dopants is another matter.
cant areas rather than broader coverage For example, two ruby crystals grown
of the material sciencr area. under presumably the same conditions

ULTRAPURIPICATION PROCESSES often have quite different electronic

The presence of a few atoms ormolecules characteristics. The objective of much
of the laboratory's research in electronicin a material that are different from the maeilistgrwcsas vhcery

atom ormoleule in he pure sytem materials is to grow crystals with clearly
atoms or molecules in the "pure" system predictable and consistent properties. A
can greatly modify the electrical prop- second objective is to grow crystals with
erties of the material. Quantities as "alrmd"caatrsis

small as 1012 atoms per cubic centimeter "tailor-maie

of matrix can affect these changes. Of The problem of "tailor-making" mate-

the many large gaps in understanding rials, however, was complicated by the
the growth and performance of single fact that the host material, as a first step,crystalmaterialthe gr d e ncen s one must be devoid of major contaminants
crystal materials, the greatest centers on - thus enabling scientists to add con-

the effects of chemical and structural thsleaounsc nopats ad cmu-

imperfection. trolled amounts of dopants and "impur-

For semiconductors, the role of im- ities." A major effort of AFCRL,

purities is fairly well understood. In pr o re, h a -pu re teials.

magnetic materials, however, the role of producing ultra-pure materials.
ULTRAPwURIPIICATION OP *ILICON:

*.AFCRL created its first artificial diamonds in Scientists in the materials laboratory

January 1960, thirteen months after the
initiation of its ultra high pressure research initially devoted themselves to the ultra-
program. purification of silicon for semiconductor
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research. In-house studies of the prob- In seeking out new techniques to
lem led to the adoption of the preparation attain high levels of purity, another
of the intermediary, silicon tetraiodide, method that suggested itself was the use
and purifying this material by elaborate of vapor-phase chromatography to purify
methods. Five purification steps were chemical intermediates. This technique
used, essentially involving the use of a was used originally as an analytical tool
then new technique of void zone purifi- by the petroleum and organic chemical
cation. The purified silicon tetraiodide industry. An apparatus was designed
was then decomposed into highly purified and placed in operation by AFCRL, and
silicon. successful separation of the homologues

When the whole process was reported of the methylchlorosilanes was accom-
to the International Conference on Solid plished during the period. Continuing
State Physics in Electronics and Tele- studies have centered on the separation
communications, in Brussels in 1958, of the halides of boron, silicon and
widespread scientific interest was gen- arsenic.
erated. Today the AFCRL basic process DETECTION OP IMPURITIES: While
is commercially used in several countries, making advances in the area of ultra-
During 1961 a U.S. patent was granted purification, AFCRL scientists also
for the AFCRL apparatus developed for devoted a great deal of time and effort to
the preparation of ultra-pure silicon, and increasing the sensitivity of their ana-
a patent application for the process lytical tools for detecting impurities.
itself is still pending. One of their important achievements in

The above advance in techniques for this area was the perfection of neutron
preparing high-purity silicon was but activation analysis, a method which
the beginning of the organization's proved superior to existing techniques
research into the ultrapurification of (i.e., emission spectroscopy) for detect-
semiconductor materials. When a need ing certain impurities. The neutron
arose for preparation of high-purity activation technique involved irradiation
magnesium and tin, elements required of a sample in a nuclear reactor and the
for synthesizing magnesium stannide, subsequent identification of the radio-
those materials were successfully pre- isotopes of the impurities, thus produced
pared free of metallic impurities at the by a complex radiochemical quantitative
ten parts peimillion level. WhenAFCRL analysis allowing an identification of the
initiated its laser studies in January impurities' individual specific radiation
1961*, a requirement arose for prep- characteristics. For many elements of
aration of high-purity chromium for use the periodic table, this became work of
as a dopant in alumina. An eectrolytic a routine nature.
approach was adopted and a useful By 1961 the special "know-how" and
chromium product obtained. At the same reputation achieved by AFCRL scientists
time high-purity alumina was produced in detection of impurities brought dozens
through a recrystallization process. of requests from private industry and
Other successful experiments produced contractors for analytical work on
high-purity materials of such widely materials. During calendar year 1961,

dissimilar materials as silicon carbide, for example, some 325 samples of mate-

lead and naphthalene. rials were analyzed for their impurities
by laboratory personnel, using not only

* For a report on AFCRL laser research, see neutron activation analysis but. also
Chapter V. emission spectroscopy, gravimetric and
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In this connection, the Laboratory
also supported various contractor re-
search activities to further develop
trace and other sensitive analyses in-
cluding: (a) Stoichiometric analysis by
differential spectrophotometry; (b)
better understanding of the emission
process and fuller utilization of the
emitted radiation in emission spectros-
copy; (c) development of techniques
for solid-source mass spectrography;
(d) scope increase of activation analysis
by use of short-lived (under two hours)
activities; and (e) development of an

Sactivation analysis scheme utilizing ion-
exchange and multichannel gamma
spectrometry.

AFCRL's mass spectrograph is used During the period, several new impor-
here for the analysis of boron in tungs- tant areas of ultrapurification research
ten. Boron is one of the most difficult were begun. One involved the prepara-
materials to eliminate in the purifica-
tion of materials. tion of ultrapureboron using the triodide

as an intermediate. Another investiga-
tion centered on the decomposition of

volumetric methods. These samples in- organic compounds in an attempt to
cluded alums, boron and bismuth com- degrade them to semiconductors. It has
pounds, silicon and silicon compounds, been known that the complete degrada-
chromium, nickel, yttrium oxide, etc.* tion of an organic insulator results in a

For several elements of the periodic conductor. This research was aimed at
table, more rapid and inexpensive defining the conditions under which a
methods and better sensitivities beyond semiconductor might be formed using
the techniques above were required. To thermal, particulate and non-particulate
meet this additional need, an AFCRL radiation sources.
contract was let in September 1961 to As interest expanded in high purity
procure a solid-source mass spectro- rare-earth elements for use as dopants
graph capable of determining one part in lasers and masers, contractual work
per billion of boron impurity in silicon. was supported to develop methods for
When this instrument becomes opera- purification of four of those elements to
tional in mid-1962, AFCRL will be one impurity levels of the part per million.
of the few research organizations in the The in-house preparation of high purity
world capable of offering ultra-trace gallium was experimentally studied via
analysis by three of the most sensitive the synthesis and subsequent decomposi-
methods available: neutron activation tion of lithium gallium hydride. This
analysis, emission spectroscopy, and intermediate was obtained from the
solid-source mass spectrography. reaction of gallium trichloride with

lithium hydride. At the close of the
* The service was performed for private indus- period studies were continuing into

try in those cases where it was deemed the
Air Force and defense establishment would be various methods of ultrapurification
ultimate beneficiaries, such as vapor-phase chromatography,
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solid state research program. This study
involved theoretical and experimental
investigations of single crystals of con-
trolled purity and structure, and such
basic crystallographic factors as the
atomic spacing and arrangement, the
nature of the bonding forces, etc.

~I VEEUIL FURNACE OPERATIONS:
-.. For a number of years AFCRL experi-

mented with a variety of techniques to
grow single crystals of many materials.
During 1961, using the familiar flame
fusion or Verneuil furnace technique,
the Electronic Material Sciences Labora-
tory grew some 275 single crystal boules,
the majority being aluminum oxide
(ruby) with a wide range of concentra-
tions from 0.05 percent to 5 percent of
chromium, nickel, and other elements.
Many chromium-doped boules were pre-
pared for studies of the influence of
impurities and structural imperfections
on laser activity. A large number of
different rare-earth iron garnets were

Vapor phase chromotography is seeing grown from high temperature fluxes in

increasing use as a technique for ana- the range of 1200cC with the emphasis
lyzing constituents of materials, on lutetium iron garnet.

In the search for new and better laser

void-zone p~urification, electrophoresis, materials, two new ones were tried by
i-onxchae urifchiq, electroysis, laboratory scientists. These were wil-

ion exchange techniques, electrolysis, lemite, Zn 2SiO,, and calcium spinel,
electro-osmosisanddcialy'sis. WVork in the CaAI :O,. Many experiments wvere per~-

preparation of thin films focused on the fore in eemptt et1 per
decopostionof I, t boon uing formed in the attempt to get 100 percent

decomposition of B , to boron using conversion starting material to final
hydrogen as the reductant. Successful Verneuil powder. The best that could be

film hae ben ~ro~uce onsilcon done on the willemite was approximately

subtrates and the physical and electro- 9 on erion a l ingle

magnetic properties are being investi- crawt appro ma l pity
gated.crystals with approximately 95 ,; purity

gated, were successfully grown. In the case of
the calcium spinel feed material, several

CRYSTL PHYvSICS methods of preparation were tried with-

Besides its ultrapurification investiga- out success.
tions, the study of crystal physics as it In other experiments, after several
applied to the relation between electrical unsuccessful tries, during the period
properties of single crystals and their NiO single boules were grown. One of
structural and chemical defects was a the biggest problems-the lack of single
closely integrated phase of AFCRL's crystal seed material - necessitated
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The interior court yard of AFCRL's

new Crystal Physical Facility is shown.
This facility containing dustproof and

vibration-free rooms is one of the most
advanced facilities in the country for
single crystal research.

careful melting the tip of the cone and changes incorporated. Instead of the

growing the boule from it. From the conventional hydrogen oxygen flameRF

first polycrystalline boule, several single energy will be used to dissociate oxygen
crystal seeds were cleaved and seven molecules; the heat generated when the

single crystal boules obtained ranging oxygen atoms recombine will be utilized

from 40 to 60 grams each. A number of for the growth process. When the new
these were turned over to an AFCRL furnace is placed in operation this sum-

contractor for research purposes. mer, it should enable the scientists to

Using the Verneuil technique noted grow single crystals of a much higher

above, however, the scientists were perfection.
handicapped by the introduction of un- The AFCRL crystal physics program

wanted impurities into the various during the 1961-1962 period also placed

crystals through oxidation and outside emphasis on: (a) extending the avail-

contamination. To resolve this problem able temperature and pressure ranges to

during the period they designed a new above 30000C and above 100,000 atmos-

Verneuil furnace with a number of pheres simultaneously and to investigate
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silicon carbide furnace is expected to be
operational before 1963.

ULTRA-HIOH PRESSURE RESEARCH:
Another material with potential as a
semiconductor is carbon in crystalline

form (diamond), which has an operat-
ing temperature near 10000 C and
superior electronic properties. At
AFCRL the study of the effects of ultra-
high pressure typified by the growth and
study of artificial diamonds was begun
during the 1959-1960 period. The suc-
cessful growth of the diamonds (January
1960) was achieved in an ultra-high
pressure tetrahedral anvil press, de-
signed and built by AFCRL scientists,
which generates pressures in excess of
1,500,000 psi and temperatures over
30000. The basic ingredients have been
graphite and a metal catalyst such as

Single crystals of rubies, sapphires and nickel; under extreme pressure and
rutiles are grown by thn verneuil proc- temperature, the molten catalyst dif-
ess. The basic material in powder form fuses through the graphite and the
flows downward to be heated in a hydro- diamond crystals form in that region.
gen-oxygen flame. The crystal forms as
a boule at the base of the flame.

crystals not naturally found on earth and
others which are not possible by any
other means; (b) growth from the vapor
stage to clarify the mechanisms of
nucleation and production of crystals in
that manner; and (c) study of the
effits of chemical and structural imper-
fections on the formation of the crystal
as well as on its electrical properties.

To grow large single crystals of silicon
carbide from the vapor phase, construc-
tion of a new high-temperature furnace,
designed by AFCRL scientists, was
begun during the period. A pioneer in
the study of silicon carbide as a potential
semiconductor material, AFCRL had
previously grown small single SiC The AFCRL high pressure, high tern-

crystals which theoretically will with- perature apparatus is used to study
materials subjected to extreme pres-stand temperatures up to 7000 C com- sure. Pressures up to 2 million pounds

pared to only 2000C for silicon. The new per square inch can be generated.
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The basic mechanisms of crystal
growth by chemical decomposition tech-
niques also were under investigation.
The immediate practical aspects of this
work involved preparation of precisely-
controlled junctions on silicon substrates
for use in fabrication of new devices.
Many controlled junctions were made
during the period, and the process wasAt under sufficient control to permit ex-
ploration for device research.

SINOLE CRYSTAL PROPERTIES AND
PHENOMENA

A related and major area of AFCRL
research involved the study of the funda-
mental properties and phenomena ex-
hibited by single crystals. This research
was essential both to feed information

Material to be compressed in AFCRL's back to the crystal growth scientists,
giant press is placed in the small open- and to feed it forward to the device
ing of this tetrahedran. The tetrahedran research personnel. This area included
material distributes the forces evenly x-ray crystallography, x-ray fluorescence,
over the sample material. x-ray defect studies, electron microscopy,

electron diffraction, paramagnetic and
A number of technical problems, how- ferrimagnetic resonance phenomena,

ever, have arisen with the press, involv- optical transmission and reflection data
ing measurement methods which have in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared
lagged far behind the advances in high spectral regions, studies of crystal
pressure generation. Thus the absolute anisotropy and a wide variety of
magnitude of the pressures was in electrical, optical, and thermal measure-
doubt; the pressure calibration was ments.
obtained by using phase transitions in It also included microwave measure-
metals, and indications were that phase ments on solids, photoconductivity and
transitions were in error by approxi- electroluminescent studies. All of these
mately 25 percent. Another problem quantitative measurements both singly
involved the non-uniform temperatures and in combination yield the basic infor-
and pressures generated throughout the mation on single crystals of electroni-
high-pressure cavity. During 1961 solu- cally active materials and how their
tions to these problems were studied and properties can be modified by chemical
the equipment was modified, which and structural "defects" to produce use-
should enable the scientists to determine ful knowledge and devices for ultimate
more precisely the properties of mate- use in Air Force systems.
rials under extreme conditions. At the
close of the period studies in diamond DIAMOND RESEARCH: One aspect of
generation, and of the effects of high the above studies of single crystal prop-
pressures and temperatures on other erties centered on diamond. As was
materials, were continuing, suggested, the advent of diamond syn-
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semiconducting diamonds were novel
developments. The results of this dia-
mond research were presented at an
International Conference on Diamonds,
Paris, 1962.

In related work using x-ray diffrac-
S tion, the oxygen positions in 15 corn-

- pounds with garnet structures were
4 determined by refinement of the struc-

ture parameters. The results of this
study were of value for the calculation of
crystal field parameters which were of
importance to the explanation of para-

Diamonds are grown on a routine basis magnetic resonance phenomena.
with AFCRL's high pressure apparatus.
These diamonds, viewed under a micro- THEORETICAL STUDIES: Important

scope measure about 1/25 inch across, theoretical investigations were con-
ducted into the optical, thermal and

thesis stimulated scientific interest in the elastic properties of some 65 solids of 16thess simuate scentficintres inthe different lattice structures, and yielded

fundamental physical properties of the somefenta ll sifcant relts.
rarespeces TypeIlb whih i a smi- some fundamentally significant results.

rare species (Type Jib) which is a semi- The outgrowth of previous AFCRL
conductor. However, the supply of both studies in the area of atomic lattice
natural as well as synthetic diamonds vibrations, these investigations provided
was limited, and samples were some- new insight into the relations between
times quite small and of irregular shape. optical absorption spectra and thermal
These factors combined to impose seri- as wel as elastic properties. A funda-
ous problems in the use of extremely mental relation between cohesive energy
small metal-to-semiconductor electrical per volume and hardness of the solid was
contacts when examining fundamental found. It involves the concepts of lattice
material properties. To avoid these vibration energy and anharmonicity,
problems "contact-less" techniques util- compressibility, reduced mass of vibrat-
izing microwave measurements were ing atom pairs, interatomic distances
found quite promising. and restoration forces.

During the period these techniques
were used by AFCRL scientists to meas- MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY: During the
ure the electrical conductivity of irregu- period a program was begun to investi-
larly shaped samples of semiconducting gate the origin and nature of magneto-
diamond, and also were extended to the crystalline anisotropy in ferrimagnetic
measurement of other properties such as materials using microwave spectroscopy
current carrier lifetime. X-ray diffrac- techniques. Since anisotropy is an in-
tion microscopy investigations on con- trinsic property of all magnetic mate-
ducting and insulating diamonds were rials, such knowledge would not only
pursued, and showed that the dislocation provide a better insight into the basic
density was widely different for those theory of magnetics and atomic struc-
two classes of diamond. This result as ture, but also would prove to be a
well as the utilization of microwaves for considerable boon to those primarily
measuring the complex dielectric con- concerned with applications of magnetic
stant and the electrical conductivity of materials at microwave frequencies.
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netization, anisotropy constants and
linewidths of pure rare earth garnets
and doped rare-earth garnets provides
an insight as to how impurities and/or
dopants affect the host lattice.

These measurements were performed
for the most part using standard micro-
wave and/or electronic systems. Certain
techniques for more refined measure-
ments were developed to increase the
sensitivity or "information-gathering
power" of these systems when standard
techniques were not applicable.

SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS: In
an earlier period (1959-1960) spectro-
scopic instrumentation was built for
high resolution transmission and reflec-

Both semiconductor and magnetic mate- tion measurements on semiconducting
rials in single crystal form are grown and magnetic materials between 2300
and evaluated for a host of potential A
applications - semi-conductors, lasers, Angstroms in the ultraviolet and 36
amplifiers, oscillators, isolators and microns in the infrared. During that
so on. period measurements on the lattice

vibration and impurity absorption

A quantitative investigation of the spectra for pure single crystals of silicon
temperature dependency (1.40 Kelvin to carbide were reported at a conference
3000) of the anisotropy parameters was sponsored by AFCRL on SiC.
performed on samples of lutetium iron Subsequently, the optical instrumen-
garnet (LuIG) and yttrium iron garnets tation was further developed to include

(YIG), both pure and doped with a grating spectrometer capable of ex-
gallium or indium. Such studies, which tremely high resolution over the same

were continuing at the close of the spectral range, low temperature optical

period, were expected to be of great help dewar equipment, and a spectrometer
in clearly establishing the role played by adapted to photoconductive or radiation
the ferric ions on each of its two distinc- recombination studies. Sample holders
tive lattice sites. and accurate positioning equipment

Contrary to an earlier experiment on were designed to allow scanning of small

another LuIG sample, low temperature regions of samples held at low tempera-
measurements revealed a similarity in tures with radiation from the ultraviolet

anisotrophy behavior of both LuIG and to the infrared spectral range.
YIG. This discrepancy was attributed During 1961-1962 studies also were

to impurities in the former sample. pursued of the band structure of com-
Single crystal samples of ferri- pound semiconductors such as Mg2Sn

magnetic garnet materials also were and the impurity levels in semi-conduct-
studied by the scientists, to determine ing diamond over a range of tempera-
the intrinsic properties of rare-earth ture. Another investigation of radiation
garnets as a function of temperature. recombination in samples of Si contain-
The measurement of saturation mag- ing impurities which might have some
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laser possibilities, was initiated in coop- fabrication of various experimental
eration with an AFCRL contractor. semiconductor units. This effort was

highlighted by the successful fabrication
THE SEARCH FOR of the latest and most difficult state-of-
NEW DEVICE CONCEPTS the-art device, a planar transistor.
In addition to their work on ultrapurifi- Among the techniques used were double
cation of material,- and their research on diffusion, photomasking, photoetching,
single crystals, AFCRL scientist during precision alloying, etc. Following crea-
1961-1962 devoted themselves to inten- tion of this in-house device fabrication
sive investigations of new device con- capability, high quality reproducible
cepts which might further advance the planar transistors, mounted on conven-
capabilities of Air Force electronic tional headers, were made for device
systems. This research centered on: (a) investigations.
single crystals in the form of thin films; In anczher approach to new device
(b) the formation and electrical char- research, a silicon epitaxial deposition
acteristics of p-n junctions formed by process was designed and built which
the epitaxial deposition of such films for was based on the reduction of SiC14 by
subsequent device and integrated cir- hydrogen at 1100 to 12000C. Deposits for
cuitry applications; (c) the mechanisms some applications were readily produced,
of surface adhesion to refractory semi- but for more critical applications de-
conductors (silicon carbideand diamond) manding close control of thickness and
in order to understand and reproduce impurity concentration, it became neces-
such crystal ohmic contacts with desir- sary to uncover new fundamental
able electrical characteristics; and (d) knowledge of the kinetics of the reac-
design of basic circuits around devices tions involved. Such research was
developing from advances made in the initiated and soon yielded useful
above areas. information.

DEVICE PABRICATION: As part of the For the past few years there has been
AFCRL advance device concepts pro- a continuing strong theoretical effort on
gram, precision techniques were de- quantum mechanical tunneling across
veloped during 1961 to enable the extremely sharp p-n junctions, which

has yielded useful correlations between
impurity concentrations and diode
characteristics.

A new device idea that was an out-
growth of the above work is the hybrid
amplifier consisting of a tunnel diode in
parallel with th,, input of a common base

transistor amplifier. A theoretical device
and circuit analysis showed possibility
of: (a) current gains greater than one
with no resulting change in voltage gain;
(b) control over the input impedance
level so as to allow higher input im-
pedances and thus facilitate the match-

Microthermo compression bonders are ing of cascaded amplifier stages; (c) the
used for the fabrication of experimental choice of 00-1800 phase shift between
semiconductor devices, input and output signals. An analog of
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(penetration) does not cause junction
broadening at those temperatures.

In general, the Laboratory during the
period concentrated on majority carrier
devices as the most probable answer to
active higher frequency devices adapt-
able to multiple processing for inte-
grated systems. The severe, critical
material requirements of conventional
minority carrier devices made the simul-
taneous construction of thousands of
perfect devices on a common substrate
quite unlikely. In addition to the tunnel
emitter amplifier previously mentioned,
theoretical and experimental work was
pursued on the development of a major-
ity carrier thin film tunnel amplifier
utilizing polycrystalline material and

High temperature diffusion on thin also on a more conventional unipolar
slices of silicon is accomplished in this field effect device of a new design sug-
furnace. Such diffusion is a basic proc- gested by the successes of the new epi-
ess in research leading towards im-
proved microcircuits. taxial film technology.

RADIATION EPPECTS ON

such a device was constructed using con- ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
ventional circuit components; and elec- The organization's solid state research
trical measurements thereon confirmed program for several years also has en-
the above analysis. At the close of the compassed a study of the effects of the
period experimental work was underway numerous energetic radiations found in
to construct the originally conceived outer space or from nuclear power
single solid state device which should sources. It became clear that, in addi-
have a practical application as (1) a tion to their dangerous effects on per-
small signal high gain amplifier, (2) an sonnel, such radiations might produce
automatic gain control and (3) a de- various degrading effects on the space
tector with gain. craft's electronic gear as it travelled

In other related work on silicon tunnel through the Van Allen radiation belt
diodes, the scientists sought to confirm (magnetosphere), through proton
theoretical calculations regarding the showers emitted from the sun, or from
role of degeneracy on device character- its own power source. Evidence accumu-
istics. This work was based on the lated that the physical and chemical
growth of silicon junctions from a tin properties of electronic equipment would
rich solution, at temperatures lower than be changed through ionization and dis-
the melting point of silicon (8000C). placement, but detailed knowledge of theBasically during this process an n-type extent of the effect and whether it could
Bsical seedurn his pedforo ang n-type be prevented or minimized, remained
silicon seed wvas used for drawving p-type largely unknown.*

material out of the tin. Extremely lr yun .

abrupt junctions, suitable for tunnel * For other aspects of AFCRL studies of solar
diodes, were grown because the diffusion radiations, see Chapter VII.
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internal events because of the complex
spectrum of neutron energies and
gamma ray energies present in the
reactors. In general it became clear that
there were two types of events of im-
portance insofar as nuclear effects are

- concerned - ionization and atomic dis-
placement. The latter was accompanied
by the former but ionization was not
always accompanied by displacement.
That is, gamma rays produced ionization
but atomic displacement usually did not
occur if the energy level of the ray was
less than some minimal (threshold)
amount.

Aside from these generalizations,
fundamental knowledge was lacking on

Thick walls and doors protect scientists how the radiation moved the atoms
from radiation generated by AFCRL's about, what the range of movement was,
3 MEV Van de Graaff Generator. what energy levels were produced, and

how permanent were the changes. Even
THE APCRL RADIATION COMPLEX:

To accumulate new basic knowledge of
these radiation effects the Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories com- .
pleted the construction of a new radia-
tion complex at Hanscom Field during
the period. This facility consists of a
7200 curie cobalt-60 source, a three
million electron volt Van de Graaff posi-
tive ion accelerator, and a high current
1.2 million electron volt Dynamitron
Electron Accelerator. The final accept-
ance test on the cobalt-60 source was
completed on 13 September 1961. In
combination, these sources constitute an
outstanding tool for conducting radia-
tion effect studies in a controlled
environment.

Earlier, during the 1950s, the main
orientation of such studies involved con-
sideration of radiations from nuclear
reactors and weapons. Scientists gained
some limited experimental knowledge by
observing changes in materials exposed A Cobalt-60 source of 7,000 curies is
to radiations inside a nuclear reactor. used to irradiate various materials and
However, this data remained difficult to components to determine the effects of
interpret in terms of fundamental gamma radiation on the material.
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with AFCRL's new irradiation facility electrons in the vicinity of one million
example, even with monoergic beams, electron volts. These transferred just
the problem of interpreting structural enough energy to displace single atoms,
changes remained formidable. For avoiding the complications associated
example, even with monergic beams, with atomic cascades. Low temperatures
scattering can occur within the irradi- in the vicinity of 100 Kelvin were used
ated specimen and its surroundings to freeze in the primary defects before
leading to a spectrum of radiation they had an opportunity to interact with
energies which must be calculated or one another or with imperfections
measured. There was, in addition, a already present. Damage then was
related problem involving the difficulty observed through changes in electrical
of observing the effects created. Because resistivity.
of their ultra-microscopic nature, the To measure the damage, AFCRL per-
only means of determining their effects sonnel designed and assembled special
and number was by measurement of instrumentation that included: a liquid
changes in chemical and physical helium irradiation dewar suitable for

properties. carrying out isochronal and isothermal

The AFCRL irradiation studies began annealing studies of irradiated speci-

with low temperature electron bombard- mens; thermometry apparatus for
ment of pure crystalline material, using measuring the low temperature in-

volved; resistivity equipment capable of

detecting potentials as small as 0.01
microvolts; and apparatus for measur-
ing and controlling the electron beam.

Studies also were begun on the dam-
age produced in single crystals by mono-
energetic neutron beams. Equipment
has been assembled to measure damage
production rates as a function of neutron
energy. The measured rates will be com-
pared with values calculated from
present theoretical models, and then
later identified, if necessary, in order to
establish a reliable basis for predicting
and perhaps controlling the nature and
extent of the effects produced. These

( efforts, which were just beginning toj pick up momentum during the first half
of calendar year 1962, seemed certain to
advance scientific knowledge of the com-
plex chain of internal events set in
motion in materials when struck by

High energy protons generated by a external radiations.
Van de Graaff Generator located on the
floor above are deflected by this huge
magnet 90 degrees from their original
course. The material to be irradiated is
placed before the opening of a hori-
zontal tube.
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q The AFCRL programs in the earth
sciences, which encompass such fields
as geology, glaciology, geodesy, and
seismology, during the period gener-
ated important new geophysical infor-
mation that may directly affect the
nation's strategic air and ICBM forces.
Conducted by personnel of the Terres-
trial Sciences Laboratory, these pro-
grams centered on studies of various
inaccessible areas for possible emer-
gency landings and takeoffs of heavy
bombers, on new geodetic techniques
that may facilitate long range missile
strikes, and on development of a
U. S. capability to detect underground
nuclear explosions.

EARTH PHYSICS AND THE
DETERRENT PORCES

With modern-day weapons becoming
increasingly efficient and devastating,
the availability of adequate areas for
effective dispersal of Air Force retalia-
tory elements has become an important
military problem. In the search for
greater security for these forces to
enhance the nation's second-strike
capability, AFCRL scientists have stud-
ied the vast unpopulated and unattrac-
tive regions of the Earth's surface for
possible Air Force operations. This
research, which began in 1955, has
centered on the polar regions, on the
unpopulated temperate zone areas, and
on the arid and semiarid regions of
the globe.

The basic AFCRL investigations have
been directed toward understanding the
chemical and physical properties and
distributions of various crustal mate-
rials in the inaccessible areas. Such
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materials include consolidated rock constituted a joint effort with the U. S.
(igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic), Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory.
unconsolidated rock (gravel, sand), The field program involved the con-
and soils, ice, and snow. Under special struction of a 14,000-foot runway on
circumstances, it has been found that natural sea ice which, aside from the
many of these materials are capable of removal of a snow cover, was not
supporting the landing and take-off of processed or built up in any manner.
heavy aircraft. Besides the runway, parking pads, a

test pit and four load tank installations
PROJECT ICE WAY: One of the most were constructed, using fiber-glass rein-

dramatic evidences of this was demon- forcement during flooding of several
strated during Project Ice Way, a five- of the pads and the test pit. This rein-
month research and engineering field forcement, later tests showed, produced
program which involved the successful a tenfold increase in the strength of
landing and take off of Air Force planes the ice.
from natural sea ice in the North Star The major portion of the work was
Bay near Thule, Greenland. This proj- accomplished during February and
ect, conducted in early 1961, was based early March 1961. Beginning on 14
on earlier AFCRL research into the March, six currently operational air-
structure and properties of sea ice and craft (a C-47, F-102, C-130, B-47,

KC-135 and the 214,000 pound B-52)
MOWN" participated in tests of the natural and

processed sea ice platforms. Each plane
made several landings and take-offs
along the natural ice runway, and
parked for periods of up to two hours
on the runway and the processed park-

Who- ing pads. Several planes also made taxi
runs at various speeds along the
runway.

,_ The fact that some of the heaviest
- . aircraft in the Air Force inventory

actually landed and took off from the
sea ice on North Star Bay was physical
proof that the area, and similar areas,
could be used for emergency aircraft
operations. Pilots of the test aircraft
were unanimous in their opinion that
the braking action of the ice runway
was better than that of the main runway
at Thule, and that the ice surface was
as smooth as many paved surfaces they

Aerial view taken in the Centrum Lake had landed on.
area of Northeast Greenland shows During this operational phase, data
sandy terrace which provided an ideal was collected on the static deflection of.
natural landing area. Photo was taken natural ice and the processed ice plat-
from the rear of a C-130 aircraft re-
supplying the AFCRL opcration by forms, on creep characteristics, and on
airdrops. the ice's elasticity, electrical properties,
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crystal structure, temperature, salinity, airstrip improved only by scraping,
density, etc. The collection of data was dragging, and rolling operations.
largely completed during April; how- During the 1960 Greenland field
ever, the site was not abandoned and experiments, seeking additional knowl-
the project terminated until 31 May edge of permafrost, AFCRL scientists
1961 when the ice reached a state of devised a technique to record the varia-
advanced deterioration. tions in electrical resistivities between

While Project Ice Way was the most frozen and unfrozen soil and between
dramatic of recent AFCRL studies of soil and water. Depths to the upper
natural landing sites, earlier investiga- level of the permafrost, measured by
tions also had added to Air Force this technique, varied by only three
knowledge of the utility of the northern percent from those obtained by drilling.
regions. In particular, during the May- These encouraging results warranted
August 1960 period the laboratory further experimentation, and during
investigated ice-free natural land areas 1961 studies were initiated to develop
in north and east Greenland for pos-
sible use as emergency air-strips. The suitable lightweight portable equipment
detailed scientific field program included for use in rigorous environments. Such
studies in geology, soil engineering, equipment could enable personnel to

permafrost, meteorology and electrical quickly identify at any location the
resistivity of soils. Successful test land- upper level of permafrost, and the
ings by heavy type aircraft such as the desirability of various sites for Air
C-119 and C-130 were made on an Force utilization.

/T -

Natural ice, properly treated, can sup-
port the heaviest aircraft in the Air
Force inventory.
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QUICK CLAY RESEARCH: TheAFCRL makes them potentially useful as land-
search for potential landing sites during ing sites. The initial work in this
the period also included contractor area involved the collection of more
investigations of land areas containing information on their distribution and
"quick clay" deposits. These deposits composition.
were found to be highly sensitive, The geomorphology of the arid and
unstable and potentially dangerous in semi-arid regions of the world also
their natural state. On certain occa- were targets for the AFCRL data
sions, upon slope failure, quick clays collection effort. An intensive search
in the past have destroyed life and of the geophysical literature was con-
property without warning. A landslide ducted during the period, and a compila-
of this type occurred at the town of tion begun of existing photographs and
Rimouski, Quebec, and was attributed maps of various deserts and soils. A
to the material's reduced electrolyte number of arid Middle East and North
content, artesian water pressure, and African countries in particular were
the relatively steep slope of a nearby selected for study, with a view to relate
bank. The AFCRL-sponsored research them to analogous areas in desert
was directed toward the possible regions in the western United States.
strengthening of the structure of quick Photogeologic methods were adopted
clays through spraying of various for selection of sites inherently suitable
solutions. fGr unprepared landing areas and to

Related contractor studies encom- analyze ground conditions; these were
passed the clay mineralogy of the dry
lake beds known as playas. The world-
wide occurrence of these virtually
featureless dry lakes, which number
about 300 in the United States alone,Alm,

Polarized light passed through a thin
A C-130 aircraft turns around after section of ice was used for the micro-
landing on natural sandy terrace at scol)ic examination of ice crystal struc-
Centrum Lake. The terrace provides a ture, one of a score of techniques used
broad, smooth, hard landing strip, to determine properties of the sea ice.
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to be subsequently tested by actual light rather than hundreds of feet; obtaining
and heavy aircraft operations. more precise information on the earth's

Since it became essential to develop shape; determining the locations, mag-
a systematic data collection program nitudes and intensities of large gravity
over diverse and often inaccessible anomalies; and developing a coordinate
areas of the world, AFCRL examined system with the capability of relating
the possibility of using various airborne all geodetically significant positions in
sensing devices. A thorough evaluation a uniform manner.
of available sensing systems was made,
while investigations were begun into ROCKET-FLASH TRIANOULATION:

new ones. The possible use of radar and Research in this area was undertaken
infrared techniques to determine terrain by AFCRL with contractor support, andwas primarily oriented towvard the
properties were examined, as well as desiad opent oane te
use of pulsed radio-frequency energy nesforagedeticopositon teci-
for measurement of the conductivity niques for geodetic positions determina-
and dielectric constants (for indications tion. During 1961 the most active
of moisture content in the top laver of research revolved around a rocket-flash
the soil). Several of the sensing instru- triangulation technique that had been

the sho Seralo e seng wnr- first suggested by a Finnish geodesist.
ments showed promise and were

scheduled to be installed in the C-130, Its objective was to extend classical
together with precise navigation equip-
ment and aerial cameras, for field
testing.

Besides those activities, other investi-
gations by AFCRL concentrated on the
composition and distributions of tropi-
cal soils or laterites (i.e., soils in which
the silica is removed by deep chemical
leaching, leaving gels of iron and
alumina behind). In wet situations the
laterites provide severe restrictions on
any kind of vehicular movement.
Efforts were made to develop techniques
for identifying laterites from aerial
photographs, to enable scientists to
determine their world-wide distribution.

EODETIC RESEARCH PROORAMS

The advent of intercontinental ballistic
missiles and earth satellite systems not
only generated the most stringent
geodetic requirements of all time, but Basic payload carried by Astrobee 1500
concurrently provided the geodesist a rocket for flash triangulation experi-
means by which those requirements ment consisted of three canisters spaced
could be met. Air Force needs in this at 120 ° intervals on the skin of the

rocket vehicle. Each canister contained
area include: a capability to measure seven "Poppy" photo-flash cartridges.
distances between selected global points Also shown are the timing mechanism
within an accuracy of inches and feet and detonating equipment.
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surveying to three dimensions by photo-
graphing flashes carried aloft by a
rocket against a star background. The
photos were to be made simultaneously
from at least two camera sites where
geodetic coordinates were accurately
known, and from other sites treated
as unknown. Then by measuring the
images of the stars and the images of
the rocket flashes as recorded on the
photographic plates, it appeared pos-
sible to fix spatial coordinates and to
triangulate from the known to the
unknown positions. This interesting
technique promised a number of advan-
tages over classical methods, including
the fact it could jump large water
distances and ignore anomalies in the
gravity field.

The most important test of this
rocket-flash triangulation technique wasconducted by AFCRL the night of 8 The AFCRL Geodetic Stellar Camera

PC-I00 was used to photograph flares
December 1961, during the launch of released at high altitude against a star

an Astrobee 1500 rocket from Point background. By triangulation tech-
Arguello, California. The rocket carried niques, distances between land masses

a special rocket-flash payload consisting can be determined with great precision.

of 21 high intensity short duration
pyrotechnic flash cartridges (developed were capable of producing very accu-
by U. S. Army Ordnance, Picatinny rate stellar images on precision-ground
Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey). Each photographic plates. As part of the
of the flashes was capable of producing experiment, other instruments also were
a peak light output of 62 million used at sites in New Mexico, California,
candle power. The experiment was Hawaii and Johnson Island. They
programmed so that seven flash car- included Baker-Nunn cameras and a
tridges would eject at various heights, Minitrac camera. Four astronomical
the first set at about 900 miles, the observatories and a U. S. Navy Hydro-
second at apogee (roughly halfway graphic Office ship camera also were
between California and Hawaii), and involved. On the night of 8 December
the last set again at 900-920 miles the rocket was successfully fired. Un-
elevation, fortunately, poor weather over certain

To record the flashes, specially de- areas and mechanical failures reduced
signed geodetic stellar cameras were the amount of photographic data
stationed along the west coast of North obtained. Nevertheless, it was consid-
America: at Sitka, Alaska, Spokane, ered the experiment had demonstrated
Washington, and Lincoln and El Centro, the feasibility of using the rocket-flash
California, and in Hawaii at Mauna Loa triangulation technique to define the
and Kaena Point. Possessing extremely relative positions of various participat-
long focal lengths, the geodetic cameras ing sites.
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PROJECT ANNA: A natural extension failed to go into orbit. A second ANNA
of the above technique involved the use launch was scheduled for the summer
of satellite-borne optical beacons, a 1962.
method whose potentialities had been Early AFCRL experiments with the
studied by AFCRL scientists since 1958. flashing light device had centered on
During the 1961-1962 period AFCRL the degree of visibility at observing
contributions towards the launching of sites as the satellite changed altitude,
a Department of Defense geodetic both horizontally and vertically, and
satellite (Project ANNA) included the the operational capability of photo-
complete redesign of the initial, self- sensor equipment used with geodetic
contained stroboscopic light. On the stellar cameras. During November
ANNA satellite, the strobe lights are 1961, with contractual assistance, an
mounted in pairs diametrically opposite experiment was conducted to record
each other on the north and south photographically changes in apparent
flanges. Power is drawn from solar magnitude of the light output (from a
cells and nicad batteries, charging simulated satellite) with changes in
capacitors to activate the flashing of vertical and horizontal angles relative
the lights over selected sites around the to the line of sight. In this experiment
world. Because of rocket difficulties, the a new photosensor unit was mounted
first satellite launched on 10 May 1962 atop one of the main AFCRL buildings

at Hanscom Field, while a working
i model of the satellite light system was
.I transported to Mount Wachusett, 47

miles away. During the test various
changes of elevation angle and hori-

,l lml!:I zontal angle were applied to the light.
Coupled with the extreme variations in
weather conditions at the time, these

i_ changes demonstrated that the photo-
sensor system was capable of moni-
toring the orbiting satellite and its
electronic flash system.

In the course of research into new
geodetic techniques, AFCRL personnel
also hit upon a method of using passive
reflectors, satellite-mounted, as optical
beacons for geodetic data acquisition-

- ing. This technique required the send-
ing of a very powerful narrow beam of
light from each optical observing site
to a prismatic reflector on an orbiting

The ANNA satellite was designed to satellite. Suitable ballistic cameras or
improve our knowledge of the size and geodetic stellar cameras, mounted at
shape of the earth. The sphere with its each site in conjunction with the light
solar cell belt will permit the simultan- source, would then photograph the light
cous observation of ranging, range- reflections against stellar backgrounds.
rate, and optical measurements. On the
top and bottom of the solar cell belt Then using stellar triangulation com-
are the ANNA flash tubes. putations, the relative positions of many
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This close-up view shows one of the
four ANNA satellite flashtubes. The
flashtubes will perlit geodesists to

make accurate angular measurements
by photographing the flashes against a
background of stars.

widely scattered geodetic observing successful, and encouraging enough to
sites could be established. An important warrant further exploration of the
advantage of this technique was that technique with equipment more appro-

the bulky power systems mounted in priate to operational needs. These
satellites to generate light signals, investigations were continuing at the
could be replaced by the relatively light end of June 1962.
prismatic reflectors or prismatic re-flecing ateral.LONG LINE AZIMUTN DETERMINATION:

flecting material. Still another promising area of geodetic
To test this concept, a camera and data acquisitioning involved a method

light source were mounted on the roof developed by AFCRL scientists known
of an AFCRL building in March 1961, -s the "Long Line Azimuth Determina-
and a sizable retrodirective mirror tion Technique." This method was
emplaced atop Mount Wachusett. At- designed to furnish precise azimuths
tempts were made to bounce a light between non-intervisible geodetic sta-
signal from the building to the mirror tions. Basically, the approach consisted
and back to the camera to see how the of mounting a high intensity strobo-
dispersion of the light and light inten- scopic light on an aircraft flown on a
sity would be affected by the then severe course roughly normal to the line
atmospheric conditions over the area. between two non-intervisible points.

The experiment proved to be partially Line crossing was to be accomplished
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at several elevations, and cameras were A second problem involved extending
to h 2 stationed at two sites for which the first solution to longer distances:
azimuths were desired to constantly it was resolved by line crossing methods
record the light flashes against a stellar when only azimuth data were collected
background. Subsequently, the position (and the procedure became iterated to
of the flashes from each site could be establish convergence) and by a method
computed, and from these the relative where both azimuth and distance data
directions between the two sites were obtained.
established. A third mathematical solution toward

On 9 and 13 January 1962, AFCRL computing the azimuths involved the
personnel tested the technique during space extension of the first two solu-
flights made in cooperation with the tions. In this case, the topocentric right
Aeronautical Systems Division and the ascension and declination of the light
Air Force Missile Test Center. A B-58 source were measured, instead of local
aircraft, flying at altitudes of 25,000 direction and azimuth, and the solution
and 35,000 feet, made several line cross- became independent of flight path or
ings between non-intervisible observing time of crossing.
sites at Vero Beach and Homestead, This mathematical research was only
Florida, and at West End, Grand one small phase of similar activity
Bahama Island. During this time which involved satellite and multi-
photographic records of the flashing angulation tri-dimensional calculation
light and the line crossings were made. using computers. During the period
Weather once again played a disruptive special computer programs were set up
role in reducing the total amount of to: (a) generate satellite observation
data collected. However, sufficient data data; (b) define orbit calculation (two
were generated both in quantity and variations being investigated); (c)
quality to demonstrate the technique advance photographic plate reduction
was feasible for establishing longline programs; and (d) compute three
azimuths. At the close of the period, dimensional, multi-angulation and
additional work on improving the power multi-lateration for geodetic ties.
of the flashing light equipment was The first of these computer programs
continuing, involved satellite observation predic-

A noteworthy aspect of the above tion based on a magnetically-oriented
activity was the AFCRL mathematical satellite with specific cone angles of
studies conducted in order to develop illumination. The program included all
the formulae for computing the azi- perturbing forces due to bulge, drag,
muths. Thus, formulae were derived etc., to maintain rigid acquisition
for determining the forward and back specifications for long focal length
azimuth between non-intervisible dis- cameras. The second computer pro-
tant points, using the geodetic stellar gram involved a differential correction
observations. An initial problem in process centering on variation of
this research dealt with short distances, parameters to account for significant
and required a solution that could be perturbation to fit the orbit for geodetic
handled on a grid system such as the accuracies. The program also derived
Universal Transverse Mercator Grid, geocentric positions of observation sites
where the observed quantities could be from predicted space positions of the
adequately reduced to a rectangular satellite, aiming at producing the best
azimuth without sacrificing distances. fit, and consequently the most logical
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correction to the orbit, station position an AFCRL recommendation to replace
and potential coefficients which most the present International Gravity
nearly represented the observed data. Formula.

The third computer program involved As indicated, a significant portion of
the reduction of photographic data, and the AFCRL theoretical research was
was designed to extract the ultimate in directed toward establishing a uniform,
metric accuracy for small field-of-view absolute "world gravity system" to
cameras used in geodetic applications, which all gravity observations could be
This program allowed for the inclusion referred. This work also was aimed
of stellar breaks relative to star images, at the establishment of a "world cali-
took into consideration positional errors bration system" and uniform values
in star coordinates, treated refraction for the unit of gravity .acceleration
errors in several ways to adequately (milligal) observed by different instru-
handle low elevation observations, and ments throughout the world. To accom-
established uncatalogued star positions plish this, a requirement existed for
to 0.5 seconds of arc from one plate. new determinations of absolute gravity
The fourth computer program was using different methods and instru-
designed to include range measurements ments, and for long range relative
as well as optical data. measurements between absolute and

calibration stations.
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED The search for new methods of
GRAVITY RESEARCH measurement (see discussion below),
During the 1961-1962 period AFCRL and the theoretical studies of the earth's
scientists were deeply engaged in both gravitational field, were of direct and
theoretical and applied research into primary interest to the Air Force.
the earth's gravity field and physical Thus, for example, the effect of the
geodesy. One product of this research errors in the geodetic and geophysical
was the development, together with parameters on ICBM guidance systems
computational methods, of a theory for
normal (theoretical) gravity and the
gravitational field of an ellipsoid of
revolution. Closed formulae and power
series, to compute any parameter of
the normal field at any elevation, also
were studied and a set of new gravity
formulae was computed from free air
and isostatic anomalies. Different meth-
ods were developed for computation of
the continuation of the anomalous field
to high altitudes, and for interpolation
and extrapolation of gravimetric quan-
tities in the earth's gravitational field.
A statistical analysis of the different
types of anomalies, using selected
representative observations, also was
pursued during the period. It was Relative pendulum apparatus, designed
expected that by 1963 an important by AFCRL, will be used in the re-
outgrowth of this research would be evaluation of gravity reference values.
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were studied, and it was determined scientists also sponsored research
that the gravitational disturbances aimed at facilitating handling and
along the trajectory of a missile could data reduction. A major contractual
have a significant effect on the point effort in this area was designed to
of impact or CEP (circular error of provide a fast and accurate method of
probability) of the warhead. At the applying and evaluating inputs of
end of June 1962, the effects of the information and computing actual grav-
total geodetic/gravitational error on ity values as the end product of all the
missile CEP's remained under study, airborne research. Special emphasis
with the AFCRL goal being the develop- was placed on devising a "quick look"
ment of qualitative and quantitative data evaluation method so that air
gravity information for use in the crews could immediately determine
guidance of any given missile weapon whether a given flight had produced
system. usable data. If not, new flights could

AIRBORNE ORAVITY METER SYSTEM: be made at once rather than wait for
In the case of gravimeter techniques, a later evaluation, which might call for
AFCRL previously had developed repeat missions at a less convenient
(1958) the first airborne device for time.
rapid acquisition of gravity data on a Since any international gravity net-
global scale. During 1961 this research work would require a reference to some
was directed toward a complete re- absolute value of gravity, and because
packaging of the prototype gravity of the scientists' concern that existing
meter. The new configuration promised gravity reference values might be
greater accessibility to the various inadequate, special attention also was
components, and should considerably given during the period to developing
facilitate the transportability of the new instrumentation to produce such
entire airborne gravity meter system. data. New values, if obtained, could
At the same time, a new airborne be considered a United States contribu-
gravity meter system was developed tion toward the more precise determi-
which had the desirable feature of nation of an absolute gravity system.
being somewhat smaller than the The design and fabrication of a
prototype. reversible pendulum apparatus for

Both systems were scheduled for making measurements was one phase
simultaneous testing to determine of AFCRL research in this area. For
which was more suitable for ultimate world-wide surveys requiring compari-
operational use. These airborne com- son tests of pendulum gravity measur-
parative tests began over Edwards ing devices, another new, relative
AFB, California, in April 1962. A pendulum apparatus also was designed.
more thorough test program, which Two sets of the latter were nearing
was expected to take approximately 18 completion at the close of the period,
months, was to include flights between and were to be field tested in the
Germany and Japan along the 450 immediate future.
north parallel, over the North and Other laboratory work in the field of
South Poles, and completely around the gravimetric techniques included the
Equator. development of an Ice Island Gravity

Anticipating a vast amount of infor- Meter, which demonstrated a capability
mation would be generated by the of measuring and recording long period
airborne gravity program, AFCRL changes in relative gravity as might
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occur on an oscillating platform. toward exploring and developing useful
During tests of this device, it was found techniques to detect, locate and identify
to have a capability for measuring earth various military explosions or opera-

tides. tions capable of generating vibrations
The application of geodesy research in the earth or atmosphere.

progress to the exploration of the aero-
space environment as a whole, and THE AFCRL PROGRAM: AFCRL seis-
particularly for manned lunar landings, mological research was divided into
also interested AFCRL scientists. It two broad areas: (a) generation and
had become clear that American propagation of seismic waves; and (b)
astronauts, if they were to navigate detection methods and instrumentation.
throughout aerospace with any degree In the first instance, the scientists con-
of certainty of distance, direction and centrated on the mechanism of seismic
location, would require precise space wave generation by earthquakes and
referencing systems and charts of the explosions. Involved were such consid-
moon and the planets. With this erations as the effects of focal depth,
objective in mind, AFCRL personnel energy and spectral distributions among
participated in a USAF Horizontal and various kinds of elastic waves, radia-
Vertical Lunar Control study to develop tion patterns at the source, the effect
a functional system of fundamental of structures on propagation, and the
lunar reference points to which Air use of inverse transformations to
Force lunar charts could be tied (as reconstitute source waveform.
well as lunar hypsometric data for Examining various detection methods
moon contouring purposes). As part and instrumentation, AFCRL scientists
of this research, AFCRL supported sought to determine whether they could
basic studies at the University of differentiate nuclear detonation signals
Manchester, England, at the Paris from background noise, earthquakes
Observatory and the Lunar and Plane- and chemical explosions. These studies
tary Laboratory at the University of involved examination of signal and
Arizona. In-house investigations also noise characteristics and methods of
were initiated to design and develop maximizing signal-to-noise ratios, ex-
lunar transponder and gravity sensor periments with deep-hole detection
devices to determine positions on the techniques and large surface arrays,
lunar surface.* ocean bottom detection techniques and

instrumentation and data processing
SEISOLOICALSTUIESand display.

Another important part of the AFCRL One series of field tests, designated

mission was its continuing research Project Cowboy, included eight chem-

efforts to devise a reliable system for ic e oios an A to cEeg
detetin an idntifingundrgrund ical explosions at an Atomic Energy

detecting and identifying underground Commission test site. During 1961

nuclear explosions. In cooperation with analysi of te A t apDun d

other Department of Defense organiza- decoupled shots led to significant con-

tions engaged in the Vela-Uniform clusions concerning the energy trans-
research program (sponsored by the mitted and the spectra of the seismic
Advanced Research Projects Agency), wvspoue.Freape h
the AFCRL studies were directed waves produced. For example, the

data showed that the predominant
* For other aspects of AFCRL space studies, energy of decoupled signals was concen-

see Chapter VII. trated in the first few arrivals, whereas
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the tamped signals were characterized ripple firing on amplitude and spectra
by many arrivals of constant amplitude, of the seismic waves. A measurable
The tamped shots also transmitted a reduction in the amplitude of compres-
greater quantity of low frequency sional and shear waves was observed
energy. at some frequencies.

Other field tests involving chemical Analysis of the polarization of shear
explosions were directed toward a study waves received from Kamchatka earth-
of shear waves (SH) polarized in a quakes, at stations distributed azimuth-
horizontal place. Analysis of data ally about the source, showed: (a) the
obtained showed that: (a) the SH occurrence was common of earthquakes
motion was a normal and expected in which the first motion of the
result of an underground explosion; dilational wave (P wave) was a corn-
(b) the model of an underground pression in all quadrants and the shear
explosion (as a spherically symmetrical wave was polarized in the vertical
center of compressive stress) was an plane; (b) the mechanism generating
oversimplification and could not explain the S wave repeated itself from earth-
all the features observed on seismo- quake to earthquake; (c) the observed
grams; and (c) the formation of cracks P and S motion indicated thrust fault-
radiating from the crater zone was a ing; and (d) 22 of 23 earthquakes
likely source of SH generation. examined indicated a double couple as

In December 1961 a series of addi-
tional tests were conducted in a 10,000-
foot well near Hobart, Oklahoma, to
determine whether the signal-to-noise
ratio could be increased by recording
at depth (because of the decrease in
surface noise). With measurements
taken at regular intervals, it was found
that the surface noise level decreased
to a depth of 7,500 feet, remained fairly
constant to a depth of 8,500 feet, and
actually was higher at 10,000 feet.
Attenuation of the surface noise
appeared to be related to the velocity
curve which showed seismic velocities
increasing regularly to a maximum
between 7,000-8,000 feet, and then
decreasing over the next 2,000 feet.

During the period records from
earthquakes, quarry blasts, and other
chemical and nuclear explosions also
were analyzed in an attempt to obtain A plastic disc is used in model studies
Fourier transforms and power spectral of seismic energy distribution. An
density estimates of seismic signals as earthquake producing fault was simu-
a function of distance, magnitude and lated by freezing-a displacement in the
type of source. A series of controlled plastic disc and then permitting it to

thaw. Forces set up by the displacement
quarry blasts recorded at a distance of during the thawing process produce
900 feet demonstrated the effect of seismic waves in the disc.
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the source mechanism. Other earth- nuclear explosions to the surrounding
quakes also were studies for pertinent medium, and the source mechanisms of
data during the period, using a large earthquakes. A theoretical solution to
library of seismograms recorded on the two-dimensional wave propagation
magnetic tape that was collected by problem was developed, with verifica-
AFCRL. tion being sought in laboratory model

In related theoretical and laboratory experiments.
model studies, the energy distribution To measure ocean-bottom seismic
resulting from a radial source, a single phenomena to depths of 10,000 feet, an
force, a single couple, and a double automatic marine seismic monitoring
couple, also was investigated. On exam- and recording device was developed
ining the double couple, actual fault during the period. This device senses,
displacements were created in the amplifies and records in digital form on
models by "freezing" a stress in them. magnetic tape seismic signals in the
When heat was applied, the fault one to ten cps frequency band, and
snapped back to its original position, appeared capable of responding to
releasing energy in the form of elastic vertical and/or horizontal earth move-
waves. This technique produced an ments of less than a millimicron.
"earthquake" in the model more real During initial tests of this new device,
than expected, in that it was accompan- in January 1962, seismic events were
ied by fore-shocks and after-shocks. recorded off the coast of California.

In another area the yield stress and
plastic flow properties of rocks under
conditions of high hydro-static pres-
sures and temperatures were studied,
to provide an understanding of the
mechanics of coupling of underground

~~* ~Automatic marine seismic monitoring

and recording device contains a 3-com-

ponent seismoneter system and pressure
This apparatus is used for detecting detector capable of recording seismic
seismic energy distribution from differ- events on the ocean floor to depths of
ent types of sources, both man made 10,000 feet. Photo was taken off Cata-
and natural. lina Island.
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Sciences

( Much of electronics can be collected
under the general heading, electro-
magnetic wave sciences. Under this
heading falls AFCRL research con-
cerned with the generation, radiation
and collection of EM energy. Also
included are measurements of the path-
ways taken by the energy through the
atmosphere and space, and studies of
those influences which absorb, reflect,
perturb or degrade the EM signal.
Research at AFCRL embraces much of
the electromagnetic spectrum- from
extremely low frequencies at one end
through the VHF and UHF regions to
the optical and ultraviolet region at the
other. All of this work is related to the
basic Air Force research goals of im-
proved communication and detection.

During the 1961-1962 period four key
AFCRL groups were committed directly
to extending Air Force communication
and detection capabilities through re-
search in the EM wave sciences. They
included: the Electromagnetic Radiation
Laboratory, Propagation Sciences Labo-
ratory, Communication Sciences Labora-
tory, and Detection Physics Laboratory.
These groups pursued scores of investi-
gations of new and potentially superior
concepts and techniques for the recep-
tion and detection of electromagnetic
energy, and the l)ropagation of such
energy through various media. Their
noteworthy achievements during the
period included:

A new AFCRL design for construc-
tion of super-large aperture antennas
with high resolution capabilities; pio-
neering work in non-linear antennas and
data processing applied to partially
coherent electromagnetic waves; a new
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technique for magnetic pulsing low loss
ferromagnetic materials to produce
higher frequency radiation; a good start
in the exciting area of optical device
research; successful demonstration of
techniques for long range air-ground
scatter communications; and significant
progress in over-the-horizon detection of
aerospace targets.

An important portion of the organiza-
tion's work in the electromagnetic
sciences, which may be mentioned in
passing, involved AFCRL's participation
in the U. S. nuclear tests in the Pacific.
Sixty scientists from the laboratories
were engaged in these experiments dur-
ing the spring and summer of 1962.
Earlier, during the nuclear tests of 1958,
the Cambridge Research Laboratories
pioneered in the measurement and study A test model of the AFCRL large aper-
of the various disruptive effects on radar ture antenna has been constructed at
and radio communications caused by the AFCRL Strawberry Hill site. Each
high altitude nuclear explosions. In this of the 220 plates of the antenna meas-
report, however, only the unclassified ures 5 feet square. The plates must he
portion of the basic and applied elec- adjusted manually with respect to the

tronics research program is reviewed, feed.

ANTENNA RESEARCH lems associated with the construction of
Almost all electronic systems depend on large dish-type reflectors. This new
the emission or reception of electro- multiple plate technique should provide
magnetic energy, and they require an an effective aperture diameter of 2400
increasing variety of highly specialized feet, yielding a beamwidth of one min-
antennas, both ground and airborne. ute of arc at L band. By comparison, the
The design and development of such 1000-foot Arecibo dish at L Band (dis-
antennas is the res)onsibility of the cussed below) will have a beamwidth of
Electromagnetic Radiation Laboratory, 3 minutes of arc.
one of the pre-eminent antenna research The proposed new antenna will con-
organizations in the nation. sist of 7000 flat reflecting plates, each

about 20 feet square, which when viewed
HIGH RESOLUTION ANTENNA: An from above will appear as a giant clover-

important part of the Laboratory's leaf pattern. Located in the center of
recent work has centered on very large the array of plates will be an 800-foot
aperture antennas. One of its new tower for the antenna feed. This novel
design proposals, under current develop- approach should be capable of: (a)
ment, promises a revolutionary tech- providing the greatest coherent aperture
nique for achieving extremely high and consequently communication or
resolution and gain while avoiding the radar range at a minimum loss per
increasing costs and engineering prob- square foot of aperture; (b) permitting
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focussing in the near zone (out to an g ji ..
earth radius), thus allowing extreme
angular resolution on satellites and mis-
siles near the earth; (c) shaping by 44M
computer control the antenna beam pat- I L
terns for target acquisition at near
ranges; and (d) providing rapid beam-
scanning on a 90' cone.

During 1961-1962, to check out the
above theoretical analysis, construction
of a model of the proposed system was
begun by AFCRL scientists at Harvard - .

University's field site at Strawberry Hill
in Concord, Mass. The model consists of " "
220 plates and a 100 foot tower, and will
be used to assess the contributions to
the apparent antenna temperature from The proposed flat plate antenna will

spillover, transmission through the have a clover leaf pattern. Each of the

plates, and diffraction around the plates. 7000 plates are 20 feet square. The
antenna will have an effective aperture

The model, which is the only one of its of 2400 feet, and theoretically will have
kind in the United States, is scheduled to a sensitivity 7 or 8 times that of the
be completed during the summer 1962. Arecibo dish.

ARECIBO IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY:
Another approach to the problem of
avoiding enormously costly antenna
structures is to use natural geographic
features - that is, a huge depression
that may approximate a paraboloid or
concave spherical shape which can be
lined with a reflecting surface. Such a
natural sphere-shaped bowl was located
among several steep hills in Puerto Rico,
a near-perfect site for the construction
of the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory
- a 1000-foot fixed radar antenna which
will be the largest aperture antenna in
the world.

The Arecibo facility is based on ori-
ginal studies of spherical reflector
antennas published by AFCRL scientists
during the 1950s, and a Cornell Univer-
sity design proposal. Sponsored by the
Advanced Research Projects Agency,
this $7,500,000 radar involves erection This 96 foot line-source feed con-
of instrumentation and equipment (de- structed for AFCRL under contract for

the Arecibo Radio Telescope provides

signed by Cornell) in a natural bowl the means for correcting spherical aber-
1500 feet in diameter and 500 feet deep. rations of the Arecibo dish.
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AFCRL responsibilities include serving search conducted by AFCRL. Movement
as manager and technical supervisor of this feed permits scanning of the
during the construction, and providing antenna.
for the general design of the dish. The The Arecibo telescope operating as a
spherical design - that is, a segment of radar will be used for ionospheric
the sphere - will permit the antenna to investigations and lunar studies. The
scan over a wider angle (plus or minus dish also can serve as a radio telescope
20) than the conventional parabola. The for classic radio astronomy studies,
special feed mechanism for correcting observing radio emissions from the
spherical aberrations grew out of re- planets and stars. At the end of June

1962 most of the basic construction at
Arecibo wvas completed, including the
reflector excavation, paved access roads,
prime electrical power, water supply,
visiting scientists' quarters, and an
operations building. The construction of

00 the antenna itself was scheduled to be
completed by the end of the year.

FUTURE GENERATION EARLY WARN-

INO ANTENNA: Still another AFCRL ap-
proach to the problem of avoiding very
large and expensive antenna structures,

The positioning of the line-source feed while obtaining greater resolution and
with respect to the Arecibo dish is performance, is through the synthesis of
shown in this model. The Arecibo dish several independently-evolved antenna
is capable of scanning over a 20 degree techniques into novel arrays. Such a
cone. synthesis of techniques is found in the

Multiple Beam Interval Scanner
(MUBIS) system, which is intended for

_CAXIAL R F CABLES STRAIGHT FRONT LEN CONTOUR use in a missile early warning system or
for tracking earth satellites.

The MUBIS radar system gives simul-
taneous height and direction informa-
tion. In its simplest terms, it is a fixed
antenna array generating a multiplicity
of separate narrow beams spaced in
azimuth over a 600 sector. The system

REAR LENS CONTOL has the ability to scan each separate
FD beam, or the entire family, plus and

INPT FEED HMS minus half the angle between adjacent
PARALLEL PLATE REGION beams, so that all of the azimuth is

covered. The MUBIS incorporates a
new antenna lens design, consisting of a

This experimental microwave lens an- combination of wide angle microwave
tenna was constructed to investigate unit, cylindrical parabolic reflector, and
the lens parameters of the MUBIS ui cial praoli r cand
antenna systems. The lens has a 3 multiple coaxial organ pipe scanners.
degree beamwidth at S-band and a scan Energy collected at the inner face of the
angle of plus or minus 35 degrees. lens is constrained to travel through the
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coaxial cables to the outer face. By non-linear antennas had excellent resolu-
using the cables between faces, elements tion on incoherent targets but degraded
on the outer face can be spaced in performance on partially coherent
a uniform manner while corresponding targets.
elements on the inner face are spaced Other investigations pursued during
non - uniformly, thus providing an the period involved the basic properties
added degree of freedom in design and of fixed circular arrays with electronic
construction. beam steerability, a concept also origi-

The development of the MUBIS radar nated in AFCRL in the early 1950s. The
system, which was in a prototype con- concept involved amplitude techniques
figuration in the summer of 1962, was rather than conventional co-phasal tech-
begun several years earlier when Elec- niques to electronically scan the antenna
tromagnetic Radiation Lab scientists over 360 degrees. By a voltage control
computed a theoretical design for such
an antenna. After comparing the sim-
plicity, flexibility, economy and efficiency
of the proposed design with other known
techniques having the same or less scan
range, they embarked on an experi-
mental feasibility study. An in-house
and contractual effort subsequently was
successfully carried out in the 1959-1960
period.

INTERFEROMETRIC TECHNIQUES AND

CIRCULAR ARRAYS. During 1961-1962
laboratory personnel also performed
pioneering work on another class of
antennas capable of non-linear opera-
tions on received or transmitted signals. The circular dipole array antenna, based
By employing suitable configurations of on a concept by an AFCRL scientist,
radiating elements together with adroit was developed by the University of
pre-detection, correlation and multipli- Tennessee. Amplitude techniques rather
cation, they were able to obtain very than phased array techniques are used
high angular resolution with a minimum to scan the antenna over 360 degrees.

The control console for the antenna is
of radiating equipment. This research shown below.
consisted of an initial critical anal sis of
such non-linear antennas, followed by
laboratory tests of a new phase-modu-
lated interferometer which demonstrated
a capability for unambiguous high-
resolution patterns. Since interferom-
eter antennas were extremely large and
received partially coherent signals, much
of the research was concerned with the
distortion of spatial data that was intro-
duced by non-linear operations on in-
coherent or partially coherent signals.
The AFCRL work showed clearly that
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of signal strength at different points helices-or dielectric rods-are placed
along an array of concentric rings, the parallel to each other; in a second type,
beam may be shaped or other desired they form a small-angle vee. In both, the
radiating patterns obtained. Also by phase velocity along the radiator-com-
properly taking account of mutual cou- bination is variable, thus producing
pling, side lobes may be reduced by as wideband characteristics. One of the
much as 30 decibels. Experimental fixed two radiators can always be replaced by
circular array equipment, developed for a suitably located ground plane. It
AFCRL by the University of Tennessee should be pointed out that the propaga-
after a four-year research program, was tion mode on the small helices is not the
shipped to the Laboratories in the spring familiar one (being linear rather than
of 1962 for further testing and experi- circular polarization).
mental work. Two novel antenna types were

analyzed by AFCRL scientists, using the
TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNAS: Several surface wave principle but allowing, for

novel types of endfire radiators also were the first time, independent control over
invented and tested by EM Radiation phase as well as amplitude. The theory
Laboratory personnel during the period, showed that accurate beam-shaping was
Several of these fell in the category of achievable, which was not the case with
"tunable" endfire antennas - a new surface wave antennas.
development which permits operation During the period various contractors
over a much wider frequency band than contributed extensively to traveling
heretofore. In one type, two small wave antenna work. They produced de-

tailed analyses of the sandwich wire (an
in-house invention of several years ago),
of the current distribution along surface
wave antennas, of antenna sections that
are tapered in impedance, and of novel
flush feeds that excite surface waves
with more than 95 efficiency.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURFACE WAVES:

With the help of complex vector or
tensor representation for the impedance
of surfaces, AFCRL personnel found it
possible to treat all types of electro-
magnetic boundary phenomena from a
unified point of view.

Surface and leaky waves that were
excited by antennas radiating through a
plasma slab (as during re-entry), were
analyzed and from their characteristics
the radiation pattern of the antenna-

The double helix antenna developed at plasma combination was deduced. This
AFCRL is made from a conductive wire important relationship was first dis-
wound in such a way that a series of covered and worked out by an Air Force
figure eights is described. This antenna
is economical to fabricate, transport contractor, the Polytechnic Institute of
and erect. Brooklyn. This same contractor also
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worked out in detail the field structure subject of much theoretical and labora-
of dipoles radiating in an infinite plasma tory experimental work over a period of
medium, with or without a d.c. magnetic several years. During the reporting
field. Another noteworthy contractor period the first quantitative measure-
contribution was the theoretical and ments of antenna breakdown during
experimental analysis of "modulated" actual rocket flight were made by
surfaces, which led to the first correct AFCRL scientists. Definite evidence
explanation of Wood's anomalies in was obtained of voltage breakdown of a
optics. slot antenna at 250 Mcps, and in addi-

Contractors also contributed to the tion the following parameters related to
problem of hardened antennas, by com- the breakdown were measured: static
puting the radiation pattern of antennas charge on the vehicle, atmospheric pres-
buried in the soil, and the characteristics sure at the nose cone, and heat inputs to
of waves propagating in geologically the surface of the vehicle at four loca-
stratified layers. tions. Additional work on this problem

was continuing at the close of the period.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL. In looking at the problem of achieving

ANTENNA PROGRAM: As in past years, maximum profitable use of a given

much of the AFCRL research effort con- atenn ara Asenit also
tinud t empasie dvelomen of antenna area, AFCRL scientists also
tinud t empasie dvelomen of considered the related factor of the

antennas for aircraft, rockets and space vehicled the re at the

vehicles. One special program concen- vehicle, atmospheric pressure at the nose
trated on the problem of voltage break- cone, and heat inputs to the surface and
trated ofntennas p e oh vltues ra- degree of coherence of the EM radiation
down of antennas at high altitudes, a involved. A comprehensive examination

of the effects of coherence on the opti-
mum performance of several antenna
systems was pursued. In the area of gen-
eration, an AFCRL contractor success-
fully constructed and tested a CW gase-
ous laser to determine the degree of
degradation in coherence when an
electromagnetic wave of very high fre-
quency propagated through a turbulent
medium.

PARTIALLY COHERENT NLECTROMAG-

NETIC WAVES: During the period AFCRL
scientists made several contributions to
an understanding of partial coherence
phenomena. Effects were calculated of
increasing incoherence on the radiation
pattern of a circular-aperture antenna,
and they found that the gain decreases
while the beamwidth increases. The

This antenna is called a scissors an- numerical results were of particular in-
tenna for obvious reasons. It is fed by terest in gauging the deterioration of
a dipole in front of a plane reflector.
By adjusting the opening between the
"scissors" the antenna can be tuned the atmosphere. The AFCRL calculation
over a range of frequencies, made use of a theorem, discovered and
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proved in-house, that related the far field the period invariant properties of n-port
pattern of an antenna to the field dis- linear networks were also being studied
tribution and correlation function in its by AFCRL contractors.
aperture. An important problem in network

Since the coherence of maser and laser theory is to synthesize a lumped network
outputs depends on the stability of the when its rational transfer function is
oscillator, a new approach to the non- known. During 1961-1962 significant
linear differential equations governing contributions to resolving this problem
the population behavior showed that this came from Case Institute of Technology
stability depended on the matching of and Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
threshold power to the power needed to both under AFCRL contract.
maintain the steady state.

At the close of the period the alge- MICROWAVE PHVSICS AND

braic language used in the theory of par- TARGET REFLECTION
tial coherence was being geometrized in The desire to exploit the special prop-
a manner analogous to that which proved eties of frequencies beyond the UHF
so fruitful in network analysis. It region took AFCRL scientists into the
appeared that both partial polarization millimeter and optical realms of the
and partial coherence could be repre- electromagnetic spectrum - in a search
sented as points in Minkowski space, for new components and concepts. The
which provided new light on the rela- past performance of devices based on the
tions in which those quantities occur. interaction of electromagnetic energy

with solid state materials at various
NETWORK THEORY: Use of higher frequencies encouraged further study of

geometry in solving network problems those materials and of the mechanisms
also was undertaken by AFCRL scien- on which device action was based.
tists during the period. The develop- During 1961 studies were completed
ment of a geometric-analytic theory of of the use of ferrimagnetic materials for
transforming impedance and power harmonic and subharmonic generation
quantities through linear noisy and of microwaves, and of a technique for
noiseless networks was continued. Me- magnetic pulsing of such materials to
chanical models of the Minkowski produce higher frequency radiation. In
representation of Lorentz space, and the latter work, pulse microwave energy
the three dimensional non-Euclidean was generated by pulsing, with a high-
hyperbolic space were fabricated. At the intensity magnetic field, single-crystal
same time, several contractors attempted yttrium iron garnet (YIG) from reso-
to extend the theory to the n-dimensional nance to a higher energy level. The
case, and to obtain stereoscopic repre- experiments were performed with dual
sentations of three-dimensional network resonant transmission cavities as well as
calculations. Using the geometric- with nonresonant structures. A related
analytic network theory mentioned in-house study, involved techniques of
above, some invariant properties in net- suppressing spin waves associated with
work theory were studied. For example, the saturation of ferromagnetic reso-
the Mason unilateral gain and the nance, may lead to a more effective use
Schaug-Petersen and Tonning merit of ferrite materials in active and passive
factor were investigated by means microwave devices. Several schemes for
of the Poincare model of two-dimen- achieving this were studied, and some
sional hyperbolic space. At the close of experimental data was obtained.
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An investigation of the fundamental
aspects of relaxation and propagation of
spin waves in ferromagnetic materials

tduring the period led to measurements
of spin-wave linewidth, exchange-energy
constant, and magnetoelastic coupling in
single-crystal yttrium iron garnet, using
an X-band spin wave spectrometer
operable from liquid helium temperature
to room temperature. Emphasis was
placed on the interaction of spinwaves
with phonons of microwave frequency,
since the phenomena was extremely use-
ful in determining the characteristics of
the material and held promise of being
applicable to the generation and control
of microwave phonons. A concurrent
study was made of other means of gen-
erating phonons and of applying the
phenomena to probe other structures. During the reporting period, garnet

materials were extensively inv'estigated
Both in-house and at a contractor's as a means for generating millimeter
facility, phonons were successfully gen- waves. A garnet crystal in a micro-

erated via the piezo-electric effect in wave line is shown in the experimental

quartz crystals with considerable im- magnet.
provement in wave uniformity, and
phonon propagation characteristics were
measured.

In the meantime, millimeter wave
component research to find improved
techniques for handling 1 to 3 millimeter
waves was pursued by another contrac-
tor. A theoretical excitation analysis
was made for the dielectric image line
and the single-conductor wire line, and
experiments were conducted showing the
use of such structure. Much useful
information was obtained on an uncon-
ventional means for guiding electro-
magetic energy in the 1-3 millimeter t 1
region, and various components includ-
ing harmonic generators, detectors, fer-
rite devices and circulators, were
designed and constructed. A contractor
study of ferroelectric phenomena with
emphasis on determining the mechan- Microwave phonon properties are being
isms of loss at high frequencies also studied in quartz and ferromagnetic

garnet crystals. Shown is a setup for
made considerable progress. Notable generating phonons in quartz at a tern-

was the agreement between a quantum perature of 4 degrees K.
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mechanical prediction of loss due to the There was a possibility that on the basis
anharmonic crystalline field and impuri- of knowledge of storm grovth patterns
ties, and subsequent experimental sepa- which Arctic disturbances seemed to
ration and verification of the effect. follow, and related factors, HF signals

could be propagated by alternate paths
PROPAGATION RESEARCH to get around high absorption in the

While the Electromagnetic Radiation Arctic regions. Such work was of great
Laboratory concentrated its efforts on importance to Air Force communica-
antennas, microwave physics and studies tions networks in the far north.
of the nature of radar returns, other In the search for a better understand-
investigations by the Propagation ing of the characteristics of the iono-
Sciences Laboratory were directed sphere over the HF and VHF frequency
toward learning what happens to a par- spectrum, the laboratory employed a new
ticular signal, what influences affect it, technique involving high frequency (4
from the time of transmission until it is to 64 Mcps) radars for the oblique in-
received. Such influences include vari- cidence sounding of the ionosphere.
ous tropospheric and ionospheric phe- Beginning in April 1961 soundings were

nomena and solar-induced atmospheric made between the AFCRL Plum Island
disturbances, with one of the conspicu- site and a receiver located at Palo Alto,
ous problems being Arctic propagation Califolnia, with propagation at 160 fre-
disturbances characterized by prolonged quencies being accomplished over a 3600

periods of absorption. kilometer path. The receiver at Palo
Alto remained synchronized with the

HIGH FREQUENCY STUDIES: During Plum Island transmitter during the ini-

1961-1962 Propagation Sciences person- tial three hours of operation, indicating
nel pursued several investigations of that remotely located sites could be

high frequency (HF) ionospheric prop- synchronized and simultaneous coherent

agation in the Arctic, in an effort to measurement of forward scatter and

learn more about blackouts in the HF backscatter could be made over the path.

region - events indicating greatly in- The technique had a number of ad-

creased absorption as observed during vantages, especially for the investigation

and after intense magnetic storms. For of transient events such as auroral

these studies a number of propagation ionization, ionized meteor trails, and

pathways were established between propagation effects caused by geomag-

Thule and Concord, Mass., between Fair- netic storms, sudden ionospheric dis-

banks and Concord, and between Wash- turbances, and artifically induced

ington and Concord. The work was ionospheric phenomena.

closely coordinated with related investi- Another AFCRL propagation re-

gations carried out by the Bureau of search activity centered on radio waves

Standards. AFCRL research resulted in, travelling through various media, in-

a classification of magnetic storms, eluding the troposphere, the exospheric

which provided a valuable means for magnetosphere as well as the ionosphere.

predicting magnetic conditions in any In principle, it was possible to calculate

succeeding 24 hours period, the electromagnetic field including all

In a related program, a method of propagation effects, from Maxwell's

high frequency communication through equations, provided the refractive in-

Arctic ionospheric disturbances or dices and their variations in the variable
blackouts was studied under contract. media were known to a suflicient degree.
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The aim of this research was to gain an The above experiments were appli-
understanding, and practical knowledge, cable to a new projected AFCRL prop-
of terrestrial and outer space radio agation project, to be performed in the
propagation phenomena through the high frequency band between two orbit-
inter-relationships of these phenomena ing satellites moving in the same orbital
with the structures of refractive-index plane, one transmitting and one receiv-
variations. ing. It is believed radio ducting would

be encountered, due to the intervening
PROPAGATION THROUGH OCEANIC presence of the ionosphere.

DUCTS: One phase of the in-house work
involved the trade-wind belts of the ARY TRACING: During the period the
South Atlantic area, where elevated AFCRL ray-tracing computer facility,
radio ducts often occurred due to the the largest analogue computer presently
prevalence of super-refracting layers in operation, was used to study radio
within the first 10,000 feet of air in the wave propagation phenomena in non-
troposphere. Within these ducts, radio uniform, non-isotropic media such as the

waves become trapped and can prop- ionosphere - including the geomagnetic

agate to large distances at small attenua- field and disturbed ionization conditions.

tion rates. Thus, for example, an Air A study was conducted on trapping of

Force radar located in Trinidad trans- HF radio waves in ducts in the exo-

mitted and recorded signals reflected sphere. Rays starting at various angles

from the Atlas Mountains in Africa, a of elevation from a transmitter on

distance of approximately 3900 miles. the ground (at 500 north latitude)

During the period February-April were propagated via the exosphere to

1961 several significant features of the the southern hemisphere. These rays

oceanic ducts were verified and demon- represented the paths followed by radio

strated by radar experiments conducted waves in propagation at 13.7 Mcps. It

by AFCRL with the Trinidad trans- had been theorized that shells of ioniza-

mitter. One was the possibility of a tion occurred on occasion in the exo-

ground base transmitter coupling into sphere, aligned with geomagnetic lines,

the duct. Another was the knowledge
that the ducts extended further north
than had been suspected, and the fact .
that the duct continued inland beyond
the African coast. In follow-up experi- - --

tists utilized both the Trinidad trans- -

mitter and a passive receiver set up at
Dakar, Senegal, Africa. Unfortunately
no signals were received during the ini-
tial checkout of the Dakar equipment,
which was blamed partially on high
background noise levels and obstructions
at the receiver site. Further experi-
ments, in cooperation with the Air Force
Missile Test Center and the Dakar The Analog Ray Tracing computer is

used by the propagation scientists for
authorities, were being planned at the tracing the paths of electromagnetic
close of the period, energy in the atmosphere.
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and that the electron density in the shells only slightly affected by disruptive iono-
was alternately higher and lower than spheric conditions, such as might be
the ambient electron density by a small caused by high altitude nuclear explo-
percentage. As a result, it appeared sions. In view of these possible applica-
these shells had the proper ionization tions, the Propagation Sciences Labora- )
gradients to trap radio waves between tory has conducted theoretical and
500 kilometers and 10,000 kilometers in experimental research in the generation,
altitudes. propagation, noise background and

During the experiments each ray fol- receipt in the VLF-ELF regions.
lowed a straight path from the trans- Study of radio wave propagation in
mitter to a ducting channel, where the and below the VLF (3-30 kcs) pre-
ray apparently became trapped and then viously was handicapped by the lack of
followed a geomagnetic line to the a controlled source of radiation pulses.
southern hemisphere. Propagation be- For example, while ionospheric sounders
tween ground stations in the northern constituted standard equipment at
and southern hemispheres can follow higher frequencies, similar equipment
any one of a multitude of ducting paths, did not exist at VLF and lower fre-
depending on where the requisite ioniza- quencies. The basic difficulty involved
tion gradient prevails. These results obtaining transmitting antennas of ade-
contladicted the previous theory that quate efficiency. Investigations in the
exospheric ducting could occur only in very low frequency and extreme low fre-
the one channel which coincided with the quency bands traditionally depended on
geomagnetic line that intercepted the observations of pulses or "sferics" pro-
earth's surface at the transmitter site. duced by lightning discharges. A rich

While additional ray calculations were source of those frequencies, the natural
being made, AFCRL scientists also gave lightning discharge channel constitutes
somc attention to a further development angenormouscate h te trnsie

of wave theory. Complex and very tedi- curentrin anla flah measin

ous, this computational effort on wave

theory was needed to supplement actual tens of thousands of amperes.

ray measurements. The latter were con- In seeking a relatively inexpensive,

sidered not sufficiently quantitative in controllable and transportable source of

certain respects, such as in determining very low frequency pulses, AFCRL

the rate of decay with height of the developed a new technique which pro-

signal intensity above and below a radio duced radiating "artificial sferic" pulses
duct. for the first time - using a million volt

generator and a 10,000 foot antenna
LOW AND VERY LOW FREQUENCY wire. For this experiment, the genera-
PROPAGATION tor was installed in the research ship,
Another important area of AFCRL Azara, and a technique developed for

research centered on the very low and unreeling and taking up the wire

extremely lowfrequency spectral ranges, antenna to an altitude of 8,000 feet with
which have assumed an increasingly a small helicopter. During the initial
useful role in national defense. The full scale tests (July 1959), after a high
VLF and ELF regions constitute an area voltage bank of condensers was dis-
with potential for long range precision charged into the lower terminal of the
navigation, long range timing signals, wire, the resulting signals were received
and survival communication channels at AFCRL's radio interferometer
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facility at Mount Wachusetts, 100
kilometers away.

Since that time an extended set of
transmissions was made and received
from the ship located in Chesapeake Bay
over a distance of 600 kilometers.
Arrival-time differences were measured
for a total of 101 individual pulses trans-
mitted on four successive days. Analysis
of the data indicated that the artificial
sferic technique could be used to cali-
brate the hyperbolic direction finder to an
accuracy (probable error) of about 0.060 -
or better. In the summer of 1961 the net ---. ONA#
demonstrated its ability to receive the
artificial pulses from an even greater
distance. This time the ship was located
off the coast of Florida, a distance of The yacht Azara was used by an

1600 kilometers and again the pulses AFCRL contractor in connection with

were easily detected. an experiment designed to draw light-
ning from the thunderheads down a

In an effort to obtain even more fine wire. The wire was carried into the

power and lower frequencies, AFCRL thunderhead by small rockets launched
has planned to use even longer antennas from the Azara.
and higher voltages, with the wires to
be carried to much greater heights during which the ionized channel might
(30,000 feet) by small ship-launched serve as an antenna.
rockets. Although only a limited trans-
mitting capability was expected using LOCATING SPERICS: Duringtheperiod
this technique, it was believed it would the Mount Wachusetts radio interferom-
be adequate for research purposes and eter facility also was used to test the
possibly for sending a brief message. At accuracy of direction finding with
the end of the period development work natural and artificial pulses, as well as
on the technique was proceeding. amplitude and phase stability of VLF

An extension of the rocket-wire proj- propagation modes during day and
ect also called for attempting to inject night, sunset and sunrise, solar flares
the wires into thunderclouds to induce and auroral activity. With Wachusetts
lightning to strike. If successful, the serving as the master station, three out-
lightning discharge channel would fol- lying stations were employed in direc-
low the wire down to the ship, and the tion finding at Hogback, Vt., Jerimoth,
currents and electrical properties of the R. I., and Derry, N. H. These unmanned
discharge could be measured. Since the outlying stations had two functions: (a)
Azara has a heavy bronze hull, it was to receive VLF signals on a vertical
expected it could sustain a "direct hit" antenna; and (b) to relay them con-
with little damage. Ultimately, the tinuously over a microwave link of
scientists hoped to develop methods of known time delay to the Wachusetts
keeping the discharge channel alive and station, where they were displayed on
"captive" for a short period of time, oscilloscopes and photographed.
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As one phase of the direction-finding pected, the phase transient starting as
effort, for several years AFCRL ran the first rays of the sun reached an alti-
experiments to determine the ability of tude of 80 kilometers above Derry, N. H.
the net to locatc sferics originating in The maximum phase shift occurred
Western Europe. In the summer of approximately seven minutes later and
1959 and again during the spring and was about 30' at a time difference of
summer of 1961, a series of coordinated about 5 microseconds. This phase shift
trans-Atlantic experiments was made would cause an error in direction finding
and sferics were observed by the New to the New England net of 0.7'.
England net and a similar sferics net in In seeking to measure the intensity of
GreatBritain. TheBritishMeteorlogical sferic noise signals, one of the problems
Office furnished the geographical co- facing the researchers was to separate
ordinates of the lightning stroke, so that the received signals and catalogue them
measurements of position could be com- in terms of source strengths. Naturally
pared. Results of 150 sferics recorded a weak sferic signal originating near
during 1959 showed an average absolute the receiving antenna would produce a
deviation from the mean of 31 nautical larger output voltage than a very power-
miles. These runs were conducted, ful source at a much greater distance.
however, with the propagation paths To resolve this problem and to develop
entirely in daylight. During the 1961 the needed classification, two AFCRL
experiments efforts were made to deter- stations were set up for receiving and
mine if any possible errors were intro- direction finding, one located at Hanscom
duced by diurnal variations, such as the Field and the other at Westover AFB,
effects on very low frequency propaga- which provided a baseline of 66 miles.
tion of a sunrise or sunset interface on These stations were run almost continu-
the path. Based onapreliminary evalua- ously 24 hours a day, with a recording
tion of these experiments, it appeared threshold such that in the 30,000 square
there was no marked diurnal effect on mile area of New England being moni-
system accuracy. tored, only the more powerfully radiat-

The possibility that a greater error ing VLF lightning strokes would trigger
might be introduced when the propaga- the oscilloscopic recording apparatus at
tion paths from the source to two both stations. Weaker sources were
outlying stations fell almost parallel capable of triggering one or the other
with the sunrise line also was investi- of the stations, but not both.
gated, using transmissions from a sta- The analysis procedure consisted of
tion in Panama in a nearly North-South superimposing the photographic film

direction. The phase of received VLF records from the two stations, making
signals was known to exhibit diurnal use of timing marks, and then reading

variations, with the dominant feature the data manually. Each individual

being a phase advance for daylight source had its position plotted, waveform

conditions and a lag for nighttime. It copied, and was classified as to source

was anticipated that, with two nearly strength, initial polarity, extremely low

equal propagation paths, the relative frequency content, presence or absence

phase would be about the same before of a higher frequency burst, and delay

and after the passage of the day-night in the abnormal component of the sky-

interface, with a transient perturbation wave relative to the ground wave. The

between. The results of the experiments, analysis work proceeded on a scheduled

conducted in October 1961, were as ex- basis during the period. Extremely
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powerful sources of as much as 7 S-units
were observed (one S-unit equaling 1000
v/m at one mile). Contrary to expecta-
tions, the scientists found that the "very
powerful" category of lightning strokes
contained specimens of both positive
and negative polarities. - /

Among the other interesting in-house
and contractual studies pursued during
the period was a program of recording
upper atmosphere noise emissions, using
a number of receivers sited in New Eng-
land, Spain, Italy and Israel. The origin -
of the noise emissions was something of
a mystery, with one favored explanation d
being that they were Cerenkov radia-
tions produced by high speed particles
travelling faster than the electromag- AFCRL's laser research is basically
netic velocity appropriate to the medium. concerned with the evaluation of ruby

Noises from cosmic and solar sources crystals for lasers. Here a ruby is being

also were monitored by radiometer re- inserted into the laser cavity.

ceivers emplaced in various locations in
Europe, the Caribbean and North and LASER RESEARCH: OneoftheLabora-
South America. Data collected were to tory's most interesting areas of com-
be forwarded to AFCRL for analysis. munications device research, aimed at

Besides the above activities, AFCRL exploiting the optical regions of the
scientists also studied the possibility of spectrum, centered on the laser. With-
artificially modifying propagation media in months after Hughes Laboratories
through various chemical or physical announced the first successful laser
means, and the coherent propagation of operation, the Communication Sciences
electromagnetic energy at frequencies Laboratory beganto assemble equipment
below one kilocycle. and in January 1961 placed its own ruby

laser oscillator into operation.
COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH The AFCRL program concentrated on
In the area of communications research, gaining a detailed understanding of the
the Communication Sciences Laboratory optical fine structure of the hose lattice
of AFCRL pursued studies that encom- and active agent; such factors as crystal
passed microwave and optical devices, imperfections and impurities. A sec-
information processing equipment and ondary emphasis was on external
advanced circuit complexes, and new influences such as pump characteristics
long range communications techniques and applied electric, magnetic and
including transmission and reception of mechanical fields.
signals beneath the earth's surface. The Based on their early experiments with
search for new devices and techniques the ruby crystal, one of the conclusions
for full exploitation of the microwave of AFCRL scientists was that the highly

spectrum emphasized the region with varied intensity patterns on the faces of
wavelengths shorter than 3 centimeters. oscillating laser materials could not be
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groups. The experiment at AFCRL,
however, employs a different technique,
allowing observation during an entire
flash (or indeed longer, should a steady-
state source become available) and very
close to threshold. It also was easily
adaptable to infrared frequencies. The
second experiment was concerned with
transient polarization effects in the out-
put of 00 oriented ruby crystals. Such
effects were first postulated on the basis
of theoretical considerations, suggested
in part by a short-exposure near-field
studies of 0' crystals. Their existence
has now been revealed, and experiments
were continuing to further check the
underlying theory. (If the theory is cor-
rect, it suggests several possible reasons
why some previous experimenters were

An efficient laser is one in which the led to conclude that polarization effects
entire front end of the ruby crystal is did not exist.) This whole investigation
illuminated evenly. This photograph may in the end throw considerable light
shows the far field radiation pattern on mode phenomena in the ruby laser.
of a laser rod fired 35 percent over
threshold. Another AFCRL undertaking of a

completely different sort involved an

attributed solely, or even largely, to non- attempt to devise a gaseous laser based
uniformity in reflecting coating or flat- on stimulated radiative recombination.ness and alignment of the faces. This This notion was conceived in-house, and
nesslt andrealignme of e actisn initial theoretical work done on it. Since
result corrected theories of laser action te thsbe use ncoecl

prevalent at the time. Work proceeded then it has been pursued in close col-

to the examination of far-field patterns laboration with a contractor. Rather

and their relation to various laser special techniques for plasma produc-
tion are required, and experimentalparameters. A noteworthy finding was difficulties loom large; however, since a

that the same relationship holds between g
fringe width and optical quality of the laser of this type would have unique
fringelas with d oe pt edic td fo te properties, the work is considered wellcrystal as wvould be predicted for a worth pursuing.

passive etalon. These patterns were

considered at AFCRL to be basically While great interest centered on the

Fabry-Perot fringes, though the exact still fledgling field of lasers AFCRL

mechanism by which they arise was not scientists also investigated other areas

yet clear. The topic was still under in a search for new devices for informa-

active investigation at AFCRL and by a tion processing for communications.

few other groups. The emphasis here was on designs com-
At the close of the period two laser patible with micromodule, thin film and

experiments were .in progress. One other small-space and power techniques.
involved examining the time variation of The related work centered on studies of
individual frequencies of the laser out- circuit complexes with promising func-
put. This was being done by several tional characteristics.
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The purpose was to provide a statistical
description of the impact of the atmos-
pheric environment on communications
links operating at frequencies above the
X-band, and then to devise techniques to
exploit the capabilities of that part of
the spectrum.

AFCRL scientists had found the exist-
ing design criteria for SHF links
operating in or through the atmosphere
were typically based on limited observa-
tion of the "steady-state" nature of the
transmission and ground environments.
Operating frequencies, antennas, modu-
lation and required power had been
determined in the past without benefit
of sufficient knowledge of the statistical

The axial modes of the ruby laser that effects of the atmosphere and local
have hcjn separated by an interfer- ground conditions.
oeetor are shuwn here. As part of this effort, during the latter

half of 1961 a new millimeter wave

MICROWAVE DEVICES RESEARCH: The radiometer system was completed and

central aim of this work is to devise tested, and airborne X-band noise

oscillators and amplifiers with such environment tests were begun. The

properties as extreme tunability or latter equipment consisted of a Dicke

bandwidth, noteworthy operating fre- radiometer and a 12-inch parabolic
antenna mounted on a KC-135 aircraftquency and comparatively high power. atnamutdo C15arrf

queny an coparaivel hih poer. in back of a hole cut in the starboard
A collaborative effort, in-house and con-

tractor, it seeks to explore theoretically side, forward of the wing. The radi-

and experimentally - in plasmas - the ometer operated on a frequency of 8

feasibility of obtaining amplification of Kmpc, had a 10 Mcps bandwidth and

electro-magnetic signals through the was capable of relative measurements to

mechanisms of cyclotron radiation and an accuracy of 2'- Kelvin. The antenna
had a 10' beamwidth and could be sweptbremsstrahlung. During the period in- in elevation from -5' to plus 20' rela-

house theoretical work in this area pro-
vided the first adequate understanding tive to the aircraft horizon.
of predicted effects of this type, facili- The flight tests were conductedtatig cmparsonwithmor conen- between August and December 1961, attating com parison w ith m ore conven- va i u lo t on i h n t e w s er
tional amplification mechanisms. A various locations within the western
complementary, purely contractual pro- hemisphere, and they demonstrated that

gramn also was pursued, exploring newv the operation of the aircraft had no

types of effects in solids, measurable effect on the noise tempera-
ture observed. Variations of speed and

MILLIMETER WAVE COMMUNICATIONS: power setting did not alter the observed

In 1961 the Communication Sciences readings, and no interference was noted
Laboratory also initiated a research pro- from any of the aircraft radar, radio or
gram in super high frequency (SHF) other electric equipment. The deduced
and millimeter wave communications. external noise temperature as measured
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for high elevation angles (500 to 70' eters. Impedance measurements were
above the horizon) were in the order of made of several types of antennas
a few degrees Kelvin. imbedded in the rock medium, and

The experiments clearly demonstrated measurements on proposed antenna con-
the feasibility of operating a low-noise figurations were performed in granite
X-band receiver in a high speed jet air- quarries and existing wells in New
craft. AFCRL personnel further con- Hampshire.
cluded that antenna location and beam In order to examine the significance
pattern were of prime importance as of telluric currents in communications,
system performance could be limited by electrodes and a measuring and record-
the amount of radiation from the Earth ing system were fabricated by an
included in the side lobes. AFCRL contractor and initial measure-

ments were made. The experimental

SUE-STRATA AND SCATTER equipment was devised to measure
COMMUNICATIONS signals to the 0.01 cps to LF region,

The requirement to devise long range using both a long wire antenna and

intrusion-resistant communications ca- telluric potential electrodes. The pur-

pable of surviving a nuclear blast also pose was to obtain a thorough picture of

became a part of the AFCRL mission, the natural and man-made signals over

One unique approach to the problem was that frequency range and knowledge of

a study of transmission of low frequency the relative effectiveness of the input

radio waves through the earth via sedi- devices (long wire antenna or elec-

mentary layers and that portion of the trodes) as a function of frequency.

crust known as the granitic basement Plans called for drilling holes through

complex. Although tests made by other several hundred feet of shielding over-

groupshad produced encouragingresults burden to bed rock in the Cape Cod area,

in this area, new problems - such as the and installing the antenna with the com-

detailed electrical characteristics of the pletely shielded transmitting and receiv-

tranmission layers - remained to be ing terminals. In the full-scale test

investigated. program, transmissions were to be con-

AFCRL's deep strata communication ducted to determine path attenuation,

program was initiated during 1961 with antenna characteristicsandthe electrical

contractual support. The early experi- constants associated with the rock

ments involved studies of the electrical medium.

properties of the earth's various layers
through electromagnetic measurements. AIR-OROUND SCATTER COMMUNICA-

Noise backgrounds were surveyed at low TIONS: During the period AFCRL suc-

frequencies above and below the shield- cessfully concluded a four year research

ing overburden, and potential paths were effort, demonstrating the feasibility of

surveyed on the basis of available geo- long range air-ground VHF ionospheric

logical literature. Working as a team, scatter communications. It had been

in-house and contractor personnel per- undertaken to satisfy an Air Force need

formed theoretical studies on path loss, for reliable communications especially

antenna design and antenna-to-medium across the "auroral belt" where conven-
coupling during deep strata communica- tional high frequency propagation often
tions. A frequency measurement pro- became seriously disrupted. The VHF
gram was conducted which gave a ionospheric scatter communications ef-
general picture of transmission param- fort appeared to hold promise of a
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reliable, single frequency circuit with 100
ranges up to about 1400 statute miles. " - '.
All research connected with the program 15

was completed in 1961.
The initial phase of work involved test

flights conducted during the years 1957- ISO
1958 in conjunction with Lincoln Labo-
ratory to determine the distance
dependence of ionospheric scatter field 220

strength. After sufficient data were

accumulated, a prototype two-way cir- 26 1 I I I I

cuit was designed and full-scale experi- 0 200 ACC 600 a 0 00 t00 14M

mental flights were conducted from the ANGE - STATUTE MILES

fall of 1959 through the spring of 1961. The median path loss of a 50 Mops
Both the air-ground and ground-air signal transmitted to an aircraft flying

channels operated on a frequency of at 40,00 feet is shown. By ground to

49.62 Mcps, employed diversity tech- air scatter propagation techniques, re-

niques to improve the error rate and ception was obtained out to 1400 miles

had relative broad beam antennas for and beyond.

both transmitting and receiving. Modu-
lation used was FSK with a frequency activity. In fact, periods of strong
spacing of 6 Kc and a baud rate equiva- aurora were almost always accompanied
lent to that of a 60 WPM synchronous by signal enhancement many decibels
teletype channel. Baud synchronous above the expected levels. During every
detection was used to obtain maximum flight signals were recorded and identi-
sensitivity. The method of diversity fled to at least 1400 statute miles. The
combination employed was post detec- results of the above program clearly
tion maximum signal selection, demonstrated the feasibility of an air-

The flight tests were conducted using ground communications circuit utilizing
a KC-135 type aircraft over a path ionospheric scatter propagation. Dis-
extending north from Bedford, to a tances up to 1400 statute miles appeared
point 1500 statute miles distant. This realizable with a proper choice of system
path lay directly across the region of parameters. The AFCRL system oper-
maximum auroral activity. During each ated to distances of about 1200 miles.
flight recordings of signal strength and
baud error rate were made. Ground-air DETECTION IN THE AEROSPACE
tests were conducted at various times of ENVIRONMENT
the day to determine the diurnal varia- One of the keys to providing timely
tion, if any, in system performance. Due detection and early warning information
to location interference and noise en- on the flight of ICBMs and satellites
countered at the ground receiver site, involves interaction in the aerospace
air-ground tests were made only during environment of electromagnetic energy
the hours after 2200 and before sunrise, emitted or disturbed by those man-made
All flights were conducted at normal objects. While many groups at AFCRL
KC-135 speeds and at altitudes from contribute to various aspects of this
33,000 to 37,000 feet. problem, the Detection Physics Labora-

No disruption of the received signal tory in particular has been engaged in

was noted during periods of auroral research on advanced concepts and tech-
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niques for detection, location, and identi- induce travelling disturbances or waves
fication of aerospace targets-including in the ionosphere. A number of field
rockets, missiles, satellites, explosions experiments were performed to investi-
and other man-made events. Of neces- gate this hypothesis. Many rocket
sity, many of the specific details of launchings were monitored and probed
significant results have been omitted at a variety of radio frequencies from
from this unclassified report. several ground locations at various

Fundamental to any consideration of ranges and aspect angles. Similar prob-
long range detection and sensing is the ings were made during certain satellite
need for information on the nature and passages. Since any disturbances in the
characteristics of the interactions be- ionosphere in turn induced fluctuations
tween these aerospace targets and their in radio waves propagating through the
environment-e.g., emissions of energy, medium, AFCRL scientists were able to
or disturbances to a flow of energy or a search for and measure the character-
field. Scientists of the Detection Physics istics of the disturbances themselves.
Laboratory during 1961-1962 devoted In another experiment, the Laboratory
considerable efforts to studies of the installed three mutually orthogonal
electrophysical characteristics of artifi- 10,000 turn induction loops at a remote
cially induced disturbances and electro- section of Fort Devens. These magne-
magnetic interactions in the aerospace tometer measurements were recorded
environment. Investigations of these continuously and correlated with the
disturbances and related electromagnetic passage of known orbital vehicles, dur-
phenomena were pursued through an ing which times increases in intensity
integrated program of theoretical were noted. While these results were
studies, controlled laboratory experi- encouraging, this field experiment was
ments, and field measurements. Some of severely hampered by low frequency
the probing techniques used in these noise, and at the close of the period the
experimentsyieldedvaluablepreliminary test was suspended pending the avail-
information on possible operational ability of more precise data from con-
sensing concepts. trolled laboratory investigation. (A

more complete discussion of Detection
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES: Since Physics Laboratory work in theoretical

many targets of interest occur in the analyses and controlled laboratory ex-
ionosphere and above, a significant por- periments on the generation, propaga-
tion of the Laboratory's work centered tion, decay, and inter-modulation of
on artificially induced disturbances in certain types of hydromagnetic waves
that region, and their effects on electro- will be found in Chapter VIII.)
magnetic waves propagating through
the medium. It was recognized that the ENHANCED RADAM CROSS-SECTIONS:
nature of these interactions and result- AFCRL scientists also were interested
ing disturbances was affected in large in the ion sheath phenomena, and its
measure by the special characteristics of associated build-up of electron density
the ionosphere itself, a low density which occurs in the vicinity of orbiting
plasma under the influence of the geo- vehicles.* During the reporting period
magnetic field, theoretical studies were initiated on the

Based on hydromagnetic theory, the mechanisms involved in this build-up,
scientists postulated that man-made
activities in this environment would *See also Chapter VIII.
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and analytical methods were developed normal log response characteristic of
to predict echo areas for arbitrarily most probes.
shaped bodies. Experimental evalua- Field tests also were conducted on
tions of enhanced cross-sections were actual rocket launchings at various
investigated by monitoring signals radio frequencies, and brought in data
transmitted from artificial satellites, on the size, shape, decay and aspect sen-
Measurements of Faraday rotation and sitivity of the trail as a function of
doppler shift were used by a team of altitude, time, frequency, etc.
university and laboratory scientists to On the basis of these investigations,
obtain indications of the density, extent, sufficient information became available
and duration of ionization produced by to permit assessment of various possible
the satellite's motion through the iono- electromagnetic sensing techniques for
sphere, and to derive estimates of cross- detection of the enhanced targets.
sections enhancement.

The hot exhaust gases from a burning ENGINE RADIATIONS: A rocket engine,
rocket expand to form an ionized trail during the burning phase, emits various
which adds to, or enhances, the cross- kinds of electromagnetic radiations, with
section of the vehicle. During the 1961- perhaps the most important portions of
1962 periodthe characteristics of this these radiations occurring in the in-
enhanced trail were investigated both frared part of the spectrum.* However,
theoretically and experimentally by
Detection Physics Laboratory scientists. * AFCRL's extensive work in infrared research

The theoretical work included the ap- is reported in Chapter VI.

proximate size of the rocket trail; i.e.,
the approximate size of the boundary of
that part of which the electron density
was greater than the critical value at
the given frequency.

A related program-to determine the
ionization contours of rocket exhausts by
means of controlled experiments-was
completed during 1962. Burningengines,
from one pound to 50,000 pounds thrust,
were measured in a contractor's facility
at altitudes from sea level to 75 kilo-
meters. Both solid propellants and
liquid propellants were used. From
these measurements, the scientists were
able to construct ionization contour
maps of regions within the exhaust
plume and outside the luminous zone.
Microwave interferometers were em-
ployed to measure electron number
densities and served as a basis for cal-
culating temperature distributions. As Infrared devices looking at the flame

part of this work, a new probe was of a missile can tell a great deal of the
composition of the combustion materials

developed which measures the linear of the missile, and something of the

conductivity directly and eliminates the design of the missile itself.
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there are radiations in other portions of conventional power plants. A plasma
the electromagnetic spectrum which engine was simulated in the Laboratory
might be of considerable importance for to study electromagnetic radiations from
long range detection and sensing, if they this type of engine. A 60,000 volt power
are of sufficient magnitude. During supply was used to energize a 14,500
1961-1962 scientists of the Detection joule capacitor bank. When the capac-
Physics Laboratory investigated such itor bank was discharged by a trig-
radiations, with particular emphasis on gered spark gap, a peak current of
the mechanisms responsible for their 80,000 amperes was delivered in a 30
generation. microsecond pulse. The plasma was pre-

One possible mechanism studied by ionized by a 50,000 volt induction coil
the scientists is nuclear magnetic which is sufficient to seed the chamber,
resonance. Although this phenomenon allow integration, enhancement, and
has been demonstrated in solids, little develop thrust as the high current is
consideration has been given to thermal passed. The Laboratory also pursued
generation of the resonance as a gas theoretical investigation on the radiative
undergoes rapid temperature changes. properties of these exhaust structures
It became apparent that existing theore- when moving at high speed in the space
tical models for nuclear magnetic environment.
radiations were inadequate for high
temperature dynamic systems. Estimates OVER-THE-HORIZON DETECTION TECH-

of the order of magnitude of possible NIQUES: Based on investigations such as

radiations were made, but the theory those discussed in previous sections,
would not support detailed calculations Detection Physics Laboratory scientists
for these systems. To obtain experi- during the period identified several
mental data, and in order to take phenomena and electromagnetic sensing
advantage of available high temperature techniques having a high potential for
gaseous systems, the scientists of the detecting certain types of enemy activi-
Detection Physics Laboratory conducted ties from beyond line-of-sight. As a
experiments using jet engines at Hans- result of successful field experinents, an

com Field. At the close of this reporting expedited program - Project CAME
period, work was underway to extend BRIDGE - was initiated early in 1962
these measurements to other high tem- to determine various scientific and tech-
perature gases for future verification nical parameters of possible operational
and to enable projection of a more ade- configurations.
quate theoretical model. Extensive networks of field sites, both

Because of the long range propaga- in the United States and overseas, are
tion characteristics of very low fre- being established covering large geo-
quency EM waves, particular attention graphical areas. One site is operated by
was given by Laboratory scientists to Laboratory personnel, with most of the
radiations in this frequency band from others to be operated under contract.
burning rocket engines. Through a Measurements at the field sites will be
series of carefully controlled measure- recorded on magnetic tapes to be sent to
ments, the scientists were able to deter- the Evaluation Center at the Detection
mine the magnitude and detection range Physics Laboratory for reduction and
of these radiations. analysis. From such data, the scientists

Other in-house studies were made of will be able to derive such information

electromagnetic radiations from non- as detection reliability, false alarm
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rates, interference, coverage, etc., and to
evaluate the relative efficiency of differ-
ent techniques.

At the close of the period several of
the CAME BRIDGE field sites were in
operation and limited data was being
made available. As more sites become
operational and the data flow increases,
more reliable determination of some of
the parameters which depend on statis-
tical analysis will be accomplished.

On the basis of existing knowledge of
generating mechanisms, the scientists
also sought to predict significant target
signal parameters and signature char-
acteristics. This work was supplemented
by detailed examination of frequency-
time plots and parametric analysis of
actual signal fluctuations obtained from
the field experimental data. The tedious
job of data processing and detailed
analysis of signatures was expected to
be greatly alleviated during 1962 when
a new AFCRL dynamic digital data
processor became available. In the mean-
time, the Detection Physics Laboratory,
on the basis of gross analyses of possible
signatures, accomplished work on the
design and evaluation of simple proc-
essing circuits for possible on-line
utilization. The results of this essen-
tially empirical work were highly prom-
ising and left little doubt that suitable
real-time processors could be made
available as signature characteristics
were more precisely defined.
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The pod released from the Atlas missile
contained a standing-wave impedance
probe and a sweep frequency impedance
probe for the measurement of the elec-
tron density in the missile trail.
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q During 1961-1962 three in-house groups
were actively engaged in research
into the physical and chemical properties
of the upper atmosphere and near-space,
including infrared transmission, and the
nature of the ionosphere, magnetic fields
and cosmic radiation phenomena. This
research - conducted by the Space
Physics Laboratory, Optical Physics
Laboratory and Ionospheric Physics

Laboratory - was aimed at uncovering
new knowledge of those regions where
future Air Force space vehicles will
operate. Some of the research was
related to other in-house studies in the
electromagnetic wave sciences and
meteorology discussed in earlier chap-
ters. As was the case with those related
programs, much of the new data were
accumulated through the use of radar
and radio astronomy techniques, and
ground and airborne equipment, but
particularly through the use of suitable
sensing devices placed aboard balloons,
rockets and earth satellites. During the
period AFCRL sensors flew on the backs
of several dozen Air Force ICBMs, on
scores of vertical rockets and on polar
orbiting satellites. Future plans call for
the instrumenting of a new and impor-
tant vehicle - the X-15 rocket research
plane - to carry AFCRL sampling
devices into the higher regions.

The AFCRL studies in aerospace
physics were highlighted by a number of
important achievements, including:
creation of artificial meteors which pro-
duced data relating luminosity as a
function of their mass; significant
advances in infrared technology; ac-
cumulation of new data on radiations in
the near-earth region and additional
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information on ionospheric character-
istics and auroral phenomena. The story
of these and other AFCRL advances will
be covered in detail in this chapter.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES

One of the areas of particular interest to
scientists of the Space Physics Labora-
tory, whose work included spectroscopic
and nuclear studies, upper atmospheric
composition and chemical physics, has
centered on the presence of extra-
terrestrial particles in the aerospace
environment. Such meteoritic particles,
if of a sufficient size, might constitute a
hazard to Air Force satellites, space
vehicles and space probes. On a lesser
scale, their interaction with atmospheric
gases may have a bearing on Air Force 7 is

communications and detection
operations.

ARTIFICIAL METEORS: As one phase
of the above research, in April 1961 and This seven-stage trailblazer rocket was
May 1962 AFCRL scientists successfully used to carry a three-quarter inch steel

created the first artificial meteors in his- disk to an altitude of about 200 miles.
Fired downward into the atmosphere attory. The main purpose of this AFCRL a speed of about 12 kilometers per sec-

experiment was to determine such ond, the pellet became an artificial
parameters as luminous efficiency and meteor visible for many miles along the
ionization efficiency of entering bodies of Virginia and North Carolina coasts. The

meteorite velocities. The experiments size of the steel disk is indicated in the

involved launches of multi-stage rockets photograph below.

from NASA's Wallops Island facility.
During the first meteorite launch of 11

April 1961 the fourth, fifth, and sixth
stages fired on the descent from an alti-
tude of 195 kilometers, with a seventh
stage further accelerating a steel pellet
to a speed of 10 kilometers per second.
As it descended to an altitude of 70
kilometers, the pellet began to glow and
then to burn-a man-made meteor. The
light from the meteor, a thin bright trail
in the sky over Virginia and North Caro-
lina, was recorded by Baker Super
Schmidt cameras, and provided data on
luminosity of a particle of known size
and mass. Measurements also were
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made by radar. The second launching,
on 6 May 1962, produced the highest
re-entry speed ever recorded for a man-
made object. The steel pellet travelled
approximately 12 kilometers per second. Lc.
At the close of the period analysis of the low
data was continuing.,.

SAMPLIN THU UPPER ATMOSPHERE:
In pursuing research into the composi-
tion of the upper atmosphere, Space
Physics Laboratory scientists during the 4*

period gave special attention to efforts
to improve existing instruments. In the A time-of-flight mass spectrometer to
case of mass spectrometers, difficulties be flown on a satellite is being cali-
had been encountered because of lack of brated for its relative response to var-

data relating the measurements inside ious gases such as nitrogen, argon, oxy-

the instrument to ambient conditions gen, carbon dioxide and helium.

outside. To do this adequately required
a knowledge of the various processes could be obtained on the high-pressure
occurring while a stream of atoms and side of the leak. Response time for true
molecules was entering the measuring samples was on the order of a few
instrument. Whereupon, a thorough seconds instead of hours.
laboratory calibration program was During the August flights the mass
begun using synthetic atmospheres as spectrometers were housed in pressure
well as dynamic calibration in a wind tight gondolas with three-foot intake
tunnel to clarify some of the processes. tubes to eliminate balloon and gondola
A mass spectrometer was developed for perturbations. Helium, oxygen and
measuring composition from 50 to 90 nitrogen were among the elements
kilometers, a difficult region to make sampled by a commutator moving at a
measurements because of the high pres- rate of one segment per second and
sures involved. telemetered by an FM-AM system. Data

Subsequently, in August 1961, two were obtained on one of the flights dur-
time-of-flight mass spectrometer sys- ing both the ascent and descent, and on
tems were successfully flown on balloons a second flight during ascent only. Three
from Faribault, Minnesota, and con- other balloon flights were unsuccessful,
tinuously sampled the atmosphere from although the mass spectrometer systems
ground level to approximately 100,000 performed well in all instances. The
feet. The systems were unique in that a failures were attributed to antenna and
servo-controlled leak mechanism was transmitter problems and balloon
used to maintain the pressure inside the difficulties.
spectrometers at about 10--,mm to within In conducting related research on
plus or minus 5 percent over an ambient electrically charged particles (ions, elec-
pressure range of 750 mm to 10 mm. A trons) at higher elevations, Space
flushing system was used to reduce the Physics Laboratory scientists also devel-
long periods needed for the diffusion oped an electrostatic analyzer experi-
process to occur in the sampling tube ment to measure those properties. This
before a true sample of the atmosphere AFCRL device is capable of measuring
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charged particles of a given sign from by several investigators, of an oxygen-
10 to 101 per cubic centimeter and helium mixture in diffusive equilibrium.
energies up to 1000 electron volts. The same type of experiment was flown

On 12 April 1961 one of these devices from Cape Canaveral in follow-up
was successfully flown aboard a Blue launchings on 22 November and 19
Scout rocket fired from Cape Canaveral. December 1961, and good data were
A maximum density of 3 x 105 ions/cm3 received for analysis.
was observed at 325 kilometers, while at Another important flight of two
a peak altitude of 2000 kilormeters a spherical electrostatic analyzers occur-
minimum density was recorded of 2 x 10- red on 13 October 1961 aboard an Air
ions/cm. The computed scale height at Force satellite fired into polar orbit from
the peak in the F 2 region of the iono- Vandenberg AFB. It measured the con-
sphere was 90 kilometers, with the scale centration and energy distribution of
height increasing above this level, charged particles along the satellite
Assuming an average mass of 18 atomic trajectory, as well as ion and electron
mass units, the ion temperature in this temperatures and the potential of the
region was 17000 Kelvin. One of the vehicle with respect to the ambient.
surprising results of this Blue Scout During the initial period the experiment
flight was the measurement of a lower worked satisfactorily. Unfortunately,
scale height for ions than had been pre- the unregulated B+ voltage was lost
viously supposed. This cast consider- during the first pass over the Kodiak,
able doubt on the hypothesis proposed Alaska, tracking station. However, a

total of six minutes of real-time data
readout was obtained, covering a lateral
distance of 15,000 kilometers. Analysis

0DAY,,M AT COU$OM of the results of the flight showed that

both the electron and ion densities varied
by over a factor of two during data
acquisition. Electron and ion concentra-
tions with an average value of 7 x 10:'

low- per cm:3 for each sign agreed within a
factor of 20 percent. The satellite poten-
tial was found to be negative. On the
basis of the one complete analysis of the
ion and electron temperatures, the ion
temperature of approximately 14000

" -Kelvin was found to be about 40 percent
less than the electron temperature.

no The above results represented the first
**, ,., , * simultaneous direct measurement of ion

eo I' e e ," s and electron properties from a satellite,DE[NSITY ¢iM' and provided important new informa-

The densities of the nine major neutral tion on the physical state of the upper
constituents of the atmosphere are atmosphere - including the extent to
plotted for the altitude region 90-2000 which thermal equilibrium existed in
Km. The curves presented apply to those regions. They also provided data
mean daylight conditions. The densities
of the constituents at high altitudes on the nature of horizontal inhomogene-
have a strong diurnal variation. ities in charge density along the satellite
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trajectory, and the extent to which the
satellite charge, and therefore drag, was
influenced by changes in the ambient ion
and electron content. I

At the close of the period AFCRL
scientists were engaged in preparing ,
another spherical electrostatic analyzer
experiment to be placed aboard NASA's
planned Orbiting Geophysical Observa-
tory satellite, scheduled for a 1963
launching. This experiment also wvill
measure the concentration and energy
distribution of charged particles in the
upper atmosphere.

ARTIFICIAL PERTURNATIONS OF THE
UPPER AIR: During the period AFCRLsPPg tueieo ar- The system shown is used to generate
researchers also pursued studies of arti- nitrogen and oxygen atoms in known
ficial perturbations caused by the pas- amounts to determine the sensitivity of
sage of ICBM's and satellite vehicles flyable mass spectrometers are these
through the upper regions. A one-year species. The nitrogen atoms are pro-

study of high altitude visible missile duced by a microwave discharge on
flowing nitrogen molecules; the oxygen

trails, using a highly-sensitive ground atoms are produced by titrating the
based television system, was completed nitrogen atoms with nitric oxide.

during 1961. The researchers found that
all missiles launched over the Atlantic
Missile Range showed trails both during
burn phase and for extended periods
after burnout. The size, shape, intensity,
persistence and spectra of the trails were
studied as a function of altitude, exhaust
products and missile characteristics.
The total radiation emitted in the 4000
to 6000 Angstrom region varied with
altitude in a manner similar to that
already well bstablished in the infrared.

Most night trails were explained as
emission at the surface of a pressure-
equilibrated column of exhaust gases
initially unmixed with the ambient. Most
sunlit trails apparently were solar
scatter from exhaust products 0.1 to 10 Much can be learned of wind character-
microns in size, which came to rest in istics of the extreme upper atmosphere
the ambient if ejected during burn by the study of missile trails. The
phase, or moved along the vehicle visible portion of this trail is about

trajectory if ejected after burnout. The 300 miles long. From the study of the

study of these missile trail perturba- trail, AFCRL scientists can determine
the turbulent structure, regions of hightions, whose purpose was to identify wind shear and atmospheric density of

processes which might permit improved the extreme upper atmosphere.
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detection and tracking capabilities, was
continuing at the end of the period.

ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS: The AFCRL
investigations of upper atmospheric

processes also included the analysis of
data obtained from Project Firefly, a
high altitude chemical release program

begun in the summer of 1960. Clouds of
gases and minute particles were injected

into the upper atmosphere at preselected
altitudes by detonating suitable chemical
mixtures carried aloft by Nike-Cajun
and Honest-John-Nike rockets. By
studying the rate of dispersion of these
materials, AFCRL scientists were able
to deduce various physical properties of
the regions involved. Thirty-three
releases were made in 1960, and addi-

tional releases were planned for the fall
of 1962.

About one-half of the Firefly experi-

ments generated electron clouds whose
physical characteristics, formation and
diffusion were analyzed. Some of the

most spectacular releases were those
involving high explosives to study shock

* waves. Light emitted, when analyzed

spectrographically, served to identify
the composition of the region where the
shock occurred. Atmospheric density
also was partially revealed during the

.D 4 • 1960 experiments. The motion of the
minute solid particles of known size

The photos in this series are concerned were observed by scattered sunlight, the

with the measurement of atmospheric rate of their expansion providing an
densities in extreme upper atmosphere. indication of the region's density.
The method consists of ejecting a nine- In connection with the additional
foot inflatable sphere at an altitude of Project Firefly experiments scheduled
between 80 and 100 kilometers. In the
center of the sphere, supported by an for the fall of 1962, during the period a

inflated cylindrical strut are linear ac- new ionosphere sounding station was
celerometers and telemetering equip- constructed at Fort Walton Beach,
ment. After ejection, the sphere con- Florida, to support tVe AFCRL launch
tinues to an altitude of approximately
250 kilometers. In' the second photo the program.
accelerometer is calibrated by tipping SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES: The com-
the unit into the earth's gravity field. plex mechanisms responsible for the
In the bottom photo, calibration re-
peatability is verified with the help of a composition of the upper atmosphere -

very accurate dividing head. that is, the interactions of free atoms,
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ions and electrons with sunlight and
radiations from space - were of prime
interest to AFCRL investigators. One
method of analysis of those mechanisms
was to study the absorption and emis-
sion spectra of atmospheric gases. This
research was primarily concerned with
the structure of such gas molecules as
oxygen, nitrogen, nitric acid, carbon .

dioxide, helium, etc. During 1961-1962
mos'- of the effort was devoted to the
nitrogen molecule because of its abun-
dance and importance in the atmosphere.
The technique used was that of spectros-
copy, both emission and absorption.

The spectral regions in which studies
were conducted included the 600 to 1500
Angstrom region, the vacuum ultra-
violet. Many of the so-called forbidden A liquid nitrogen trap removes impuri-
band systems of nitrogen were observed ides from tank-type gas before it is
in the region 1050 to 1500 Angstroms. introduced into the discharge tube. The
From studies of the afterglows of discharge tube is the source of radia-
nitrogen, AFCRL researchers developed tion for the particular experiment being

a new method of producing the green or performed.

so-called auroral afterglow and the re-
sulting spectrum of that afterglow was obtained on solar extreme ultraviolet
extensively investigated. The rare gas photon flux between 250 and 1300
continua developed in the laboratory, Angstroms and the UV attenuation in
which were essential in absorption the altitude regions between 120 and 225
studies in the 630 to 1500 Angstrom kilometers. Higher spectral resolution
region, also were considerably improved, was obtained than in earlier flights,
The wavelength region covered by each which provided useful data for solar-
rare gas continuum was extended and spectrum analysis as well as for ter-
the intensity of each continuum in- restrial aeronomy.
creased. The absorption spectrum of In other successful launchings on 12
molecular hydrogen in the spectral re- October 1961 and 6 March 1962, grating-
gion 800 to 2000 Angstroms was studied type spectrographs were carried aloft at
in great detail. the White Sands Missile Range and

As part of the direct effort to obtain spectrograms were taken of solar radia-
new data on the absorption spectra of tion below 2000 Angstroms through long
the upper atmosphere, a number of atmospheric path lengths at sunrise. All
rocket-borne experiments were con- equipment was recovered in excellent
ducted during the period. Several condition, and data were obtained on
grazing-incidence telemetering mono- atmospheric composition in the altitude
chromators were constructed, calibrated regions 85 to 160 kilometers. The data
and flown into the upper regions on from the October flight consisted of
Aerobee rockets. During one successful seven spectrograms of the solar spec-
flight on 23 August 1961, data were trum with atmospheric absorption
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To determine the rates of certain
reactions involving low energy charged
particles, an AFCRL contractor studied
several photochemical reactions occur-

I ring under the influence of the ultraviolet
components of sunlight. A quadruple
mass spectrometer equipped with a
Seya-Namioka monochromator and a
suitable optical line was used to study
the photo-ionization of nitrogen, and a
photo-ionization efficiency curve was
constructed covering the wavelength
region from the photo-ionization thresh-

Pressure in the 3-meter normal inci- old to about 550 Angstroms. Develop-
dence vacuum spectrograph is checked ment of a high intensity continuum
prior to further evacuation with the oil source in this region was expected to
diffusion pump. result in a more detailed description of

the photo-ionization process.
superimposed, yielding information on AFCRL scientists additionally con-
molecular oxygen distribution in the 100 ducted studies directed toward evalua-
kilometer altitude region. Other success- tion of rateconstantsof reactions leading
ful flights on 5 and 12 June 1962 brought to formation of nitric oxide from oxygen
ir± additional data on solar radiation ion reactions with nitrogen molecules.
between 250 and 1300 Angstroms. This process was considered an impor-

AFCRL laboratory studies were di- tant source of upper atmosphere nitric
rectcd toward an understanding of the oxide, which in its ionized form was a
charge transfer processes and ion dis- major counter ion to D and E region
sociation reactions which follow photo-
ionization reactions in the upper regions.
Since those processes are extremely 0-,
rapid, with the end products in many
cases being identical to the starting .s-
products except for a difference in
charge, an advance in the state of the art
of drift-tube mass spectrometry was
needed to combine the functions of the
reaction chamber and the analyzer into
one unit. Toward this end a modified
mass spectrometer was developed, cap-
able of separately measuring species of
molecular weights 1-200 at concentra-
tions down to 10 -

12 atmosphere, integral
with the reaction vessel in which the
charge transfer occurs. Following deter-
mination of the reaction cross section of
nitrogen, more complex electron transfer The 3-meter grazing incidence vacuum

spectrograph is used for rapid explora-processes were to be studied with the tory type experiments in the wave-
modified device. length region 200 to 2000 A.
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electrons. The studies set an upper limit an observation chamber in which low
in this rate constant, not previously pressure nitrogen or oxygen were sub-
available, and radically lower than had jected to impacts. The subsequent light
been postulated by other investigators, emissions were analyzed, their inten-
It appeared to require a major reassess- sities measured and the cross sections
ment of formation mechanisms for that for excitation by proton impact calcu-
important species. lated. From this research, which was

In the theoretical area, some rather continuing at the end of the period, new
extensive calculations of charge transfer data were expected to be accumulated on
cross sections were completed by the such atmospheric phenomena as the
Space Physics Laboratory during the aurora (discussed elsewhere in this
period. Cross sections were calculated chapter), and the airglow.
for protons passing through atomic
hydrogen gas and atomic helium gas. In AIROLOW MEASUREMENTS: The study
the helium capture problem, cross sec- of airglo.. - that is, atmospheric light
tions were calculated for 11 different emissions in the night, twilight and day
final states. For the corresponding skies - was pursued by AFCRL scien-
hydrogen capture problem, cross sec- tists with major emphasis during 1961-
tions were calculated for several differ- 1962 centering on analysis of data for
ent final states. emissions of atomic oxygen. From this

As part of in-house investigations of work the midnight maximum of the red
proton impact phenomena, AFCRL per- line intensity at the equator was
sonnel constructed an apparatus in confirmed (using data obtained at
which protons were accelerated to Huancayo, Peru). This was in contra-
energies between 3,000 and 30,000 elec- distinction to the red line behavior at
tron volts. The protons were shot into temperate latitudes where the intensity

remained fairly steady throughout the
* night except for the twilight enhance-

ments.
The AFCRL analysis of airglow also

suggested that the dissociative recom-
bination mechanisms for the production
of the red line were adequate to explain
the behavior during both magnetically
quiet and magnetically disturbed
periods, when account was taken of
changes in molecular density. A general
classification of the 6300 Angstrom air-
glow emission at Sacramento Peak, New
Mexico, was broken down into three
types: Type I, during magnetically quiet
nights and characterized by a monotonic
decrease of intensity after sunset to a
steady intensity during the night, then

The 50-cm vacuum monochromator is an increasing intensity as dawn ap-
useful in rapid quantitative determina- proached; Type 11, during magnetically
tions of ultraviolet radiation in experi-
ments where high dispersion is not disturbed nights, showing an intensity
essential, maximum toward the north northeast,
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the direction of the magnetic pole; and tant part of the research involved devel-
Type III, occurring on magnetically opment of advanced infrared detectors
quiet or magnetically disturbed days, for use in radiometers and spectro-
and occasionally simultaneously with meters.
Type II behavior. Another part of the Laboratory's

In late January 1962, in a daylight assignment involved a program to pre-
airglow collect'n effort, an Ebert cisely measure the absorption band
type scanning spectrophotometer was intensities of various atmospheric
launched from Eglin AFB aboard an gases*, to obtain better values for the
Astrobee200 rocket. This devicegathers amounts of absorption or emission of
light in the spectral regions from 2000 those gases. Existing techniques made
to 8000 Angstroms, separates it into use of high pressure absorption cells to
various wave lengths which focus on a pressure broaden the gas so as to reduce
photomultiplier tube. The latter acts as the spectral slit correction. The results
a light meter to convert the light into for the fundamental absorption band of
electrical energy which, after being fed nitric oxide (NO) agreed with those
through an electronics system, is tele- obtained from dispersion measurements.
metered to the ground. During the To measure the band intensity using the
January flight the experiment reached a refractive index of the gas, interfero-
height of nearly 250 kilometers and 10 metric techniques were being developed.
minutes of data was received. At the This method was also to be used for
close of the period, the work of anaylsis absorption bands of ozone and water.
was continuing. AFCRL scientists additimally were

engaged in a program to measure the
INFRARED RESEARCH effect of scattering to the attenuation
While the physical and chemical prop- of IR radiation by the atmosphere. Part
erties of the upper regions were being of this work involved theoretical com-
studied by personnel of the Space putations of Mie scattering by a con-
Physics Laboratory, scientists from the tractor. In-house and with contractual
Optical Physics Laboratory were support, measurements of atmospheric
pursuing research into basic infrared scattering near the sun's limb also were
physics and infrared transmission made, while results of an extensive set
through the atmosphere. These studies, of measurements of absorption by at-
which centered on a number of Air mospheric gases over long paths at low
Force problems including detection, pressure were published. To verify
identification and guidance, were supple- theoretical predictions, these studies
mented by an extensive and closely- were extended to the absorption by two
related contractual effort. gases in the-same spectral region.

During 1961-1962, as one phase of its Another in-house effort included a
work, the Optical Physics Laboratory series of balloon flights of interfero-
conducted experimental and theoretical meters and spectrometers to measure
research on infrared geophysical back- the outgoing flux for comparison with
ground effects and attenuation against heat balance computations. The Labora-
which target sources must be detected. tory brought into play one of the most
This included a study of the infrared powerful infrared spectrometers in the
spectral and temporal distributions of -,
the sun, moon, stars, cloud cover, terrain For the Optical Physics Laboratory's work
and infrared sky emission. An impor- in Plasma Physics, see Chapter VII.
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world for conducting high resolution
studies, as well as one of the largest far-
infrared interferometricmodulators. The _
importance of the latter lay in the fact
that the pure rotational spectra of many
molecules was in the far infrared spec-
tral region, extending from about 50 to 1

1000 microns and many of the lasers and
masers under development were being
designed to work in that spectral region.

In the search for improved methods
of infrared radiometric and spectro-
metric measurements, the development
of several instruments was pursued with The installation of a radiometer-spec-
considerable attention given to the use trometer on an Atlas throw-off pod,
of interferometers, as noted above. For is pictured. The instrumentation will
the infrared region beyond 100 microns, measure heat radiation during the late

the optics and drive system were im- launch and early reentry phase of the

proved for the large glass lamellar grat- missile.

ing modulator interferometer. The
electrical output was digitized and a on long wavelength bands of ammonia
complete Fourier analysis data reduc- and nitrous oxide. Investigations also
tion program was set up for a computer. were being pursued on applying a cooled
Studies on the pressure broadening of germanium bolometer to those experi-
the pure rotation lines of gases included ments. In addition, studies were con-
H 2 0. ducted on the combination of a Fabry

A smaller version of the lamellar grat- Perot Etalon with the spectrometer in
ing instrument also was under develop- order to increase its resolution threefold.
ment along with an analog Fourier While the above progress in infrared
transform computer, which was needed instrumentation was being recorded,
to reduce the use of the larger expensive basic studies were going forward to
computers for much of the data analysis, obtain a better understanding of the
A related in-house development was a emission of infrared radiation from
Michelson interferometer for use on a flames and its attenuation by the atmos-
telescope to obtain infrared spectra of phere. The Optical Physics Labora-
the emission of cool stars and the absorp- tory utilized the high-resolution prism-
tion spectra of planetary atmospheres. grating spectrometer to obtain detailed
A new far infrared spectrometer, being spectra of nitrous oxide and ozone.
developed by a contractor, was nearing Seeking to provide interferometric
completion at the close of the period, monitoring of the grating drive and
This device involved the use of a lamellar digitized readout, the instrument was
grating interferometer as an order modified during the period, and exten-
sorter in an otherwise conventional sive computer programs were worked
grating spectrometer. A new double out to analyze the absorption bands. At
pass optical system for the echelle-grat- the same time several AFCRL con-
ing, hind-prism spectrometer, also under tractors carried out high resolution
development, was to be used to obtain studies on various molecules of interest,
the best spectral measurements to date in the atmosphere and flames.
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The important supporting contractual
research effort, which was closely
coordinated by the Optical Physics
Laboratory, also included: a complete
theoretical analysis of the pure rotation
bands of ozone and sulfur dioxide;
measurements of the anomalous disper-
sion of gases to include measurements
of line widths as well as line intensity;
infrared spectral studies of the stable
and unstable oxides of nitrogen to deter-
mine their regions of absorption and
their structure; theoretical investiga-
tions of the infrared characteristics of
missile exhaust plumes and measure-
ments of exhaust flames in simulated
high altitude chambers; laboratory spec-
tral measurements of various fuel
oxidizers in burners and small rocket
engines; infrared spectral emissivities

A small five-pound infrared spectrom- studies of rocket exhaust gases for vari-

eter for observing the exhaust plume ous propellant combinations; and meas-
of an Atlas missile is loaded on a panel urements of plume mission as a function
(above) at Cape Canaveral. Below the of distance from the nozzle.
panel is installed on the missile. This To establish the visible radiation
IR spertrometer is typical of the many amplitudes of the sky and ground as a
AFCRL piggy-back packages flown on function of altitude, an in-house pro-
missiles and satellites. gram of measurements also was con-

ducted during the period utilizing
primarily the high altitude balloon
vehicle. This work was supplemented by
an aircraft visibility program which
sought to determine the optical trans-
mission characteristics of the lower and
more dynamic earth atmosphere.

The AFCRL visibility program during
1961-1962 was in a transitional stage,
while the measuring systems were being
adapted to automatic data recording and
reduction techniques. But on the basis
of continuing analysis of earlier data,
coupled with facts available from two
photometer balloon flights, Optical
Physics Laboratory scientists con-
firmed that high altitude scattered
radiation was less than previously ob-
served. A new program, in its final
design stage at the end of the period,
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was expected to establish the spectral
radiance levels of the sky in the 2000-
4000 Angstrom region. During this
experimental program, AFCRL planned
to use a scanning spectrophotometer
with the high altitude balloon as the
platform.

As one part of the above program, a
theoretical formulation of the light scat-
tering process was undertaken during
the period. Tables were published for The flying ionospheric laboratory is one
the exact evaluation of the distribution of two KC-135 aircraft equipped by
and polarization of the reflected and AFCRL with specialized instrumenta-
transmitted radiation in a plane-parallel tion for studying the ionized environ-
atmosphere scattering in accordance ment of the upper atmosphere above

with Rayleigh's laws. The effect of large 40 miles.

aerosol particle scattering on the polar-
ization of skylight was determined, and tions, navigation, guidance, detection,
the effect of sea surface reflection on sky tracking and intelligence.
light values was evaluated.

In related work a tracking system to THE IONIZED LAYERS: One of the
be used in missile radiation measure- important goals of this AFCRL research
ment programs was flight tested during was to provide new data on the ionized
1961. This system consisted of a high or radio-reflecting layers from the low-
performance optical tracker located in est to the highest levels of ionization in
an aerodynamic cavity of a KC-135 the earth's exosphere. The basic tool
aircraft. Measurements of missile was the vertical sweep frequency
radiation were to be performed by a sounder, utilized by a network of iono-
littrow-type spectrometer scanning be- spheric stations all over the world to
tween .25 and 15 microns. Hopefully, accumulatedata. Specialairborne, rocket
from the results of this program, and and satellite experiments also provided
the other AFCRL studies of EM radia- needed information over otherwise in-
tions, the advanced Air Force techniques accessible regions and altitudes. In
and equipments will be developed for the general, these experiments involved the
detection, identification and tracking of transmission and study of the inter-
enemy missiles and satellites, action of electromagnetic waves with the

ionized regions.
IONOSPHERIC PHYICS During 1961-1962, using transmitting

frequencies of 4.86 and 17.5 Mcps to
During the period the scientists of the study ionospheric characteristics in
Ionospheric Physics Laboratory also Arctic regions, radio-wave interaction
were pursuing research into the nature was detected under favorable conditions
of the upper regions, specifically the over a height ranging from 30 to 70
ionosphere, and such interrelated phe- kilometers. The detection of interaction
nomena as cosmic radiation, aurorae at the lower elevation was unexpected
and geomagnetism. Those phenomena and of considerable interest to the scien-
all bore on current and future Air Force tists. A change of sign of radio wave
operations, including radio communica- interaction was observed for virtual
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heights in the 50-60 kilometer range on measuring system used was a standing
several occasions. Values for the colli- wave technique at 7.2 Mcps. Forty real-
sion frequency were computed from time readouts of the measurements were
observations of this sign change. One made at the rate of 5 per second at four
determination showed a value of 2.26 x different satellite tracking stations. In
107/sec at 53 kilometers altitude, and a addition, 17 tape readouts were avail-
value of 1.22 x 107/sec at 65 kilometers. able, varying in coverage from one-half
Tentative values of electron "density at orbit to two orbits with measurements
various altitudes were determined. For being made every second.
example, at 30 kilometers electron den- The Discoverer satellite achieved a near-
sities from 10 to 75 per cubic centimeter polar orbit with a 250 kilometer perigee
were calculated, the lower value being and a 1000 kilometer apogee. The launch
encountered the most frequently. It was time and orbit were such that the perigee
suggested that the observed radio wave of the vehicle always was in the sunlight,
interaction at the lower altitude may and its apogee always on the dark side.
involve modification of the electron den- The electron densities measured at
sity induced by the disturbing trans- perigee below the peak of the F. layer
mitter as well as a modification of the compared favorably with ionosonde
collision frequency. However, this data. On the night side above 600 kilo-
theory was in the development stage and meters the electron density was almost
insufficient information was available to constant with a value of about 3 x 10.
pursue it further. On some of the orbits a pronounced peak

In November 1961, to accumulate with up to 2 x 10', electron/cm 3 was
additional data on ionospheric electron observed at 650 kilometers in the south-
densities, an antenna impedance probe ern auroral zone. A systematic change
waslaunchedaboardaDiscoverersatellite of the results occurred as a function of
from Vandenberg AFB. The impedance position on the globe. Also, day-to-day

variations in the vicinity of perigee in
the E layer were observed.

In their studies of the E layer, AFCRL
scientists during 1961 gave special atten-
tion to analysis of data relating to
sporadic E - heavily ionized and
random clouds found at altitudes rang-
ing from about 60 to 100 kilometers.

- Depending on the particular transmit-
ting frequency, the layer was able to
absorb a signal or reflect it, with the
latter resulting in transmissions to great
distances. To collect the needed data for
these sporadic E studies, AFCRL re-
searchers called on radio amateurs
reports as well as the extensive data
collected during the International Geo-

Among the many equipments in the physical Year (1957-1958).
KC-135 ionospheric flying laboratory is On the basis of a paitial analysis of
an infrared spectrometer shown on the
far side of the table. A power supply these data, the Ionospheric Physics
is in the foreground. Laboratory reported a pronounced peak
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of sporadic E activity in the continental
U. S. during the months of May, June,
July and August. During those months
at least one sporadic E cloud reflecting
50 Mcps signals over a distance between
600 and 2000 kilometers was present 20
percent of the time. The corresponding
percentage for December-January was
only four percent, and was even lower
for the rest of the year. There also
appeared to be a diurnal distribution of
sporadic E activity, with a broad maxi-
mum in the evening hours of summer
months amounting to 36 percent of the
time between 1800 to 2100 hours over
the entire U.S. A second maximum of 32
percent occurred during the hours be- .
tween 0900 and 1300 hours. The low
value of the minimum -less than one
percent around 0300 and 0400 hours -
was a less reliable figure because of lack
of sufficient data provided by the radio
amateurs.

AFCRL scientists also found that the Elaborate ionospheric sounder equip-
ments are arrayed along one side of thegeographical distribution of sporadic E flying laboratory.

clouds over the nation was not uniform.
The highest local activity was over
Missouri, with the heavy concentration to 200 km. Since transport mechanisms
over that state and surrounding areas and diffusion were not included, it can
being something of a mystery. Analysis not yield reliable results above 200 km
of data supplied by radio amateurs where these phenomena become impor-
showed that the average sporadic E tant. The computer program was cap-
cloud generally is about 600 kilometers able of functioning efficiently with any
in diameter. They usually last for sev- number of individual chemical species
eral hours, and while they move some- and with any number of chemical
what irregularly there was a predomi- reactions.
nant easterly motion with an average As part of their studies of ionospheric
velocity of 250 miles per hour. motions in the E region, AFCRL scien-

In related work, a computer technique tists designed a space receiver experi-
was developed by AFCRL scientists for ment using a frequency of 60 kcps,
solving the complex system of rate equa- and they carried out a study of drifts

tions in the atmosphere. These differen- over a particular period. The important
tial equations, which describe the time properties of the ground pattern, axial

rate of change of the number density of ratio and tilt angle were determined, the
the chemical constituents, can predict mean value of this ratio being 1.2. They
the ionization present at any time at any concluded that the diffraction pattern on
point in the atmosphere. The technique the ground, at a frequency of 60 kcps,
functions satisfactorily from 20 km up was essentially isotropic with a mean
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structure of about 5 kilometers which it was found that whistlers occurred in
did not vary much with the time of groups with periods of one-half to 21/2
night. From analysis of the drift hours and occasionally of 5 and 6 hours.
velocities in the E region, speeds were Sometimes whistlers occurred in great
found never to exceed 20 meters per numbers for shorter periods of time
second in any direction, with a mean betweentotalcessations. Theseextended
value of 4 meters per second in the over hours, days and even weeks. It was
southeast quadrant, repeating from also found that while a thunderstorm in
night to night and from hour to hour. one direction produced whistlers, a

In also seeking to extend their knowl- simultaneous thunderstorm in another
edge of ionospheric characteristics be- direction at about the same distance
yond the F2 region, where conventional sometimes did not.
sounding techniques were not usable, In the same thunderstorm, variations
AFCRL scientists pursued a number of of the electricfield strength from sferics
theoretical and experimental investiga- related or not to whistlers showed that
tions of natural extraterrestrial radio lightning discharges with the highest
noise in the low radio frequency range field strength were always followed by
known as "whistlers". By measuring whistlers. This was explained by facili-
and analyzing the transmission char- tated propagation for wave pockets in
acteristics of whistler signals with re- the low frequency band around 5 kcps,
spect to their physical features, data and by high initial energy in the dis-
were provided on auroral, geomagnetic charges causing whistlers. A compari-
and ionospheric phenomena. A station son in the same thunderstorm of
for analysis of relations between light- wave-forms from sferics not producing
ning discharges and whistlers was whistlers showed typically irregular
op zated near Uppsala, Sweden, where variational forms and one single dis-

charge in the lightning path. Wave-
- ,forms of whistlers producing sferics

showed regular variational forms with
frequencies around 5 kcps. Work in this
area was continuing at the close of the
period.

COSMaC RAOIATIONS:The requirement
for additional data on cosmic radiations,
in particular as concerned their possible
damaging effects on Air Force equip-
ments flying through the upper regions,*
also engaged the attention of AFCRL
scientists. Both an in-house and con-
tractual program was pursued, with field
experiments based both on passive and
active sensors sent aloft on various
vehicles. These sensors included nuclear
emulsions, gas proportional and geiger

In the foreground, covering the window counters, scintillators and solid state
and shielded from light from inside the
KC-135, is a photometer. Two special- * See also the discussion of AFCRL radiation
ized spectrometers are also shown. effects studies in Chapter III.
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detectors. In different ways, these de- -.. 4..:
vices are able to detect the passage or • .
track of a charged particle in the upper . , '-'"
regions..:

One of the most successful programs
of AFCRL's cosmic radiation studies
centered on sensors placed aboard Air
Force Discoverer polar-orbiting satel- I
lites. These flights provided impor-tant A,
new data concerning the intensity of
cosmic rays and trapped Van Allen
particles in the near-earth environment. t".
Thus, for example, some 12 capsules in
the Discoverer program, recovered after The simplest and most economical way

re-entry, contained AFCRL emulsion to measure high energy particles is by

block detectors. The very first emulsion photo emulsion techniques. When a high

recovery from Discoverer 17 had fol- energy particle strikes an atom in the
emulsion material, a "star" of the type

lowed exposure to a large 3- solar flare shown in the above photograph is pro-
in November 1960 which greatly over- duced. Energy of the particle is meas-

exposed the sensitive film. However, ured by the number of star prongs

AFCRL scientists developed special produced.

techniques of processing, which made it
possible to gain useful data from the trapped nucleonic radiations. In the
film. The other eight flights took place lowest orbiting satellite, they found that
during periods of more or less normal radiation levels were similar to that
solar activity during 1961-1962. These observed by early measurements on bal-
varied exposures provided Ionospheric loons and vertical rocket probes over
Physics Laboratory scientists with a stations at different geomagnetic lati-
unique opportunity to study the complex tudes. On the other hand, a Discoverer
spectrum of ionizing particles consti- whose apogee was 695 kilometers
tuting the solar and galactic cosmic brought the emulsions into the lower
radiation. fringes of the Van Allen belt and showed

The Discoverer program was par- an enhanced average start production
ticularly useful in the study of cosmic rate of 6790 cc-' day-'. This compared
radiation because the polar orbits re- with the low orbit flight whose star pro-
suited in transversals of near earth duction rate was 2240 cc-1 day-'.
space in such a manner as to vary the One of the interesting observations
geomagnetic cut-off effect inversely from that followed the flight of Discoverer 17,
zero to maximum. In addition, the by scientists of the Smithsonian Astro-
vehicles' positions above the sensible physical Observatory who examined
atmosphere eliminated the absorption parts of the vehicle provided them by
effects which makes impossible the study AFCRL, was that the metal contained
of the low energy end of the spectrum unusually large amounts of tritium. Al-
from the ground. though tritium (hydrogen 3) could be

The emulsions were studied systemati- produced in the satellite materials by
cally by AFCRL scientists for nuclear bombardment by high energy particles,
events (star production) as an index of the concentration was too high to be
the flux of the more energetic cosmic and explained by that process alone. In a
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follow-up study, the scientists were able were flown on vehicles which traversed
to provide a quantitative analysis to the inner Van Allen belt. Their unique
show that the large amount of tritium orbit in the heart of the belt provided the
was present in the solar flare material first data on proton distribution in that
and therefore had been produced in the portion of the belt which has the highest
sun's atmosphere. An analysis of the proton concentration. The data showed
emulsion aboard Discoverer 17 showed that the concentration of the belt is
a flux of carbon-like nuclei in the flare- higher than previously estimated, and
exposed emulsion 100 fold greater than that the spectrum varies rapidly with
present in the normal galactic beam at change in altitude at the magnetic equa-
the same energy level, which indicated tor or equivalently with magnetic L
the ejection of such nuclei from the sun value. Towards the close of the period
during flares. plans were being formulated to study

Other cosmic radiation experiments this effect in greater detail, possibly
flown on Discoverer vehicles during the utilizing vertical rockets fired from the
period included geiger counters, scintil- magnetic equator.
lators, proportional counters, solid state
detectors and neutron monitors. These MAGNETIC FIELDS: Another area of
experiments provided valuable data on AFCRL interest involved the "perma-
the type and energy spectrum of the nent" and transient magnetic fields in
particulate radiation near our planet. the earth's atmosphere and surrounding

Scintillators and geiger counters also space. Investigations begun of transient
magnetic fields were aimed at: (a)
developingdescriptions of the basic char-
acteristics of the phenomena in forms
suitable for comparison with theories
concerning their origins and with other
geophysical or solar phenomena; and
(b) evaluating, modifying and develop-
ing theories to account more adequately
for observational data. Investigations
on the main magnetic field of the earth,
the "permanent" field, were directed
toward developing the most accurate
description of the field as a function of
time and position in the space surround-
ing the earth.

Prior to 1961 a variable-area mag-
netograph was developed for this pro-
gram to eliminate the need for manual
scaling of the magnetograms. Also
development was initiated on a photo-
electric scanning device and a digital

A neutron detector (right foreground) data reduction device for the rapid
and a cosmic ray detector (left rear) processing of the variable-area film
carried aloft in one of AFCRL's KC- records from the magnetographs. To
135's permit AFCRL to measure man-
made and natural high energy particle record magnetic variations as a function
fluxes up to 50,000 ft. of latitude, magnetographs were in-
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stalled at a chain of four stations along
the 750 west meridian at Godhavn,
Greenland; Weston, Mass.; Fredericks-
burg, Va.; and Huancayo, Peru. An
additional station at Kiruna, Sweden,
yielded additional auroral-zone record-
ings. The variable-mu magnetometer, a
high sensitivity frequency-modulated
oscillator device whose output frequency
was proportional to the applied magnetic
field, also was developed. This device
was later adapted for rocket measure-
ments under other programs.

During 1961-1962 the variable-area
film scanner wvas comp;.,ted under con-
tract, and a data assimilator, digitalizer In this AFCRL trailer is the receiving
and analyzer was constructed and equipment and real time read out in-
coupled to the film scanner. Improve- strumentation for telemetered magne-
ments in the variable-mu magnetometer tometer data received from rockets.

sensitivity were achieved, and trial re-
cordings on magnetic tape of the fre- start was made on preparing tables of
quency-modulated output were made. average signal levels in octave frequency
While variable-area recordings at the bands.
chain of field stations were planned for The AFCRL analysis to date indicated
several new stations at Cuzco, Peru, and that most of the I to 50 cps fluctuations,
Ellsworth, Antarctica. In connection as expected, originated in world-wide
with this work, an AFCRL contractor thunderstorm activity and were modified
completed a study of 346 magnetic by propagation in the earth-ionosphere
storms that occurred from 1902 to 1945. waveguide. The unexpected discovery of
The division of the storms into three 1.5 cps quasi-sinusoidal geomagnetic
categories of increasing intensity yielded oscillations associated with meteor
better information on several phases of showers proved of great interest, since
storm morphology, such hydromagnetic phenomena had not

In studying the nature and origin of been predicted by existing theory of the
short-period geomagnetic fluctuations, lower ionosphere where the meteors
AFCRL/contractor personnel concen- expend their energy.
trated on the 1 to 50 cps frequency As part of this research, on 18 April
range. Adequate data-samples of the 1962 an Astrobee 200 rocket was suc-
three-component tape recordings of the cessfully launched from Eglin AFB,
1 to 50 cps fluctuations at Thule, Green- carrying instruments for measuring
land, Fort Devens, Mass., and Denver, total magnetic activity, positively
Colo., were completed during 1960 and charged particle density counters, and
at Huancayo, Peru, in February 1961, magnetic and optical aspect sensors. All
and the emphasis in this program turned sensors functioned normally, however,
to the reduction and analysis of the data. there was a telemetry reception problem
A semiautomatic data reduction pro- and data received was being analyzed
gram, begun during 1960, was continued at the close of the period. In an earlier
during the reporting period and a good series of four launchings from Holloman
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AFB, Eglin AFB and Fort Churchill, analysis was developed and verified. The
Manitoba, data had been obtained on new method was based on the Schmidt
hydromagnetic waves in the ionosphere process, which orthogonalizes a set of
and auroral magnetic disturbances. vectors in a multi-dimensional space and

To determine the magnetic field of any guarantees a numerically-accurate solu-
point, a special AFCRL computer pro- tion, and on a statistical truncation
gram was written during the period criterion which finds the best set of co-
utilizing any given set of Gaussian co- efficients from any given set of magnetic
efficients. As part of the program, sev- field data. Using this method a set of
eral sets of rocket magnetometer data magnetic observatory data yielded Gaus-
were compared with the theoretical sian coefficients for epoch 1960.
predictions. Using a vector airborne To improve their theories of magnetic
magnetic survey in conjunction with a and ionospheric storms, AFCRL scien-
rocket magnetometer flown in the same tists at the end of June 1962 were plan-
area, a special extrapolation technique ning a series of experiments to investi-
also was devised and programmed. gate shock wave phenomena in the
Extrapolation from the airborne survey auroral region. These included balloon
was to be compared with observations experiments to record dataof an acoustic
made in the rocket. disturbance coincident with the arrival

During the period, to meet the need of the shock wave, and a program of five
for more accurate specification of the rocket launchings beginning in late 1962
magnetic field, a new in-house method into the auroral region. In earlier
for performing a spherical harmonic studies investigators had noted particles

trapped in a magnetic dipole field caused
two distinct magnetic effects: (a) The

-, gyration about the lines of force gave
rise to a magnetization current which
produced a positive perturbation interior

1and exterior to the trapped particle
region; and (b) the particles drifted in
azimuth and the resultant ring current
decreased the driving field interior to the
trapping region and increased it to the
exterior. At the dipole center this effect
was opposite to and three times as large
as the diamagnetic effect.

S During the period explicit expressions
were obtained for the current and the
perturbed field, observed as one pro-
gressed radially outward in an equa-

Typical of the instruments flown aboard toral plane through the outer radiation
Discoverer satellites is a package shown belt. A maximum current density of
here. Instruments include such items as about 10 -8 amp/m2 flowed in the vicinity
beta-gamma detections for ion trap of 30,000 kilometers geocentric distance.
probes, impedance probes, tape record- The total current was of the order of
ers, system timers and so on. Usually 5 x 106 electrons per cubic meter (at
several agencies including AFCRL will
all ride piggyback on a single satellite 25,000 kilometers), the magnetic field
package which was the case here. anomaly was of the order of -100 to
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-250 gamma, depending on how sharply data was completed, and digital punched
defined the inner edge of the radiation card capability was incorporated into
belt was. the instrument. A comprehensive in-

With the help of the above expres- house synoptic data reduction program
sions, the "magnetic signature" of any was planned as a future activity.
reasonable trapped particle distribution During their investigations of the
seemed capable of being synthesized, relationship between aurorae and mag-
provided the gradient of the total field netic disturbances, scientists were
thus obtained was nowhere positive, particularly interested in the reasons
The calculations appeared capable of why bright auroral displays were often
explaining the Explorer VI results in observed during quiet magnetic condi-
terms of a radiation belt of limited radial tions, while large magnetic storms did
extent, in the vicinity of 40,000 kilo- notalwaysproducevisualaurorae. From
meters. While difficulties arose in a study of spectrograms recorded in the
explaining the "fine structure" at 21,000 Arctic and Antarctic, they were able to
kilometers in the Lunik I results, the offer an explanation to the second part of
gross behavior of the magnetic field was the phenomena. According to this ex-
fairly well reproduced. planation, aurorae were in fact produced

AURORAL PHyIis: The Ionospheric at all times during magnetic dis-
Physics Laboratory also was engaged in turbances, but that they were not
studies of auroral phenomena through always visible.
direct field observations, laboratory They found that spectrograms of the
studies and theoretical interpretations of light emissions from aurora showed a
observed data. This research included characteristic pattern, a predominant
investigations of solar-planetary auroral feature being nitrogen emissions at 3914
relations, auroral morphology, excitation Angstroms. During periods of high
mechanisms, radio interaction mecha- magnetic disturbance, the nitrogen
nisms and nuclear-induced aurorae. The emissions existed as extensive glows.
association between auroral activity and For the observer within the auroral
magnetic disturbances was a part of zone, this glow was of such intensity
these investigations, that any low contract auroral forms

To determine the dependence of were not apparent. These conclusions,
aurorae on magnetic activity, and to based on AFCRL monitorship of night-
gain new knowledge of diurnal and sea- sky emissions in the polar regions since
sonable variations, all-sky camera data the beginning of the IGY, covered six
obtained at a southern hemisphere sta- major solar events and the resultant
tion were analyzed. The scientists magnetic disturbances. All six events
found that in New Zealand, local mag- followed the same pattern. Soon after
netic activity was the most reliable the onset of the magnetic disturbance,
predictor of auroral occurrence. Data the intensity at 3914 Angstroms, as
from several northern and southern observed inside the auroral zones, began
hemisphere sites were subsequently to increase steadily reaching a maximum
collated and reduced to a form suitable about 24 hours later. This coincided
for eventual correlation studies using with the activity peak of the associated
electronic computers. During 1961 the major magnetic storm. The intensity
design and construction of an automatic then fell steadily, returning to its normal
recording densitometer for detailed nighttime minimum value some 48 hours
analysis of various patrol spectrograph after the peak.
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Normally aurorae occur at altitudes changes over a period of days as did the
of about 110 kilometers and above. Dur- molecular nitrogen emissions.
ing magnetic disturbances associated In this connection, during the period
with Polar Cap absorption, it appeared AFCRL scientists participated in an in-
the enhanced nitrogen emissions took put-output satellite experiment in which
place at lower altitudes, considerably photometric measurements of 3914 N2
below 100 kilometers. Support for this and several energy ranges of particles
view came from the fact that the twilight were to be made from a polar orbiting
enhancement of the 3914 Angstrom satellite as it passed over an auroral dis-
nitrogen band at normal auroral alti- play, also being observed by two optically

instrumented aircraft under the aurora.tudes became almost undetectable because An AFCRL KC-135 aircraft successfully
of the higher intensity of the extended obtained auroral spectra but unfortu-
auroral glow below. Riometers (for nately because of satellite telemetry
measuring absorption of cosmic noise) failure, the basic objectives of this com-
gave evidence of increased absorption in plicated experiment were not achieved.
this altitude regime. The most probable As part of the above research, an
cause of the lower altitude optical emis- auroral theory was developed from the
sion and radio wave absorption (the point of view of particle orbits in an
latter measured by a riometer) was inhomogeneous plasma confined by a
thought to be relatively low energy par- magnetic field. Specifically, a mechanism
ticles emitted by the sun during violent was proposed for injection into the
flares. Other spectral features of the atmosphere of geomagnetically trapped
aurorae also exhibited enhancement protons and electrons. The different
during the main phase of the magnetic forms were classified, showing that type
storm, but did not exhibit the steady A red and sunlit auroral forms gave

higher temperatures more frequently
than did the normal types. Measure-
ments of the night airglow in the in-

" -frared region 1 to 2 microns were made,
and partially resolving the hydroxide
(OH) bands gave rotational tempera-
tures between 200 and 2250 Kelvin.

On the basis of these studies of the
excitation of aurora and airglow emis-
sions, several papers were published on
the excitation mechanisms which should
assist in the interpretation of those
phenomena. The mechanisms included
new rotational constants of two levels
for hydroxide. New examples of atomic
recombination involving excited nitro-
gen atoms were found, and a new unex-
plained effect in afterglows involving

An Agena B satellite passes over electron decay was noted.
Alaska in this drawing. The impedance
probe antennas are in flight positions,
parallel to the earth.
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Studies

q? During the reporting period the Cam-
bridge Research Laboratories were
engaged in several significant programs
to uncover new knowledge of the sun,
moon and planets, the flux of high
energy particles, and magnetic and
electromagnetic phenomena within the
solar system. This research--conducted
by the Radio Astronomy Branch of the
Space Physics Laboratory, the Lunar
Planetary Exploration Branch of the
Research Instrumentation Laboratory,
and the Sacramento Peak Observatory-
was related to AFCRL projects in aero-
space physics and the electromagnetic
wave sciences and also drew heavily on
in-house and contractor advances in the
area of instrumentation technology. The
highlight of these studies undoubtedly
was the initiation by the Observatory of
a solar flare prediction program, which
during 1961-1962 provided the Air Force
and NASA with data on periods con-
sidered "safe" to conduct orbital flights
of the nation's first astronauts and
flights of unmanned satellite systems.
The story of the solar flare prediction
program, as well as the other AFCRL
research projects in the space sciences,
will be outlined in this chapter.

THE SAC PEAK PROGRAM

For more than a decade AFCRL's Sacra-
mento Peak Observatory in southern
New Mexico has been studying solar
processes to obtain data which will
enable it to predict those outburts of
energetic particles which may degrade
Air Force operations within the. earth's
atmosphere as well as in outer space.
Since its formal establishment as an Air
Force research facility in 1952, the
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Observatory has used a cluster of small
telescopes and coronagraphs in a unique
solar patrol program. Solar data from
the patrol program are reduced and con-
solidated each day, and communicated
by phone to the World Data Center and
the National Bureau of Standards at
Boulder, Colorado, to enable predictions
of radio propagation conditions. The
work of the Sacramento Peak staff is
supplemented by a contractual program
and the scientific contributions from dis-
tinguished foreign astronomers, who
receive temporary appointments (six to
18 months) to the facility.

THE PLARE PREDICTION PROGRAM:

While the Observatory's major efforts
for years have centered on the basic
processes of the sun which affect atmos-
pheric radio propagation conditions,
during 1961-1962 a new requirement
arose for data on solar radiations. Speci-
fically, it was based on a need arising
from the launching and operation of
satellites, and on plans for the first man-
ned orbital flights. As noted in earlier
chapters, several AFCRL groups* were
engaged in various studies of radiation
effects on electronic equipment and
radiation intensities in outer space.
Aside from the dangerous portions of
the Van Allen belt, the principal danger
centered on the sporadic showers of fast
solar protons. Many of the intermittent
solar showers would be exceedingly dan-
gerous to an unprotected space pilot,
besides being capable of damaging or
destroying some types of space craft
electronic and photographic equipment.

Scientists for many years have been
aware that the dangerous proton A major part of the Sacramento Peak
showers originate in the largest solar instrumentation is housed in the above
flares of 3 or 3+ importance. These observatory. Mounted on a single spar
showers reached the earth 2 to 7 hours are five telescopes, including a 16-inch

coronagraph, a 16-inch telescope and a
9-inch coronagraph. Below is another

* The Electronic Material Sciences Laboratory view of the multiple-mounted telescopes
and the Space Physics Laboratory. See Chap- taken from the interior of the ob-
ters III and VI. servatory.
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after the peak brightness of the flare.
They found that only about one major
flare in four was a "proton flare," pro-
ducing a proton shower of dangerous
flux and energy. A safe period was
defined as a period during which the
occurrence of a proton flare was unlikely.
Since the least expensive defense against
damage or interruption of critical com-
munications was simply to avoid the
proton showers, it suggested limiting
space operations to safe time intervals.

In March 1961, after receiving a

request from the Air Force's Space Sys- A general view of the main Sacramento

tems Division, the Observatory began Peak Observatory is shown here. This
making daily 5-day predictions of solar observatory contains some of the most

activity. The information also was pro- advanced instruments presently avail-
vided to other governmental and private able for solar research.

research agencies. From the beginning
the Observatory was able to correctly the next maximum in 1968. Since the
predict all proton showers, although ini- 1966-1971 period was to be a time of
tially it gave many false alarms. That is, greatly increased U. S. space activity,
at the outset of the prediction program and proton showers were expected to
about 80 percent of the time was desig- occur at a rate of 8 to 12 per year, a
nated unsafe. With growing knowledge formidable prediction problem was
and experience, the AFCRL scientists anticipated.*
were able to reduce the unsafe periods to On the basis of their observations, the
about 30 percent. In recent months, the scientists were able to relate the large
Observatory predicted safe periods for flares to the solar active centers around
the first two American manned orbital the sunspot groups. These centers vary
flights. These Project Mercury predic- enormously in character and only a small
tions were mainly oriented toward pos- fraction actually produce large flares.
sible communications interference, since The problem was to distinguish the flare
the orbital trajectories were such that, producers from the less dangerous
even if fairly large flares had occurred, centers. A number of indices were
critical radiobiological hazards were developed at the Observatory which
unlikely. appeared to be reliable. For example,

Since the flares were closely associated prime attention was given to centers
with sunspots and shared the same 11 around the most complex spot groups,
year cycle of activity, the Observatory with many small spots peppered around
found that the prediction of safe inter- a large dominating pair joined by a com-
vals during sunspot "minimum" was
relatively easy. However, at sunspot * The Soviets reportedly were making plans to
"maximum" proton flares occur at a rate try for a manned lunar landing by 1965, their
of about one per month and predictions astronomers having cited the dangers for
become more difficult. The last maxi- manned space flight during 1966-1970 because

of solar flare activity. Both the Gagarin and
mum came in 1957-1958. Minimum was Titov orbital flights of 1961 were made during
expected during 1964-1965, followed by "very safe" periods.
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mon penumbra. If the scientists found
that the center also had a complex mag-
netic field with numerous poles inter-
mixed, it was considered a likely
producer of large flares. To observe the
magnetic fields and to obtain data on the
other indices, the scientists monitored
the emission of raucous bursts of radio C .
noise, the total light absorption of the
spot group, and the frequency of small
flares in the center.

At first the above indicators served to
select the dangerous active centers, and
were the only ones used. But additional
research showed that the age of the
center and its position on the disk of the
sun also were important factors in deter-
mining whether the flares produced
would emit protons to the neighborhood
of the earth. It was found that if the
center was not at least 18 days old and
produced a flare outburst, a proton
shower near the earth was very much
more probable if the center was in the
northwest quadrant of the solar disk,
than if it was located anywhere else.
This mysterious relationship was so
pronounced that of the 12 strongest
proton showers on record only three
originated in centers outside the north-
west quadrant, and they were within a
few degrees of the boundary.

The gross characteristics enumerated
above as symptoms of proton showers
very nearly exhausted the possibilities of
features accessible to terrestrial ob-
servation. While they were very useful
for the periods of low solar activity, it
was clear to AFCRL scientists they
would not be adequate for prediction
when activity increased. In the search
for improved methods it was necessary
to look deeper into the nature of solar
flares and the mechanism of proton
emission.It was theorized that the flare's explo- This series of photographs, taken at

roughly 3-minute intervals, shows the
sive phenomena could only result from growth of a solar flare on the rim of

energy stored in some fashion that per- the sun.
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mitted the storage to become unstable. the spectra of prominences - those
The form of the stored energy seemed to great clouds of solar gaseous materials
be the strong magnetic field of the active which reach heights of ten or hundreds
centers, with the energy in it being prob- of kilometers above the visible surface
ably a hundred times greater than that of the sun (the photosphere), and which
released in a flare. Since the chromo- are clearly associated with the more
spheric material was highly conductive complicated flares. The purpose of the
due to ionization, the magnetic field was investigation was to attempt to specify
in firm control of all physical activity in the temperatures and deiisities of the
an active center. various types of prominences found in

On the basis of the above considera- and outside of flaring regions.
tions, the Sacramento Peak scientists To determine those phenomena the
studied the magnetic field as the place to Observatory obtained an extensive series
look for the windup which might result of excellent ultraviolet and infrared
in a flare. With sufficiently refined prominence spectra for analysis. From
optical equipment (by the Zeeman these spectra the scientists were able to
effect), or by its influence on motions in specify temperature and density with
the active center, they were able to very firm upper limits and less certain
observe the magnetic field directly with lower limits. They found the most
instabilities showing up in the form of probable temperatures varied from
very steep gradient field strength or 10,000: Kelvin for quiet region promi-
velocity. Such gradients were not appar- nences to 22,000' for the most active.
ent in the large features being observed These values were, however, startlingly
during the 1961-1962 period, although different from the extremely high tem-
the most refined observations did give peratures found by other investigators
some indication of their presence in the (100,000' Kelvin) on the basis of sup-
very small features. The orientation of posed temperature broadening of the
this phase of the research was, there- lines. The line broadening was believed
fore, toward a detailed analysis of the probably the result of mass motions,
spectroscopic (including Doppler and perhaps turbulent, on a small scale.
Zeeman effect) peculiarities of the finest This phenomena, however, was not
resolvable features. However, since the entirely clear because of several dis-
art of such observations had been crepancies. For example, certain classes
advanced to the limit of existing Sacra- of lines were not broadened, including
mento Peak equipment, an important the high excitation lines of He I and He
research effort was pursued to obtain II. It appeared that the discrepancies
"dditional and more refined instrumen- could be explained in terms of a model
tation. A description of the existing of heat conduction proposed by Sacra-
equipment, plus a review of the newer mento Peak scientists; however, definite
instrumentation being developed, will proof of this required additional ob-
be found elsewhere in this chapter. servations of much higher resolution

TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES OF than have been achieved to date.

PROMINENCES: The flare prediction
program, as has been noted, had devel- SPECTRA OF SPICULES: In related
oped naturally out of the long-term basic research the scientists pursued the ex-

solar research program conducted at the ceedingly delicate task of observing the

Observatory. One phase of the older spectra of spicules at the solar limb and

continuing effort centered on a study of determining the physical condition in
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them. The spicules are very minute
$ spikes of solar material with all the

appearance of jets, sticking up above the
chromosphere. At any one time about

m - 1,000 are visible around the whole limb.
Because of their faintness, small ap-
parent size and density along the limb,
a successful spectroscopic observation
was considered a triumph. During the
period success was achieved to the extent
of photographing high dispersion
spectra of clearly separable individual
spicules. But as was the case with

prominences, interpretation remained
difficult since it was found the line
widths led to entirely unrealistic tem-
peratures, completely inconsistent with
the line intensities. At the close of June
1962 the spicules study was continuing
in the effort to learn more about their
physical properties.

In the course of attempts to obtain

A modified grain-bin is used to house data on the smallest solar spectra, the
AFCRL telescopes for flare patrol ob- Observatory succeeded in taking time
servations. A stop-motion camera takes sequences of very high dispersion
pictures each minute during the day spectra showing the apparently random
of the solar disk, and thus a continuous Doppler shifts in very small surface
record of solar activity is available for elements on the sun. Subsequently, an
study. Most of this solar flare patrol
activity will be moved in the latter part analysis was made of the vertical and
of 1962 to the new observatory, also horizontal motions from the line shifts
located at Sacramento Peak, shown shown at the center of the disk and at
below. the limb (where the surface of the sun

was viewed at grazing incidence). The
results of this analysis were a complete
surprise and indicated that:

1. The vertical motions in the line-
forming layer above the white photo-
sphere were periodic and quasi-
sinusoidal.

2. The velocity amplitudes of the
oscillations increased with increasing
height.

3. The oscillation periods were
strongly concentrated around 242 sec-
onds, with a standard deviation of less
than 15 percent. This was clear evidence
of a resonance effect.b4. There was a decrease in period
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with increasing height. Oscillations of
the shorter periods showed a definite
time lag between high and low level,
indicative of upward propagating sound
waves. The longer period waves did not
show lags, and were apparently standing
waves propagating horizontally.

5. The horizontal motions were
entirely different, showing no oscilla-
tions, and there was a tendency for long
enduring large velocities on which were
superimposed small random velocities.
In summary, the velocity field in the The rim of the sun taken by the corona-
reversing layer was decidedly anistropic graph at Sacramento Peak shows the
and resonated vertically. sun's chromosphere during a relatively

During the period, the Observatory's quiet period.
study of motions in the solar atmosphere
was extended to the hydrogen alpha line, could originate in the same layer of the
which originates much higher in the solar atmosphere.
chromosphere where periodic motions During another analysis made with
seemed much more improbable than at the assistance of a visiting astronomer,
the lower levels. Unmistakable oscilla- the spectra of the velocity effects were
tions were found, although they were studied in the K line of Ca II, which
less clear cut than for the low level lines, originates even higherthan the hydrogen
The hydrogen alpha motions were much alpha line in the chromosphere. This
more strongly related to the fluctuations line possesses an entirely different char-
in the line intensity than was the case acter. Its complexity of structure, with
for the lower lines, and the motions in self reversals and violent intensity fluc-
the dark elements appeared to be a kind tuations from point to point, makes it
of seesaw. exceedingly difficult to study. The analy-

The observers also noted a very clear sis indicated that the velocities in the
relationship between the magnitude of line core were independent of those in
the vertical motionandthe distance from the bright emission peaks. If this could
the line center at which it was meas- be established by quantitative photom-
ured. Since they saw deeper into the etry of the spectra, it would indicate a
chromosphere as they went out from the clear separation in height and a near
center of the hydrogen alpha lines discontinuity in motions near the inter-
(simply because there was less absorp- face between chromosphere and corona.
tion), this was considered actually a At the close of the period, efforts to
relation between height and velocity. A develop better measurement techniques
similar relationship had appeared in the were being pursued.
earlier study of low level lines, and led
to the important conclusion that meas- SOLAR ECLIPSE xPomioN Another
urements of vertical motions in any lines significant event in the Sacramento Peak
constituted a new astrophysical tool for program during the period involved an
ranking them according to height in a expedition to Lae, NewGuinca to observe
completely unambiguous fashion. No a total eclipse of the sun on 5 February
two lines showing different velocities 1962. Co-sponsor of the expedition was
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the High Altitude Observatory at capability of any ground telescope and
Boulder, Colorado. Unlike two previous permitted a detailed height analysis of

disappointing expeditions in 1958 and the chromosphere. Thus, after their
1960 (both were clouded out), the New earlier disappointments the Sacramento
Guinea observations were completely Peak scientists found they had been so
successful. The scientists were able to successful that an enormous reduction
obtain a motion picture of the spectrum problem was created, and analysis of the
of the chromosphere, with medium dis- data may easily continue for a decade.*
persion and broad wavelength coverage.
Two spectrographs made 4.5 exposures STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF

per second between them, covering the FLARES: During the period the impor-

range from 3300 to 9000 angstroms. tant characteristics of 11,000 flares

Each exposure covered a 15 x 70 cm film. recorded by the Observatory (600 were

The total period of observations was 118 recorded during 1961-1962) were listed

seconds, resulting in 530 spectra-which on punched cards, and fed into a large

was considered a record for speed in computer in an effort to determine sta-

astronomical data collection. The ad- tistical characteristics. A vexing prob-

vantage of spectra taken in rapid lem connected with this program was

sequence at a total eclipse was in the fine that of designating flare size for flares

height resolution provided by the moon's viewed near the solar limb. On the

limb. The limb covers (or uncovers) the assumption that the frequency distribu-

chromosphere at a rate of 300 km/sec. tion of various flare areas was the same

Exposures at a rate of 3 per second, in all longitudes (with respect to the

therefore, have a height resolution of sun's central meridian) , the foreshorten-

100 kilometers. This is far beyond the ing near the limb could be determined
fairly directly and an estimate made of
the. ratio of the thickness to the hori-
zontal extent. It was found that the
small flares were approximately hemi-
spherical, and the foreshortening was
fairly regular. Large flares, on the other
hand, were so irregular and v'aried in
their geometrical shape so widely, that
it was impossible to apply a foreshorten-
ing factor that had much meaning in any
single instance. This was very unfor-
tunate since the large flares which pro-
duce the most dangerous p~roton showers
were unlikely to be near the western
limb, and uncertainties as to their actual
sizes were troublesome in the study of
flare characteristics relevant to proton
emission.

Other aspects of the computer studyCertain characteristics of the solar centered on the relationship between
corona can be analyzed only during

solar eclipses. The solar corona is the
breeding ground for many of the mag- * A total solar eclipse in Italy in February 1961

netic disturbances in the earth's atmos- was observed by Radio Astronomy Branch

phere. personnel. See discussion below.
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flare sizes, the shapes of the light curves,
total life times, the tendency to have
"sympathetic flares" (i.e., a repeat per-
formance in the same location within a
few hours), and the probability of emis-
sion of a fog of obscuring matter which
hides the surrounding details of the
active center.

PROMINENCE FILAMENTS: In related
research the Sacramento Peak scientists
also undertook an analysis of the very
fine prominence filaments recorded on
direct photographs taken under condi-
tions of best seeing. The diameters of
these solar filaments, less than the re-
solving power of the instrument (0.45"),
maintain their radiation over periods of Solar flares extend outside from the
hours. The question arose, where did the Lhron-iosjiphert to distances of 15,000 to

filament energy come from? Since the 100,000 miles. The chromosphere itself
shown beneath the flare is marked by

filament was immersed in the corona at a number of small irregular promi-
10'! degrees Kelvin, it was proposed that nences known as spicules.
the energy was provided by straightfor-
ward heat conduction into the relatively TNE INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

cold interior of the filament (about 104 PROGRAM: As was noted earlier, the
degrees). Given corona and prominences Sacramento Peak astronomers had man-
of known density and temperature, it aged to achieve a remarkable record in
was possible to calculate the ran of tem- its solar patrol program, using a cluster
perature and its gradient from the of small telescopes and coronagraphs
central core of the filament outward. accumulated and constantly improved
According to the analysis, filaments 1000 overtheyears. Thisequipmentincluded:
kilometers in diameter (fairly typical) 1. A small flare patrol telescope of 6
could be expected if the field strength centimeter aperture, which forms a 15
was of the order or 10--l gauss, and the mm image of the sun on the film gate of
problem became to determine why the a stop motion cine camera through a
field was so feeble, rather than why it birefringent filter. The filter has a 0.65
was surprisingly large. The researchers' angstrom pass band tuned to the hydro-conclusion was that the energy in the agto asbn ue otehdo
pomnce ol ertaitheny n reas- gen alpha line, an arrangement exactly
ably be provided by conduction from the analogous to a tuned radio. It transmits

corona, and filaments of any observed only the light of the hydrogen in the
size could be expected. This theory upper layer of the solar atmosphere.
appeared to be the only one that could Since the camera takes one exposure

satisfactorily account for the observa- every two minutes during the daylight

tions, although it strained other theories hours, it provides a record of the occur-

about the magnetic field strengths in rence and development of every flare

coronal space, which had been generally within that period. The system also

assumed to be of the order of 1 gauss shows many other types of activity on

rather than 10-1. the solar disk, and has been an invaluable
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auxiliary for other kinds of observa- (scheduled for deliveryinAugust 1962)
tions at the Sacramento Peak Observa- modification of the 16-inch coronagraph
tory and other observatories, to provide better definition of solar

2. A 10 centimeter coronagraph and spicules, prominence filaments, etc.; and
Littrow spectrograph combination for development of a new universal spectro-
photographing at frequent intervals the graph, field magnetometer, and related
coronal spectrum at all position angles new patrol equipment.
around the solar limb. The spectro- An important element in the advanced
coronagraph records the variations in the equipment program, which was aimed at
intensities of coronal lines as a function obtaining more detailed observations of
of position angle and time. the solar disk and expanding the flare

3. A 15 centimeter coronagraph of prediction project, centered on acquisi-
exceptional quality, imaging an artifi- tion of a vacuum telescope. Construction
cially eclipsed image of the solar limb of this new Sacramento Peak instrument
through a birefringent filter on a cine was tentatively approved by the Air
camera. The filter may be tuned either Force during the period. Planned for a
for the hydrogen alpha line or the 5303 1964 construction start, this major proj-
line of the corona (Fe 14). The assembly ect will consist of a tower-mounted,
produces motion pictures of the most mirror-fed vacuum telescope. The tower,
interesting prominences or coronal 128 ft. tall, will contain an optical tube
activity, at rates of from 10 to 1/ frames extending into a vertical shaft 200 ft.
per minute. When projected, these below ground level. Light gathered by a
movies show the activity greatly accele- coelostat with an aperture of 30 inches
rated and provide researchers a most will be transmitted to the optical instru-
sensitive means for detecting subtle ments at ground level, by a system of
changes in solar limb activity, mirrors and lenses mounted inside the

4. A simple 15 centimeter white- 328 ft. vacuum tube. This unique instru-
light telescope which projects a 20 centi- ment, together with associated facilities,
meter image of the sun on a drawing was expected to greatly enhance the
board, to provide observers with a work- Observatory's prediction capability dur-
ing chart of the sunspots on the disk. ing the next solar flare maximum

While the above equipment had proved (1966-1971).
highly useful, it had become clear to
Sacramento Peak personnel that new LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH

and more refined instrumentation wasrequired forbetterobservations. Accord- A research program to determine the
reuired durng tepertioan extensive composition of lunar and planetary sur-
ingly, during the period an extensive faces and planetary atmospheres was
optical and mechanical instrumentation another aspect of the AFCRL space
development program was pursued in- research effort pursued during 1961-
house and with contractor assistance. It 1962. This investigation, conducted by
involved the construction of a new 9-inch the Lunar Planetary Exploration Branch,
coronagraph and a 16-inch simple tele- was aimed at obtaining information on
scope (completed in December 1961) ; the chemical and mineralogical composi-
design and construction of a five-channel tion of the moon and planets, and their
photon counter capable of counting 101 atmospheres, topography, temperature,

-photoelectrons per second, which should electrical and thermal conductivity,
yield better data on solar profiles be- radioactivity, density, etc. Rocket and
tween center and limb of the solar image balloon-borne instrumentation and ex-
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_periments were the techniques used, or
scheduled for use, to obtain indirect
measurements of chemical and mineral-
ogical composition through X-ray, ultra-
violet, visible and infrared spectroscopy.
Important laboratory and theoretical
studies complemented the experimental
program.

ROCKET-BORNE RESEARCH: The pos-
sibility that X-ray flux from the moon
might be sufficiently high for analysis
from the vicinity of the earth was first
suggested to AFCRL researchers in
September 1959.* Theoretically, the
wave lengths of secondary X-rays
emitted by lunar surface materials, as a
result of bombardment by solar radia-
tions, should be characteristic of the
elements involved. Thus it appeared
that spectral analysis of the region be-
tween 2 and 30 Angstroms would reveal
the presence and relative concentrations
of most of the elements on the moon's
surface, including all those below atomic
number 20, as well as most of the heavy
metals such as iron, copper and nickel.

The first actual AFCRL experiment to
obtain X-ray data from the lunar sur-
face was conducted in September 1960
but the rocket misfired. The second

attempt on 24 October 1961 was a par-
tial success. An X-ray counter, flown
aboard an Aerobee rocket launched from
the White Sands Missile Range, for the
first time detected lunar X-rays. Al-
though there was a partial failure of
equipment due to retention of two out of
three of the nose cone doors, examina-
tion of the X-ray flux that was recorded
indicated it might be possible to deter-
mine the composition of the lunar sur-
face by spectral analysis. On 18 June
1962 a third experiment was successfullyThe lunar environment is of great inter- flowvn aboard an Aerobee rocket at White

est to the Air Force. AFCRL is con-

ducting several programs designed to
learn more of lunar temperatures and * By the American Science & Engineering
the characteristics of the lunar surface. Corp. of Cambridge, Mass.
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Sands, and this time good data was ob- 7
tained on total lunar X-ray intensities,
which were measured by means of three
specially developed large window Geiger
counters. At the close of the period, data
from the third flight were being "
analyzed, and the scientists were plan-
ning additional flights in May and
October 1963.

In connection with the above work, an E

AFCRL contractor has developed a co-
axial linear pointer to be carried on
future Aerobee flights to point the in-
strument toward the moon regardless of
the roll, pitch or yaw of the rocket. In ad-
dition to its use with an X-ray spectrom-
eter, the pointer is to be used with an
ultraviolet camera to obtain photographs
of the moon in various regions of the
ultraviolet spectrum. Use of the system,
which is scheduled on a first flight in The two-man gondwla to be used in the

January 1963, should provide informa- Stargazer project, was designed to send

tion not only on the gross spectral men to extreme altitudes in a balloon

response of the moon, but also on the for observation by optical telescope of

variations across the lunar surface. the moon, Venus and other planets.

Eventually, AFCRL plans to use an
ultraviolet spectrometer to examine
planetary atmospheres-if the difficult Project Star Gazer, is to test the feasi-

problem of constructing a rocket pointer bility of manned balloon astronomy. A

to track objects as dim as Mars and 3600 pound gondola was developed to

Venus can be solved. Such a system carry an electro-optical tracking device

should provide vital data concerning the and automatic stabilization system,

amount of hydrogen, oxygen and nitro- which will allow telescopic observation

gen in those planetary atmospheres. of stars in the relatively scintillation-
free altitudes of approximately 86,000

*ALLOON-MORNE RESEARCH: Thefact feet. Observers within the gondola will
that modern balloons are capable of ris- be able to override the automatic track-
ing above 99 percent of the infrared ing device, if necessary, and operate
absorbing constituents of the earth's manually.
atmosphere was the basis of an unusual In March 1962 the first successful test
AFCRL balloon astronomy development of the Star Gazer balloon system was
program pursued during 1961-1962.* accomplished with a launch from Chico,
This program centered on three balloon- California. Several subsequent flights,
borne platforms, two unmanned and onemanned. The major objective of the however, revealed the balloon did not
manned balloon system, designated have sufficient reliability for the weight

carried. Pending procurements of a new

* See also Chapter X on Aerospace Sounding balloon manufactured from a stronger,

Technology. laminated scrim material, further un-
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manned flights were re-scheduled for the
September-October 1962 period. A two-
man crew will man the flight planned
for December 1962.

The second AFCRL balloon astronomy
effort, Project Ballast, involves an un-
manned, completely automatic system.
During the initial flights set to begin
in August 1962 the primary scientific
objectives will be to search for evidence
of water vapor, carbon dioxide and other
gases in the atmosphere of Venus. The
temperature and heat balance of the
planet also will be studied, as well as the
infrared spectrum of reflected solar .
radiation. The system includes a coarse
control to seek and lock onto the sun, and Transporting telescopes by balloon to
to track it to within approximately 5 extreme altitudes is an economical
seconds of arc through a fine control, means for placing a telescope well

and then to point the telescope towards above all but a fraction of the atmos-
phere. Shown here is one of the early

via a programmed offset. AFCRL telescopes sent aloft for observ-
The third balloon astronomy program, ing the moon and various planets.

Project Sky Top, also is an unmanned
completely automatic system. Spectro-
scopic techniques will be used to detect to measure thermal conductivity, spec-
and determine the approximate concen- trspos an othe lha har-
trations of water vapor, carbon dioxide acteristics of probable lunar materials
and other gases in the planetary atmos- in a simulated lunar environment. The
pheres of Mars and Venus. Using radi- chamber is capable of attaining a vacu-
ometry, an effort also will be made to um of 10 '"mmofmercury,and bathing a

determine planetary temperatures and, sample in a close approximation of solar

more importantly, the distribution of particulate and electromagnetic radia-

the moon's nighttime temperatures. tion. The laboratory spectra of lunar
Such lunar temperatures are now known and planetary surface materials and

only to within approximately 50 C. The gases in their respective simulated
Sky Top program is expected to improve environments are to be compared with
the measurements to within 5 degrees or spectral data obtained from balloon and
less, which will not only aid the deter- rocket experiments. In addition, after
mination of the physical characteristics field studies in the ultraviolet and in-
of lunar surface materials but also may frared have more nearly determined the
detect any "hot spots" on the moon. The gross composition of planetary atmos-
first Sky Top flight will carry a Block pheres (the only gas positively identified
interferometer to look at reflected light in the atmosphere of Mars and Venus is
from Venus in the 0.7 to 3micron region. carbon dioxide), model atmospheric

LADORATORY AND THEORETICAL studies are planned. The resulting

STUDIES: In a related project during the knowledge of atmospheric density, pres-

period an AFCRL simulation chamber sure and ionization profiles is expected
was constructed to enable the scientists to be extremely useful for the design and
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operation of rocket vehicles within the AFCRL researches theorized that the
planetary atmospheres. moon dust was thin, compact and un-

An important phase of the lunar yielding - rather than being loose as
planetary program involved theoretical suggested by other investigators. Ac-
studies aimed at the integration of data cording to this theory, the almost perfect
accumulated through various field spec- vacuum on the moon would not permit
troscopic studies with laboratory re- dust particles to be slightly separated
search. During the period a program of by air molecules, as on Earth, and this
statistical studies, utilizing available would result in a tightly-packed firm
photography, was conducted and an surface for space landing purposes. In
effort made to predict the micro- addition, molecules of lunar surface
topography and surface characteristics material sputtered off nearby grains by
of different areas of the moon, based on the impact of solar protons and neutrons
statistical analysis of the coarser fea- would tend to act as a cementing plaster
tures visible on photographs. These on the dust. The AFCRL researchers
theoretical studies were concerned with have suggested experimental work in the
evolving new and better theories of the environmental chamber which, wher.
origin, history and utilization of the combined with temperature observations
moon and planets and their surface of the lunar surface made with the Sky
features. Top balloon-borne telescope, should

In 1961 a study was published on the verify this theory.

"Location of a Lunar Base" and the geo- OROUND-BASED SPECTROSCOPIC AND

logical problems involved, and on use of PHOTO STUDIES: A program of ground-
lunar natural resources. In addition, in based contractor spectroscopic and
a paper on the "State of Lunar Dust," photographic studies in the visible

region of the spectrum also formed a
part of the AFCRL lunar/planetary
research program. Various studies of
the moon and planets were conducted by
observatories in the United States and
France. In early 1962 an AFCRL con-
tractor published Volume II of the Lunar
Atlas, based on the best available
photography of the moon and showing
both orthographic grids and longitude-
latitude coordinates for the lunar sur-
face. The first volume of the Atlas was
published in 1960. During the period
another contractor was engaged in col-
lecting the best available Mars photo-
graphs obtained from observatories all
over the world.

Because existing photography has
A new AFCRL facility is this lunar en- relatively poor resolution of lunar and
vironment chamber where the atmos- planetary surface features, AFCRL sup-
pheric and radiation conditions found ported programs to obtain improved
on the surface of the moon will be
simulated. The chamber will be placed photographs from ground-based ob-
in operation in October 1962. servatories. Thus, for example, a new
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For several years the new techniques
of radio astronomy have been invoked
by the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories to obtain new fundamental
knowledge of the electromagnetic prop-
erties of the earth's outer atmosphere,
the planets, the interplanetary medium
and the solar corona. For this experi-
mental work, AFCRL's Radio Astron-
omy Branch has employed an 84-foot
radio telescope and log periodic antennas
at Sagamore Hill near Hamilton,
Massachusetts, and a 28-foot antenna at
Reservoir Hill. The construction of a
larger 150-foot steerable parabolic
antenna, which began in June 1961, was
expected to greatly enhance in-house
capabilities on completion in 1963. The
AFCRL radio astronomy program en-
compasses studies of planetary radiation

The temperature and surface features
of Mars (photographed here in red
light) is another area of AFCRL
interest.

43 inch reflecting telescope was acquired
for Pic du Midi Observatory in France,
which, at an altitude of 9300 feet and
because of its location, has some of the
best "seeing" in the world. The new
telescope became operational in April
1962 and should be able to obtain
superior photographs of the moon and
planets. Another approach to the prob-
lem of obtaining better resolutions was
through use of electro-optical techniques
of image intensification. Studies in that
area were underway at the end of the
period.

Another project still in the planning
stages involved construction of an
AFCRL Planetary Observatory in south-
ern New Mexico, to serve as a complete The 84-foot radio telescope at Sagamore

Hill is used for Air Force research re-
center for astronomical studies with lating to communications and detection.
emphasis on the planets.
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of several types (black body, synchro- SATELLITE PROPAGATION DATA:

tron and burst) to determine the Satellites provide a convenient signal to
electro-magnetic reflection and emission study propagation effects through the
properties of planetary atmospheres; atmosphere. During the period a series
investigations of the modulation proc- of continuous earth satellite recordings

esses of solar bursts; and hydrogen line were made on frequencies from 20 to 150
research on radiation processes from Mcps, in cooperation with six European

extra galactic sources. stations which also made coordinated
amplitude and doppler recordings. In

PROPAGATION STUDIES USING RADIO some cases, instrumentation was fur-
ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUsS: During 1961- nished the foreign research laboratories
1962, utilizing signals from radio stars by AFCRL. The European net, besides
and the sun, and the 84-foot antenna and being useful for propagation studies,
the log periodic antennas at Sagamore provided an excellent quick reaction
Hill, AFCRL scientists conducted multi- tracking capability on Soviet satellites.

frequency studies at both ionospheric During 1961 the NATO Scientific Ad-
and tropospheric absorption, refraction visory Committee authoized a broad
and scintillation. During periods of
intense magnetic disturbances, various program of joint satellite studies by theintese agntic istrbacesvarous six European stations and AFCRL. The

special effects were recorded. The small new program inaolvs ast rcrding

scale high electron density structure of ne s an o meodfa

aurora blobs produced 5 percent scin- inu and cin dathe Radi

tillation level even at 1300 Mcps. At 226 Astronomy Branch served as coordina-

Mcps Cynus A and Cassiopeia A signals tor for the above program, obtaining

showed 100 percent scintillations with orbital predictions, naming the periods

periods of 2 to 3 seconds during periods of interest and disseminating the data.

of intense auroral activity. Several meetings were held in Europe at

The above data, recorded off the 84- which raw records of the several mem-

foot telescope, showed that the scintilla- bers were compared for Doppler irre-

tion index varied directly with some gularities, scintillation observations,

power of the frequency in the radio spec- auroral effects, and satellite transmis-

trum below 225 Mc instead of the normal suon dets, andliatite resms-

inverse frequency law. This inversion sion details. Publication of results on

effect was strongly localized and tem- triangulation of scintillation clouds also

poral. During magnetic conditions, the was accomplished.

poalnment Dung theearth magnetic The continuing joint satellite program

alignment along the earth's mantic will emphasize research into the total
field produced a diffraction-multiple electron content of the ionosphere (and
scattering pattern which yielded non- its variations) up to satellite height.

coherent scintillation signals across the Investigations also till be conducted into

radio telescope aperture, indicating a large and sm all cle patches of irre-

small-scale ground pattern. These lare n the pahes orre-

atmospheric propagation studies, which gularities in the ionosphere, absorption

were continuing at the close of the o ai ae eertn h oo
periowwee c iuin at in cdetig sphere, and propagation paths from theperiod, were important in determining satellites.

coherence in the frequency range 20 to

1000 Mcps across large apertures during SOLAR INVESTIGATIONS: On 15 Febru-
magnetic storms. Due to the partial ary 1961, in cooperation with Italian

coherence effect, decrease was noted of astronomers, Radio Astronomy Branch

signal level up to 2 db at 62 Mcps. scientists observed a total eclipse at
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Florence, Italy, which was near the center
of totality. As the moon moved across the
Solar disk, the still uneclipsed solar
energy was measured as a function of
time with the following equipment: a
5-meter equatorially mounted antenna
on which a 1270 Mcps radiometer was
used; a 4-foot equatorially mounted
antenna, driven simultaneously with a
5-meter dish, on which a 9710 Mcps
radiometer was used; and a 6-foot equa-
torially mounted dish with a radiometer
which employed a timesharing principle.

The sun was very quiet during the This view shows AFCRL's new 150-
period. The eclipse showed some foot radio telescope in relation to the
anomalies, however, due to solar source existing 84-foot dish. With the com-

activity. After corrections were made pletion of the new telescope, AFCRL

for absorption, refraction and the lunar will operate one of the finest radio

temperature, the residual energy exist- astronomy facilities in the country.

ing during totality (which occurred at
an elevation angle of 12.65 ° ) was found on a possible technique for studying the
to be 6.6 percent at 9710 Mcps. Pre- mechanisms of solar radio radiation by
liminary inspection of data at 1270 recording at discrete frequencies the
Mcps revealed a high residual signal at modulation structure of solar bursts and
totality (24.6 percent) and an interval the quiet-sun radio noises. Observations
of about 17 minutes between fourth con- were made at 220, 400 and 3000 Mcps,
tact and the time at which the eclipse using the 84-foot telescope. Subsequent-
curve flattened out. The radio eclipse at ly the magnetic tape records (made to
this frequency was only 93.5 percent observe direct-current to 600 cps fluctu-
complete at fourth contact. These data ations) were analyzed over the frequency
were used to determine the radio range 5 to 550 cps to detect enhance-
diameter of the sun and the height above ments or absorption in that range.
the photosphere of the enhanced regions The high solar radio activity of 11
at 1270 and 9710 Mcps. August 1960 earlier had provided the

The eclipse measurements also were scientists an opportunity to record type
analyzed by comparing them with a II, III and IV events. The modulation-
solar contour map made at Hamilton envelope spectra of all types of bursts,
using the 84-foot radio telescope and a when normalized against noise samples,
3-cm pencil beam, and also with 1300 showed definite structure. The high-
Mcps contour maps furnished by an frequency end of the very low frequency
Australian agency. At the close of the band was accentuated on all three fre-
period, looking forward to the 20 July quency channels. Type II and type IV
1963 eclipse, plans were being made to bursts were characterized by marked
locate an AFCRL observing site in the attenuation over certain very low fre-
Bangor, Maine area. quency bands. These spectral regions

MODULATION STRUCTURE OF SOLAR were distributed throughout the ana-
*URSTS: In related work, AFCRL scien- lyzed band and had a maximum band-
tists conducted preliminary experiments width of approximately 60 cps. The
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spectrum of the envelope of an isolated LUNAR REFLECTION/EMISSION MUAS-

burst of 400 megacycles showed a sharp MENTS: In cooperation with Jodrell
and fast development of structure Bank astronomers, work was done dur-
around two narrow very low frequency ing the period on trans-Atlantic moon
bands. Subsequently, a more detailed reflections. The 84-foot dish was used to
study of the modulation spectra over a receive on two orthogonal antennas the
wider band was undertaken, in an effort moon reflections of linearly polarized
to determine whether different types of signals transmitted by the Jodrell Bank
solar bursts were associated with dis- 250-foot telescope on 100 and 99.4 Mcps

tinct patterns of audio modulation. frequencies. These observations were
To obtain additional solar signal data, used to measure the total integrated

during a transit of Mercury across the electron density for the two paths by the

sun's disk on 7 November 1961, AFCRL Faraday polarization-rotation method.

scientists utilized the 84-foot telescope at Earlier, a 99.4 Mcps bistatic moon-
scm.etistsuigiz the a ta tefecpe is reflection experiment was conducted in
3 cm. Although the antenna efficiency is November 1960, a period of increased
low at that operating frequency, very solar flare activity. Although regular
good angular resolution (about 7 minutes Faraday fading was observed on the
of arc) was obtained. The possibility of mornings of 11, 12, and 14 November
noting an eclipsing of the solar energy 1960, extremely fast changes in the rate
by Mercury was remote because of the of Faraday rotation of the plane of
ratio of approximately 160 to 1 between polarization of the signal received was
the diameters of the sun and the planet. noted on 13 November. The path from
During the transit, however, the scien- the moon to the 84-foot antenna on

tists were able to make a contour map of Sagamore Hill went through the south-

the solar spot region which produced the ern edge of an aurora. AFCRL scientists

three cosmic ray flares of November advanced the hypothesis that the ordi-

1960. nary and extraordinary waves constitut-
ing the received signals encountered
aurorally produced small-scale irregu-
larities with high draft velocities, which
were responsible for the phase variations.

In somewhat related work, during a
three-day period that included the lunar
eclipse of 25 August 1961, a brief moon-
study program was undertaken to sup-
plement and substantiate data obtained
during the lunar eclipse of 13 March
1960. The principal objective of the
program was to study simultaneously
obtained records of the lunar thermal
emissions at 1200 and 3100 Mc in order
to determine whether or not any per-

To be erected in the fall of 1962 is this ceptible change could be noted at either
150-foot parabolic dish. Used in con- frequency during the eclipse. The differ-
junction with the nearby 84-foot radio ential antenna temperature of the moon
telescope, the telescopes will provide
AFCRL with an extremely sensitive above the ambient sky temperatures was
interferometer. determined accurately and used by
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means of a simple straightforward
method to obtain the average disc tem-
perature. No change in lunar tempera-
ture was measured during either eclipse.

Simultaneous recordings, displayed on
a dual-channel recorder, were made pos-
sible by the use of a multi-frequency
Jasik antenna feed system with the same
polarization for each frequency. In the
3100-Mc system, the receiver used three
stages of travelling-wave-tube amplifiers
in series, similar to that used in the
March 1960 instrumentation. The 1300-
Mc receiver system used earlier was, on
the other hand, changed to a super-
heterodyne configuration because of the
radar interference encountered at this
location and frequency when wide-band
amplifiers were used. Whenever pos-
sible, antenna cable losses were reduced
below the value of the March 1960 sys-
tem. The equipment was operated
in a well-controlled temperature
environment.

HYDROGEN LINE STUDIES: Observa-
tions of the 21-centimeter line radiation
from extra-galactic nebulae also were
conducted, using the 60-foot radio tele-
scope at Harvard Observatory. The
galaxies under investigation are close
enough to the Earth to allow moderately
detailed study of the neutral hydrogen
distribution and motion. These studies
revealed a large gaseous envelope of
hydrogen around each galaxy. In addi-
tion, they permitted a determination of
the mass of three systems and the ratio
of hydrogen to total mass in each, a
quantity which was considered to be
probably related to the type and age of
the galaxy. With the installation of a
hydrogen-line receiver at the Hamilton
site scheduled for late 1962, related
studies were being planned to emphasize
objects within the Milky Way, which can
be studied in great detail with the
increased resolution of the 84-foot and
150-foot antennas.
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The Dyna-Soar pilot, reentering the
atmosphere at a relatively shallow

angle, could be cut off from outside
communications for as long as 30 min-
utes if techniques for penetrating the
plasma sheath are not developed.



VIII Plasma Physlos 123

~ Plasma physics-the study of the prop-
erties and effects of the gaseous state of
matter-is one of the newer areas of
scientific inquiry. A plasma is a neutral
gas made up of free electrons and posi-
tive ions and thus influences electro-
magnetic radiation in various ways. The
gas, in turn, can be manipulated by cer-
tain electric and magnetic mechanisms
and by means of those mechanisms can
be made to do useful work. It has par-
ticular importance for aerospace activi-
ties since vehicles travel through the
earth's ionization layers, create ioniza-
tion trails in their exhaust, and may also
use plasmas for propulsion. Air Force
operations directly affected by plasma
phenomena include communications,
surveillance, detection and identification,
since both orbiting and re-entering
bodies generate ionized layers which
have a marked effect on the radar cross-
section and on telemetering signals to
and from the vehicle. Knowledge of
plasma physics is important for the
design of electronic components and
techniques to generate electromagnetic
radiation in new frequencies and to
detect EM signals.

In seeking to obtain a deeper under-
standing of the gaseous state of matter,
the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories were able to draw upon the
multidisciplinary talents and facilities
of live in-house groups, including the
Electromagnetic Radiation Laboratory,
Electronic Material Sciences Laboratory,
Detection Physics Laboratory, Optical
Physics Laboratory, and Ionospheric
Physics Laboratory. During 1961-1962
these AFCRL groups were engaged in a
number of experimental and theoretical
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research programs in plasma physics, sonic velocities, a layer of hot ionized
including investigations of the effects of gases forms which severely degrades the
magnetic fields on ionized gases and transmission and reception of radio
electromagnetic emissions from shock- signals. The surrounding layer of ion-
excited plasmas, and studies of explod- ized gas produces such effects as signal
ing wire phenomenon, high temperature attenuation, reflection, refraction, phase
plasmas and the specific problem of shift, spurious modulation, and loss of
communications blackouts caused by the coherence. This situation makes con-
ionized sheaths formed about re-entry tinuous and reliable communications
vehicles, with re-entry bodies impossible, and it

is common to have communications
COMMUNICATION BLACKOUTS AND blacked out for a considerable distance
THE PLASMA SHEATH along terminal trajectories. For ex-

For several years the Electromagnetic ample, during the Glenn orbital flight of
Radiation Laboratory has been studying 20 February 1962, and the Carpenter
the problem of re-entry ionization effects flight of 24 May 1962, communication
on radio communications and signal blackouts occurred and lasted for seT-
transmission from a re-entry vehicle. eral minutes on both occasions.
The investigation encompasses: (a) In the case of a manned vehicle such
theoretical analyses of the properties of as the Air Force X-20 (Dyna-Soar), the
the plasma sheath and its interaction seriousness of the problem becomes
with radio waves; (b) laboratory studies much more acute. The planned re-entry
in plasma simulation; (c) wind tunnel trajectory of the Dyna-Soar is much
and shock tunnel experiments on re- shallower than those of the Project
entry communications; and (d) field Mercury capsules, and a considerable
tests of re-entry phenomena, using length of time will be spent by the pilot
specially instrumented rockets. in the upper atmosphere where blackout

The problem of the plasma sheath occurs. Loss of communications for
centers on the fact that as a vehicle re- periods up to tens of minutes or more
enters the Earth's atmosphere at hyper- are expected during the most critical

portion of the vehicle's flight regime.

EENTRY COMMUNICATION FIELO

TESTS: It was to resolve the above prob-
lem that a flight test program, originally

. proposed by AFCRL in 1958, was for-
mally established in 1961. Its basic
purpose was to investigate the proper
radio frequencies for possible ion sheath
penetration, and to assist in evolving
techniques for eliminating the radio
blackout during re-entry. The program
called for flying an instrumented Blue
Scout re-entry vehicle in a shallow
trajectory over the Atlantic Missile

The plasma sheath which surrounded Range in order to:
the first two manned capsules upon 1. Measure signal attenuation, an-
reentry isolated the occupants from
outside communication for more than tenna pattern distortion and antenna
four minutes. impedance mismatch at VHF, UHF, and
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microwave frequencies during a re-entry ignite, apparently because of a faulty
trajectory and compare the data with pressure switch in the first stage engine.
theoretical predictions. The payload itself functioned perfectly

2. Compare tests of VHF (220 before it plunged prematurely into the
Mcps) versus UHF (2250 Mcps) telem- sea; data was received by ground re-
etry under re-entry conditions. ceiver stations at Melbourne Beach,

3. Measure radiation frequency noise Grand Bahama Island, and San Salvador.
generated by the plasma sheath by Since the Cape Canaveral test could
means of a vehicular microwave not be repeated because in the future
radiometer. Blue Scout vehicles will not be launched

4. Develop measurement techniques from that site, AFCRL scientists were
and procedures, such as means for forced to make alternate arrangements.
determining characteristicsof the shock- At the close of the period plans were
ionized flow fields and the required nose being made to continue the re-entry corn-
cone altitude and trajectory data for use munications test program, using Trail
on future re-entry flight tests. Blazer II vehicles to be launched from

The Blue Scout flight profile called for NASA's Wallops Island facility. Three
the vehicle to reach a maximum altitude vehicles were requested for this pro-
of about 150 miles. On 12 April 1962 gram with the first launch scheduled for
the first of the AFCRL re-entry com- June 1963.
munication experiments was launched EFFECTS ON ROCKET ANTENNAS: In
from Cape Canaveral. Unfortunately, connection with the plasma sheath
the second stage of the rocket failed to effects, the Ionospheric Physics Labora-

tory also developed several experimental
techniques of direct probing of the
ionosphere for the measurement of elec-
tron density, ion density, ion tempera-
ture and electron velocity distribution.
An experiment combining an antenna
impedance probe and a retarding poten-
tial probe was flown on two Aerobee 150
rockets and two interesting results were
obtained with respect to expected and
unexpected plasma effects.

The first result was the anticipated

effect of the ion sheath on the antenna,
impedance experiment. In order to
remove the ion sheath around the an-
tenna, it was necessary to bring the
antenna to space potential. In the ex-
periment this was accomplished by the
application of a dc voltage varying line-
arly from 0 to 4 volts between the rocket

Drawing shows separation of third body and the dipole antenna. Langmuir
stage of Blue Scout vehicle from reentry currents obtained demonstrated the
payload. The nose cone contains an
AFCRL reentry communication experi- effect of the change in the ion sheath. A
ment designed to measure radio signal comparison with the potential of the
attenuation through the plasma sheath. rocket with respect to space obtained
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from the retarding potential measure- during the short time of descent where
ment indicated a transition from a the rocket tipped over when entering the
positive ion sheath to a negative one. dense atmosphere at about 100 kilo-

Examination of the electron densities meters. A preliminary analysis of the
from 60 to 150 kilometers derived from data indicated a change of the measured
the reactance data did not show any electron density with antenna direction
obvious effects of the alteration of the by almost a factor of two. The aspcct
ion sheath by the dc voltage or of the data available, however, did not permit
earth's magnetic field. This data would discrimination among the direction of
seem to indicate that with an antenna the magnetic field, the sun and the flight
potential of about _2 volts relative to trajectory.
space and an antenna of measurable The second result obtained from the
radiation efficiency, the effect of the ion experiment was unanticipated and was
sheath on radio frequency impedance much more drastic. On rocket ascent up
was negligible. The fact that there was to 150 kilometers, the electron densities
no correlation of the electron density derived were reasonable and comparable
fluctuations and the spin rate of the to those obtained from the high fre-
rocket could be reasonably explained if quency ionospheric recorder. However,
the rocket spins around a nearly vertical from 160 kilometers the electron den-
axis so that the antenna is always in an sities decreased very rapidly until at
approximately transverse position to the peak altitude of 265 kilometers the
magnetic field. values were the same as those obtained

It was interesting to note that the at 95 kilometers. From 265 to 160 kilo-
AFCRL scientists found in their results meters on rocket descent, the electron
a strong dependence on the spin position densities required a correction by a

factor of 6 to be compared with iono-
gram results. Passing a rapid transition
from 100 Km down the ascent and
descent data were the same.

The interpretation of these data was
that the rocket fuel valves, which were
still open after burnout, continued to let
some residual propellants escape
throughout the flight. When the diffu-
sion velocity of the propellant reached a
value greater than the rocket velocity,
the ambient electron density around the
antennas was reduced by an attachment
process. The position ion measurements
with the retarding potential probe gave
values in accordance with ionogram

Partially assembled nose cone for Blue data. This was considered evidence that
Scout reentry communication experi- there was an attachment process in-
ment is shown. External configuration volved. The propellants for an Aerobee
is a hemisphere-cylinder-flange combina- rocket consist of a mixture of analine
tion of twenty inches diameter. The and furfural alcohol as the fuel and red
copper hemispherical heat sink can be
seen in the foreground. Antenna radia- fuming nitric acid as the oxidizer. The
tors are located on side of vehicle, aspect data indicated that between 112
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and 109 kilometers the rocket, which studies demonstrated that the plasma
was descending tail first, nosed over. sheath on re-entry vehicles could gen-
The antennas, which are in the nose erate sufficient radio frequency noise
cone of the rocket, then came out of the (through radiation from the ionized
environment disturbed by the leaking gases) to influence the performance of
propellant. At the close of the period high-sensitivity vehicular receivers. It
the contribution of this factor to plasma appeared possible that measurement of
sheath effects on antennas was being this noise could be used as a diagnostic
further evaluated by the Ionospheric tool to determine the plasma and colli-
Physics Laboratory.* sion frequencies of the sheath.

To investigate those properties
THEORETICAL AND LABORATORY Electromagnetic Radiation Laboratory

STUDIES: While the above results were scientists designed a highly sensitive
being studied, the Electromagnetic radiometer for the test vehicles, consist-
Radiation Laboratory was engaged in re- ing of a miniature transistorized crystal
lated work to simulate the plasma sheath video receiver. Basically, the radiom-
and its effects. Thus, the electrical prop- eter is of the Dicke type in which the
erties of the plasma-that is, its dielec- noise generated by the plasma is com-
tric constant of less than unity and its pared to a reference noise source within
loss characteristics-were reproduced the receiver. The comparison is made
successfully by the use of artificial by switching the input of the radiom-
dielectrics made of wire grids and also eter from the receiving antenna to the
of parallel plate media. These techniques internal noise reference at a rapid rate.
are currently being applied to antenna This procedure causes the incoming
radiation problems involving non-iso- noise signal to be modulated at the
tropic or non-homogenous plasmas in switching frequency, then amplified in a
complex geometries. In addition, sev- narrow band amplifier. The output of
eral contractors began model tests of the amplifier is fed to a coherent detec-
nose cones in both shock tunnels and tor which produces a dc voltage at its
high density wind tunnels. output proportional to the difference in

Another in-house approach by the levels between the noise and the refer-
Electromagnetic Radiation Laboratory ence. This output is converted to the
made use of commercial fluorescent light proper form for transmission to a
tubes as the source of the plasmas. The ground station over a telemetry link.
technique had the advantage of economy, This AFCRL radiometer was designed
avoiding expensive vacuum equipment, to be used over a wide range of fre-
and also had versatility in that non- quencies by changing only the radio
homogenous plasmas could be produced frequency components. Initially, the
in a controlled fashion by varying the equipment was to be integrated by
current to each tube. The changes in Optical Physics Laboratory personnel
radiation pattern caused by variable into the warhead of an Atlas missile for
radio frequency power level also could be re-entry diagnostic measurements. It
studied by the technique for non-linear also was planned to develop more
eff ects. sophisticated microwave radiometers

During the period AFCRL theoretical such as swept frequency and incremen-

* Other work by the Ionospheric Physics tal-frequency models for inclusion in

Laboratory in plasma physics is reported future re-entry payloads.
elsewhere in this chapter. In related theoretical work the
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Electromagnetic Radiation Laboratory In the initial approach the plasma
sought to calculate the expected flow sheath was treated as consisting of a
fields about the re-entry vehicles, and to boundary layer and an inviscid outer
predict antenna pattern distortion. region. The latter further was con-
Initially attention was directed to sidered as comprising an inner entropy
plasma-covered antennas radiating into layer containing most of the high-tem-
free space. However, subsequent work perature high-density flow (and there-
indicated that an applied magnetic fore most of t'ie ionized particles), and
field might improve communications. a weak shock layer to which small dis-
On the premise that a static field would turbance theory applied. The conditions
improve propagation, the scientists investigated were those in which the
began an intensive study of pattern dis- gaseous elements that constituted the
tortion due to an anisotropic plasma. flow behind the shock were in equilib-
Radiation patterns were calculated for rium, nonequilibrium, and frozen states.
a plasma-covered slot in a cylinder and This in-house theoretical effort was
ground plane. In each problem the supplemented by a generalized viscous
antenna was covered by a uniform non-equilibrium study conducted by a
plasma layer with and without an contractor.
applied magnetic field. It appeared that THE SECOND PLASMA SHEATH
an annular slot with an applied normal SYMPOSIA: In April 1962 AFCRL spon-
field could be used to transmit energy sored the Second Symposia on the
when the plasma would otherwise be Plasma Sheath and Its Effects, and
opaque. At the end of June 1962 an brought together to Boston and Natick,
experiment to verify the above theoreti- Mass., more than 600 scientists and
cal considerations was underway. technical personnel. The symposia was

In connection with the attenuation a follow-up to one sponsored by the
and distortion of signals by the plasma Laboratories in December 1959. The
sheath, the interaction of the electrons publication in 1960 of the proceedings
with the transmitted waves were deter- of the latter, which were edited by
mined by the distribution of electrons in AFCRL personnel, provided the scien-
the medium. Sin-.- calculations of the tific community with a definitive text on
ionized-particle profiles required knowl- the entire subject up to that time.
edge of the aerothermodynamic proper- In connection with the 1962 symposia,
ties of the flow field, any data obtained its principal findings included the
also were pertinent to studies of real gas following:
hypersonic flow. The desirability of 1. Antenna radiation patterns from
having a common factor for comparing re-entry vehicles showed large angular
data with that obtained in analogous perturbations as well as attenuation, due
studies in missile aerodynamics led to the effect of the plasma sheath.
AFCRL scientists to choose the hemi- AFCRL plasma simulation experiments
sphere cylinder as the configuration for and theoretical studies have demon-
investigation. Theoretical calculations strated that antenna directivity is so
were made for an altitude of 200,000 modified that communications will be
feet and free-stream Mach number of severely impaired unless the effects are
17.5. Similar calculations were scaled corrected. Since attenuation and voltage
to the lower altitudes. Calculations for breakdown characteristics of antennas
altitudes above 200,000 feet were in are quantitatively understood, remedial
progress at the close of the period, designs are possible.
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2. The radiation characteristics of free configurations. Measurements of
plasma-covered antennas were evaluated the behavior of magnetic field producing
through the concept of leaky waves coils at superconducting temperatures
which enables a rapid quantitative esti- were carried out in cooperation with the
mate of the principal radiation param- Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
eters. This leaky wave concept shows As a result of this work, a method of
that the radiation could be expected to advantageously applying force-free con-
be concentrated in narrow angular figurations to superconductors was
sectors for thick layers of lossless developed. It was found that the force-
plasma. free coil possessed two specific advan-

3. Several scientific papers showed tages to superconducting magnets. First,
theoretically that strong magnetic fields because the currents and fields were
applied to the plasma sheath may everywhere parallel in a force-free coil,
provide the answer and means for the current-carrying capability of super-
penetration. The radiation patterns for conductors was extended in that con-
transmission and receipt also may differ figuration; and secondly the deleterious
drastically from each other because of forces attendant with large magnetic
the non-reciprocal behavior of aniso- fields could be eliminated. The magnetic
tropic plasma. interaction of the plasma could serve as

HYDROMAGNETICS RESEARCH a method of converting the magnetic
energy to a useful form. Also, the ion-Another potentially fruitful area of ized gas-a non-tenuous form of an ideal

plasma physics research-pursued by izeducto-to us the of an

AFCRL's Optical Physics Laboratory- conductor-provided the scientists an

centered on hydromagnetics-the inter- insight into the problem of producing

action of conducting matter with
magnetic fields. New developments in
the production of intense fields indicated
that intensities as high as 2 million
gauss and more were practical. Since
such magnetic fields store as much as
400,000 calories of energy per cubic
centimeter, there was a potential
greater energy capacity than found in
many chemical fuels. If methods of
producing and containing such fields
over an extended period of time could be
developed, the possibility existed that
practical propulsion devices might be
designed.

PRODUCTION OP SUPEIR-INTENSEK

MAGNETIC PImLDS: During 1961-1962
research in magnetic field production
led to the developmentby Optical Physics To obtain a force-free magnetic field,
Laboratory scientists of methods for the wiring of the magnet must assume

producing super-intense fields in the a precise and exceedingly complex con-
figuration. The wiring for one such

mega-gauss range, and methods for experimental force-free magnet is shown
reducing forces through the use of force here.
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large fields without relying on mechani-
cal strength. The AFCRL program gave
particular attention to the existence,
development and control of magneto-
hydrodynamic instabilities which pro-
duce turbulence, jetting and other
phenomenon.

During the period the problem was
attacked on a number of fronts includ-
ing: control of instabilities through the
development of more and better stable
geometries such as the force free
geometry and cusp geometry; and the
control of instabilities and jetting for
utilization as mechanisms of heating and
application to the problem of decoupling
plasmas from magnetic fields. In a magnetic cusp experiment, a plas-

ma container is fed by four 12,000-joulePL.ASMA CONTAINMENT AND STAUILITY: condenser banks and an rf preionizer.

In 1961 an AFCRL apparatus was con-

structed and tested as a method of
controlling a plasma in a magnetic field. plasma and mirror field so that an
In this plasma containment device, called intense dipole field was produced which
Romac (Rotated Magnetic Cusp), an was even larger than the maximum
attempt was made to combine the basic intensity of the applied mirror field.
stability advantages of a four pole line The behavior of the magnetic field in
cusp with the low loss rate of a mirror the Romac experiment indicated several
field. The magnetic field was produced interesting properties of the configura-
by adding the components of the cusp tion, which AFCRL scientists planned to
field orthogonally to the mirror field. exploit in future experiments. One was
Then using pulse techniques, an ionized that the plasma created in the early
gas was created within a chamber and stages of the experiment was undoubt-
the Romac magnetic field produced edly unstable. The instability was such,
transiently. however, as to create an inward flow of

The variation in magnetic field com- plasma rather than an outward flow as
bined with the basic instability of a in most experiments. The development
plasma uniformly distributed through of the shock and its rise in intensity

such a device led to a strong shock wave. seemed to indicate that energy was being

Measurements made by Laboratory fed into the shock wave as it proceeded

scientists, after the shock wave had inward. This situation appeared entirely
passed through the center and been possible since plasma moving inward
reflected to the outside of the device, would gain kinetic energy as it moved
indicated that the plasma had separated from a region of high magnetic field to
the mirror field from the cusp field so a region of lower magnetic field.
that only mirror field existed through- An unexpected result of the experi-
out the central region and mostly cusp ment was that during the initial phases
field existed in the outer region. A sub- of the second compression, the magnetic
sequent increase of the applied cusp field field in the central region was completely
led to a compression of the internal devoid of cusp components. This sug-
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gested that there was plasma turbulence
and it was believed that plasma tur-
bulence accompanying the first shock
wave was responsible for the separation
of the orthogonal components of the
magnetic field. The fact that the second
peak was stronger than might be
expected from the vacuum field was
explainable in terms of a central cylinder
of constant energy density being held in
place by the cusp magnetic field which
increases with the radius.

RXPLODINO WIR STUDISS: In some-
related studies, the Optical Physics
Laboratory utilized a historic technique
for investigating plasma stabilities-
the exploding wire phenomenon. This
technique involves generating plasmas
by discharging a large burst of capaci-
tively-stored energy through a small Ai

wire. The combination of pressure and
temperature caused when the wire
passes from a solid to the vapor state inm_ _

a millionth of a second, can then be used
to study the behavior of both plasmas
and materials under extreme conditions.
For instance, the high energy density
available in wire explosions gives scien- WM" b as-rk"ft
tists an opportunity to determine basic
physical characteristics of materials in
all three states of matter. It also allows
study of energy transfer through con-
ductors at density levels totally unob-
tainable by other means.

In addition, exploding wires have been
used to produce shock waves, colloidal
particles for propulsion, intense light
pulses for ultra-high-speed photography,
for electroforming of metals, and even
for specific devices such as a blast These photographs of a copper wire
shutter for capping rotating mirror were exploded by approximately 200,000
cameras. This latter was developed by amperes. Starting with the original
AFCRL scientists and not only out- wire and exposing at 1/ microsecond
performs previous capping shutters but, intervals after the current starts to flow

unlike earlier blast shutters, requires no they show: original wire, melted wire,
vaporization, and expansion. The expos-

high explosives. ure was about 4 microsecond and each
Although researchers have studied picture was backlighted with another

exploding wire phenomena since 1920, exploding wire placed 6 inches behind it.
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the literature in this field remains very
confusing since wires have been ex-
ploded under a variety of conditions of -

size, current and time. In order to clear
up the confusion and to establish a
better means of communicating with
scientists in the field, a system of classifi-
cation involving the phenomenological
behavior of wires under different condi-
tions was devised and published by
AFCRL. , - /4 / .- 4

In connection with this work and the
experimental program, in November -
191 the Second International Confer-
ence on Exploding Wires, attended by
hundreds of scientists including investi-
gators from Europe and Japan, was
sponsored by AFCRL. It was evident I
from the 1961 proceedings that much
duplication of research in this area had
been eliminated, largely due to the pub-
lication in 1959 of the proceedings of the
first exploding wire conference, also
sponsored by AFCRL. ,

The presence of dense material within
the opaque cloud of a wire explosion
was first demonstrated by AFCRL sci-
entists using X-rays. It had previously
been supposed that all material was in
gas form by these late times. Photo-
graphs were taken at 1/ microsecond
intervals.

SHOCK WAVE STUDIES: In related
research AFCRL scientists conducted
investigations to uncover the effects of
shock and turbulent motion in plasma
behavior. To obtain the necessary data,
an intensive theoretical study was car-
ried out on shock waves propagated

Wire is exploded behind the wooden through fully ionized plasmas with and
barrier, next to the control panel. The without a magnetic field. A study was
flash of the exploding wire is monitored
through observation port in wooden made of the shock-broadening mecha-
barrier, nisms in a plasma, and in particular of
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the behavior with a finite electrical con- cally, the effects of electron-photon and
ductivity (which was found to have an electron-electron collisions on the real
oscillating fine structure). refractive index and the absorptivity

These studies of magnetic shock waves were evaluated for EM wave propaga-
in plasmas were extended to simultane- tion to a fully ionized hydrogen plasma
ously account for the effects of viscosity while under the influence of an external
and electrical conductivity. A two-fluid magnetic field.
(proton-electron) shock structure model
was developed which accounts for all of ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

the classical transport coefficients simul- WITH PLASMA

taneously (viscosity, thermal conduc- In their continuing search for new
tivity, and electrical conductivity). This and improved aerospace detection and
model had the advantage of fusing the identification techniques, the scientists
newer two-fluid concept with the classi- of the Detection Physics Laboratory
cal notion of the transport parameters also were interested in obtaining a
in a fully ionized proton-electron gas. deeper understanding of phenomena
The magnetic shock structure model was resulting from the interactions of fields
reduced to a two-point boundary value and matter. During 1961-1962 a series
problem of three simultaneous first- of theoretical and experimental investi-
order, non-linear differential equations, gations were pursued by the Laboratory,
which were then programmed for a in an effort to gain a greater insight
computer. The solutions were expected into the nature of disturbed plasmas and
to predict the structures of shock waves their interactions with electromagnetic
moving in plasmas across magnetic waves.
fields when viscosity and electrical con- PARTICLE DISTRIEUTION: Of special
ductivity were considered to be the only concern to the scientists during the
dissipative mechanisms. Later, the period was the determination of particle
numerical computations were to' be density distributions around orbiting
extended to also account for heat satellites and other spaze vehicles
conduction. operating at very high altitudes. Up to

Prior in-house investigations in this about 50 miles altitude the atmosphere
area dealt with the structure of shock was considered to be a fluid, and the
waves in fully ionized plasmas contain- continuum approaches of Navier-Stokes,
ing no magnetic fields. The only dis- etc., were applicable. At extremely high
sipative mechanism considered was the altitudes above 200 miles, free molecular
diffusion of protons and electrons away flow exists. However, from about 50 to
from each other, owing to the great dif- 200 miles there exists a transition region
ference in their masses. The resulting in which neither of these conditions is
charge separations created electric fields satisfied. During the period, Detection
which themselves became additional Physics Laboratory scientists studied
pressure forces within the shock layers. the interactions of hyper-velocity ob-
Efforts were made to account simul- jects through this transition region and
taneously for both the diffusive charge into the free molecular flow regime using
separation just described and viscosity, particle distribution function concepts.

In addition to the above work, Optical Theoretical work considered the prob-
Physics Laboratory scientists sought to lem both from the point of view of the
arrive at a more complete description of kinetic theory of neutral molecules and
a magneto-ionic theory plasma. Specifi- also charged particles, to attempt pre-
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dictions of density variations for all of 10-10 mm Hg, electromagnetic beam
regions of Knudsen numbers. When an focusing, a high temperature bath, and
absorbing body, such as a satellite, 'sensitive pressure transducers. An elec-
traverses a neutral plasma, the initial tron Schlieren camera for beam analysis
flow of electrons to the object exceeds was obtained to give direct measurement
the flow of positive ions and the body of both number density and velocity. At
begins to acquire a net negative charge. the close of the period, most of the equip-
As the charge builds up it repels more ment had been constructed and initial
plasma electrons and attracts ions, so operation was expected in the near
that the rate of charging flux tends future.
toward zero. As a first step towardachivin a athmatcaldesripionof ENERATION OP MAGNIETONYORO-
achieving a mathematical description of DYNAMIC WAVES: Since many man-made
the amount of this build-up on complex activities in the ionosphere-the motion
body shapes, the scientists considered of large vehicles, explosions, exhaust gas
the simpler case of a flat plate. A direct expansions, etc.-would be expected to
solution was accomplished for the dis- produce large scale movements of ion-
tribution function of a neutral plate ized gases, Detection Physics scientists
travellingat satellite velocitiesinthe free predicted these events would act as a
flow regime. From this solution, they source of magnetohydrodynamic waves.
were able to obtain the aerodynamic In attempting a theoretical analysis of
drag on this simplified "satellite" and to these disturbances, they found that
estimate the effective cross-section. The while the gross dynamic structure could
more realistic problem of a charged be described by the coupled equations of
sphere was subsequently studied. This gas dynamics and electromagneticbrogasmdynamicsasand electromagneticu
problem proved vastly more difficult ut theory, existing theoretical models for
considerable p~rogress was made through describing specific generating mecha-
the use of orbit theory, similar to the nisms and disturbance characteristics
approach used in neutron transport were quite inadequate. Little pertinent
calculations. By the end of June 1962 experimental data wvas available since
the problem had been programmed for the number of controlled experiments
the 7090 computer and the scientists undertaken had been exceedingly few
were awaiting the results of the and very narrow in scope. Numerous
calculations. calculations made using % arious assump-

Supplementing the theoretical analy- tions led to the conclusion that MIHD
sis, the scientists began the design of wayes must be present in the ionosphere
laboratory experiments to investigate as a result of many of these activities.
the particle density distributions around However, neither the magnitude nor the
simulated orbiting vehicles. To simulate extent of these effects could be firmly
the object travelling through space, established. Another unresolved ques-
controlled particle densities will be tion related to the amount of energy
allowed to enter an evacuated chamber actually transferred from the particular
at the appropriate velocities and to im- man-made event, and whether or not this
pinge on selected body shapes inclosed in amount was sufficient to be significant.
the chamber. In the initial experiments During the period the Laboratory con-
it was planned to utilize a flat plate as tinued efforts to resolve such questions,
the "orbiting" body to validate previous as well as tackling the formidable prob-
theoretical calculations. Equipment was lems of variable conductivity, attenua-
designed to provide vacuum capability tion effects of neutral particles, and
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energy distribution in the various modes
in order to provide more effective theo-
retical formatisms.

Supplementing these analytical ap-
proaches, the Detection Physics
Laboratory also initiated a program of
controlled experiments to obtain direct
measurements of some of the param-
eters. Equipment was constructed to
produce a sustained quiescent ionized
medium in a static magnetic field. By
perturbing the magnetic field, wave-like
disturbances were induced in the
medium, and were measured as they
propagated in the plasma. Although A classical Langmuir probe is used to
numerous equipment difficulties were determine energy distribution and tem-
encountered in the initial work, sufficient perature of charged particles within a
preliminary measurements were ob- striated plasma. The electrodes of the
tained to validate the experimental simple diode discharge tube are mov-
design and equipment modifications able allowing the entire effective length

were initiated, of plasma to be probed.

In the above experimental setup, a
hydromagnetic wave guide consisting of phase velocity is mode dependent, and
an ultraviolet tube 2.5 cm in diameter that proper frequencies exist to allow
and 78 cm in length, mounted concen- propagation with little attenuation. By
trically within another tube 7.5 cm in mid-summer 1962 most of the modifica-
diameter, is used to produce a continu- tions had been completed and additional
ous cesium plasma. Cesium was chosen experiments were expected to begin
because of its low ionization potential after the equipment had undergone final
and relatively high vapor pressure. The testing.
tube temperature is closely controlled to CROSS-MODULATION OF ELECTRa-
produce uniform diffusions to the walls. MAONTIC WAVS: In related research,
A variable coaxial magnetic field, uni- Detection Physics Laboratory scientists
form to one tenth of one percent at 500 investigated the interaction of hydro-
gauss, coupled with pressure ranges of magnetic waves with high frequency
1/100 to 50 microns, provides the neces- electromagnetic waves. A review of the
sary flexibility to verify the Alven phase classical Bailey-Martin theory of cross-
velocity relation. The system was de- modulation was undertaken to develop
signed so that a rapidly collapsing analogous theoretical expressions for
magnetic field, produced by a pulse dis- hydromagnetic - electromagnetic cross -

charge, gives rise to a radial wave which modulations. From these studies it was
can be monitored by double probes and concluded that MHD waves with very
magnetic sensing loops to determine the low frequencies are well suited for cross-
group velocity, modulation effects. The scientists devel-

The scientists made extensive theoret- oped a theory for electromagnetic waves
ical calculations to determine the mode in a plasma leading to a dispersion rela-
structures in the hydromagnetic wave tion that depends explicitly on the
guide. The results indicated that the velocity distribution function of the
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electrons. The complex index of refrac- during the reporting period by the Iono-
tion was determined by the isotropic spheric Physics Laboratory. This in-
part, and an expression for the time house theoretical study dealt with
independent part of the relation was interplanetary matter given off by the
derived. The time dependent part vas sun and affected by its rotation and
reduced to a problem of solving a pair of dipole magnetic field. A supporting con-
simultaneous second order differential tractual effort in this area included work
equations. by Italian and German researchers on

In addition to these theoretical con- nebular variable stars, and galactic
siderations, the Laboratory at the close nebular investigations. The immediate
of the period was planning a series of purpose was to obtain new knowledge of
controlled experiments to investigate the the internal structure and density in
cross-modulation phenomena. When the gaseous nebulae such as the Orion
hydromagnetic wave tube (described nebula, and the nature of stars that seem
above) becomes operational, the scien- to be in the process of formation out of
tists plan to transmit radio signals the nebular gas and dust. These nebulae
through the hydromagnetic waves to contain spheres of hydrogen plasma
directly measure such effects as the expanding supersonically into regions of
magnitude of transferred modulation, neutral hydrogen gas.
frequency dependence, and the effects of AFCRL also sponsored (jointly with
relative geometry. NASA) the construction of a 24-inch

PHYSICAL PROCESSES O COSMIC aperture satellite telescope to uncover
GAS AND PLASMA new knowledge of the atoms and mole-

A magnetohydrodynamic study of cules of the interstellar gas of the

interplanetary gases also was pursued galaxy, currently impossible to detect
from the earth or from balloons or
rockets. In addition to the above, joint
funding with the National Science
Foundation will provide a 60-inch tele-
scope in Chile that will permit in-house
research as well as extending to the
region of the galactic center a pioneer
study (under contract) of the magnetic
fields of the galaxy. During the period
another AFCRL contractor nearly com-
pleted a definitive solution to the kine-
matics of galactic rotation. A radial
expansion was found to be in agreement
with radio astronomy results for neutral
hydrogen atomic gas.

An X-band microwave interferometer, In Australia partial support was
whose free-space radiating and receiv- given to a unique 600-foot optical
ing elements are completely enclosed by
an evacuated chamber, is pictured. A intensity interferometer program to
plasma is created within the vessel by determine the angular diameters and
induction techniques at 10 Mcps. Plane temperatures of over 200 bright, hot
waves of electromagnetic energy are southern stars. Several equipment
launched by a surface wave antenna
structure and interact with the ionized development programs were supported.
medium. One of the latter included the fabrica-
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tion of a luminous shock tube to act as ing of the physics of extremely high
an optical source at the temperatures of temperature plasmas at atmospheric
stellar atmospheres but under precisely pressures and above, as well as in the
measured conditions of temperature, low submillimeter ranges. At high pres-
pressure and density. This device, sures where thermalization is a limited
combined with a timc-resolved spectro- problem, AFCRL scientists found that
graph Mach-Zehnder interferometer intensely brilliant light pulses could be
now available and other specialized produced inhighcurrent (107 amps/cm2 )
equipment under construction, made electrical discharges of nanosecond dura-
possible an in-house research program tion. These pulses had a number of
that was being accelerated at the close potential uses in several fields of re-
of the period. The principal objective of search and technology, including study
this program is the determination of the of high velocity turbulence in fluids by
absolute transition probabilities (f- means of ultra high speed photography
values) of astrophysically interesting and the study of carrier life times
spectral lines, in photo detectors; and in the study

The Ionospheric Physics Laboratory of chemical reactions by photo flash
in-house program of spectroscopic photolysis and applications of pulse
studies during 1961-1962 also encom- lasers.
passed: (a) high resolution spectros- The program of ultra high tempera-
copy of astrophysical sources using a ture plasma research encompassed four
Czerny-Turner spectrometer and a interrelated sub-areas; (a) high pres-
Fabry-Perot interferometer at the focus sure, ultra high temperature plasmas;
of a large telescope; and (b) interferom- (b) low pressure, ultra high tempera-
etry of 5200 Angstrom line in the ture plasmas; (c) nanosecond discharges
aurora and the nightglow in order to including electro-optical research in the
determine the wave-lengths of the two 10-" sec realm; and (d) application of
members of the doublet with an accuracy
of plus or minus 0.01A. The first studies
wvere conducted on the Doppler profiles
of the forbidden atomic oxygen lines in
aurorae and airglow.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF PLASMA

The physical electronic aspects of
plasma physics also was of interest to
the ElectronicMaterial Sciences Laboi'a-
tory, which during 1961-1962 was
engaged in research into the basic prop-
erties of gases as electronic materials
which might be used for amplification,
frequency and energy conversion, elec-
tromagnetic wave generation, etc., and
into the potentialities of high tempera- By capacitor discharge techniques
ture plasmas, AFCRL has been able to generate ex-

tremely brilliant light sources of short
ULTRA HIGH TE[MPERATURE PLASMA duration. This light source has been

RESEARCH: This in-house research was used for photographic instrumentation
aimed at obtaining a better understand- of Air Force wind tunnels.
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nanosecond light pulses for studying tools in experimental physics. At the
instantaneous or high speed processes. end of June 1962 a study was published

In the first area the AFCRL effort was on the carrier lift times in photo con-
directed at establishing the upper tern- ductors when illuminated by nanosecond
perature limits in high pressure dis- light sources.
charges, where thermal conditions couldbe shown to exist. While it was believed GASEOUS ELECTRONICS: Besidestheir
besht r tion exis. deteie thsbelved research in the solid state,* personnel of
that radiation loss determined the upper the Electronic Material Sciences Labora-
limits, there was evidence that the to E oec t r inga t eri od toe bta-
plasma became unstable. Indications of ry sought during the period to obtainpinh nd nsabiit apeaedduring new knowledge of the ionized gaseous
pinch and instability appeared ding state of matter as an electronic material
in-house studies of nanosecond dis- which might have electronic applications.
charges. In this continuing research, This effort fell into three distinct
new measuring techniques or modifica-
tions of old ones were applied during the phases: (a) the pkroduction of a suitable
period to a comprehensive study of plasma involving the breakdown ofthermal conditions in discharges where ultra-pure gases in appropriate con-
thermalrcnitinsiecedschages m \,tainers (somewhat analogous to thethe current density exceeds 10'3amps 'cm- ulrprfcto nIrsa rwnin discharge times from 10-' to 10-s utrapurification and crystal growing
seconds. phases of the solid state research pro-In the second category at low pres- gram) ; (b) the determination ofIn thermalization-if it exists-was intrinsic properties of the plasma-
sures, repeating, extending, and improving
believed caused by acceleration, com-
pression and confinement and final standard diagnostic techniques, andcoalescence of plasma structures Ieing generating novel ap~proaches to plasma

coalscece f plsmastrcturs bing properties; and (c) application of the
internally produced and ejected into a lama erte t an c)roicatn hcusp shape geometry b~y intensely strong plasma state to electronic usage.

fipshes Hoeetr, yiex stng In order to obtain meaningful plasma
magnetic fdata, the gases employed were main-
uring techniques in this area were
marginal for observation of the inter- tained at carefully controlled purityactin an themalzatin l~oceses. levels (in certain cases, imp)urities belowaction a nd therm alization processes. o e p r n o e h n r d m l i n \ , rThe n-huseapproach to resolve te oepr noehnrdmlinwr
The in-house use o magetic required). Mass and optical spectro-
problem invoed mge co magnetic graphic, as well as ion cyclotron tech-probes, gated image converters ithto determine the
minimum time jitters, applied in con- niouns wer employed o rine the

necton ithphotmuliplers oveing amount and character of residual gasesnection wvith photomultipliers covering in systems. Sophisticated p~urification
Wide spectral ranges of observation i ytm.Spitctdprfcto
including the vacuum ultraviolet and techniques such as selective pumping by
includrion .tgettering and cataphoresis, use of molec-
X-ray regions. ular sieves, filters, and cryogenic tech-

One of the highlights of this ultra high niques also were required and utilized.
temperature plasma research was the Three efforts highlighted the Labora-
development of nanosecond light sources tory's work during the period:
having sufficient brilliance for single 1. A guided propagation experiment
shot photography of very high speed using 10 centimeter microwave probing
phenomena. These sources were used to radiation. By conducting this experi-
advantage in the study of fluid turbu- ment at 10 centimeters, rather than the
lence, and several of the devices were
sent to other organizations for use as * See Chapter 1II.
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generally employed three centimeters, F- 7W I
several important advantages were real-
ized. These included lessening of wall
effects as a result of greater container
diameter, and increase of measurement
span due to a longer plasma-microwave T/

interaction path. With this improved
apparatus, the scientists were able to
make basic high-precision measurements
of density, collision frequency and
recombination coefficients. Initial meas-
urements were made on nitrogen gas
because of its importance in ionospheric
processes. Future measurements will
employ rare gases, namely helium and
neon. Initial results with nitrogen pro- A ten centimeter microwave dielectrom-
vided an insight into the mechanisms eter is used to determine dielectric
which produce anomalously high elec- constants and loss tangents. The plasma

Stpost to be measured is inserted into
troni temperatures in the late afterglow a waveguide section (left center).
of experimental plasmas. VSWR and change in position of mini-

2. A free-space or interferometry mum are determined by the operator.

experiment at three centimeters. A novel From this data, the density and collision

diagnostic method was developed which frequency of the ionized medium may

brings several useful innovations to the be deduced.

standard interferometry technique. The
use of traveling wave antennas com- light output in a decaying plasma may
pletely contained within the vacuum be correlated to the electron collision
envelope permits measurement of a frequency and density. To validate the
plasma which requires no dielectric theoretical interpretation, a microwave
walls (over certain pressure ranges) to post technique will be employed in future
confine the plasma. In this manner, experiments.
troublesome container walls and their The above efforts not only yielded use-
resulting interface problems can be ful plasma data but also resulted in

eliminated. As an added advantage, the development of several novel AFCRL
thickness of the plasma sample under electronic devices, noteworthy among
investigation may be varied at will. To them being a plasma microwave energy
date, CV measurements on rare gases detector, and a plasma waveguide tuner.

ionized by induction at 30 Mc indicate HIOM VACUUM RESKARCN: Since
electron densities ranging from 4 x 101 many plasma, gaseous and solid state
to 8 x 10" electrons/cc. and electron applications depend on precise knowl-
collision frequencies of 5 x 10" to 7 x i0'l edge of high vacuum conditions, the
collisions/sec. Electronic Material Sciences Labora-

3. In addition to the above, a plasma tory's high vacuum research efforts
post experiment was designed to deter- during 1961-1962 was an important
mine electron collision frequency and supporting project. The objective of this
number density by measurement of light work was a better understanding of high
output in a decaying plasma. Theoret- vacuum pumping and gauging tech-
ical considerations indicated that the niques, and of the importance of residue
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and entrapped gases in experiments continued study of trapping, attachment
which aimed at simulating outer space, and release of gases by surfaces of solid
or which dealt with evacuated electronic materials. In addition, consultation and
devices or surface effects. design assistance on high vacuum tech-

The in-house research was directed nology was furnished to several of the
toward three goals: (a) continuing im- laboratories.
provement of ultra-high vacuum tech- Supporting contractual work during
nology, including new sealing techniques the period included: (a) an investiga-
and new materials adaptable to precise tion of gases evolved from electron tube
experiments in vacuum and plasma elec- parts under varying conditions of pres-
tronics; (b) studies and comparisons of sure, temperature and time; (b) a study
various partial pressure measuring of semiconductors as emitters of elec-
techniques, particularly research on and trons for high vacuum devices; and (c)
comparison of omegatron and sector- studies of the laws governing surface
type mass spectrometers for various and bulk absorption of gases in the very
gases for various pressures; and (c) low pressure ranges.

The kugelblitz, or ball lightning, is a
little understood phenomena. As shown
in this photograph taken from a Russian
journal, the path taken by these small
plasma balls often is highly erratic.
During the reporting period, AFCRL
attempted to create artificial ball light-
ning in the laboratory.
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QTwo AFCRL groups are directly con-
cerned with research in the information
sciences: The Computer and Mathe-
matical Sciences Laboratory and the
Communication Sciences Laboratory.
Information sciences comprise that body
of scientific knowledge, methodology and
techniques necessary for the acquisition,
transmission, transformation, evalua-
tion, ordering, filtering and interpreta-
tion of information. As used in this
chapter, information is defined as
"encoded knowledge."

The goals of this Air Force research
are obvious, but need to be restated since
the paths for reaching them appear to
lead in divergent directions. AFCRL
goals in the information sciences as they
relate to data processing are to conceive
and explore technologies leading to new
machines with increased reliability,
higher speeds and greater "intelligence."
The goals of the in-house research as
they relate to communications are to
transmit "more" information over
greater distances, with increasing relia-
bility and security. While all of these
qualities may be desirable in a single
system, it sometimes becomes necessary
(depending on the particular applica-
tion) to trade off many desired char-
acteristics to assure one is achieved.

During 1961-1962 three areas of
AFCRL research in the information
sciences emerged and grew in impor-
tance. They included: studies in bio-
physical systems, in speech processing,
and research into new computer lan-
guages-that is, improved techniques
for instructing computers. Intimately
associated with these efforts was a pro-
gram of in-house work in network
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theory, mathematical analysis and pat- During the period one general purpose
tern recognition techniques. in-house digital computer (IBM 650)

In connection with this work, there is was available to AFCRL scientists as a
a strongly-felt need in the data proc- service facility. The IBM 650 was used
essing and communications fields for for a total of 1777 hours on scientific
microminiaturizedcomponents. Although problems originating in 15 different
the miniaturization of components is an research projects throughout the Labo-
activity embracing all of electronics, the ratories. These projects covered such
two AFCRL Laboratories working in tasks as: determining the average wind
the information sciences provide most of speed and direction from the height,
the command's support for a pre- elevation and azimuth angles for each
dominantly contractor research effort in minute of ascent of rawinsonde sound-
integrated circuitry and molecular elec- ings; numerical analysis to determine
tronics. Aside from this contractor the electron density of the ionosphere
work, most of the information sciences from rocket data; and determining the
research reported in this chapter is impedance and standing wave pattern
largely accomplished in-house, of a helium plasma.

In the communications research Because needs greatly exceeded the
area, at the close of the reporting period capacity of this machine, the Labora-
AFCRL was operating a number of new tories found it necessary to contract for
facilities for the processing and evalua- computer services, programming and
tion of speech signals. These facilities data preparation. A total of 647 hours
provided the organization some of the of computer time at a cost of $231,000
most advanced equipments in the world was contracted for during fiscal year
for the analysis of human speech. They 1962. Thirty-three different research
facilitate the manipulation of complex projects were supported in this manner.
waveforms that give a unique character In addition, AFCRL programmed a
to individual words when spoken by dif- limited amount of computer time on a
ferent speakers under a range of emo- Philco 2000 located at Hanscom Field
tional contexts. The data processors in and operated by the Electronic Systems
this program are considered to be mere Division. The Laboratories used 490
tools, since the research is not primarily hours at a cost of $52,000. For program-
aimed at improving equipments as such. ming and data preparation services,
However, the design and construction of $159,000 was expended during the fiscal
specialized computers is required for year.
research of this type. At the close of the period AFCRL also

ACRL COMPUTING ELMENTS: In the installed a new machine, the Research

course of their research into improved Data Evaluator (RDE), a fairly large

information processing and communica- installation but with limited input-out-

tion techniques, AFCRL scientists have put capacity. By January 1963 AFCRL

had access to a variety of data proc- plans to replace the 650 computer with a

essing facilities. These equipments are modern, medium scale general purpose

used for the overall computational needs computer of much greater capacity.

of the Laboratories, for experiments While both the RDE and the new gen-

involving improved computer design and eral purpose computer will alleviate the

techniques and, as indicated in the case serious data processing problem that

of the in-house speech research program, existed throughout 1961-1962, still

as highly specialized data processors. another large-scale digital computer
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installation will be required to handle of non-conducting ferromagnetic mate-
the huge computational burden gen- rials in magnetic fields, controlled car-
erated by AFCRL scientists. Until such rier loop studies and analysis of a set of
an installation is approved, considerable partial differential equations represent-
contract machine time will be bought. ing the diffusion-kinetics of night trail

In addition to these general computa- generation, were solved on this equip-
tional machines, the scientists have ment during 1961. A total of $108,000
utilized five specialized data processors. to support the analog computer pro-
These are: the Cambridge Computer, gramming and operation was expended
the Voice Data Processor, the LINC during fiscal year 1962.
Computer, the Experimental Data
Processor (DX-1), and the Analog Ray EIopHYSICS
Tracer Computer. The first three equip- The neural systems of mammals hold
ments are discussed elsewhere in this great fascination for network theorists
chapter; the latter two are described and mathematicians. This fascination
below, stems from the simple fact that they

The Experimental Data Processor already know that construction of a
was delivered to AFCRL in the spring of system with the brain's tremendous
1962. This machine is of a class of spe- capacity, reliability, memory and effi-
cialized digital computers that are being ciency is possible in principle.
used on an increased basis in research There are two basic approaches to
laboratories. Processors of this type are deciphering the mechanism of biological
designed for statistical processing of systems, one inductive, the other deduc-
large volumes of data-waveforms, pat- tive. In the first case, the scientist
terns, components of speech, etc. The examines the neural system of mammals,
input consists of statistical prediction, subjects these systems to various tests,
estimation and classification. The proc- and from these experiments attempts to
essor is distinguished by the fact that diagram features of the operating sys-
the operator, by novel displays, can tem. In the second, the scientist does
monitor the data reduction process and
intervene and control the course of the
analysis while the experiment is in
progress. In a sense the program can be
constructed or refined during analysis.
Work performed on the processor has
included such problems as ballistic mis-
sile detection, and studies involving on-

line adaptive filter design techniques.
The Analog Ray Tracer Computer was

placed in operation in March 1961. This
is one of the largest analog computers in
the world. It actually consists of two
Pace (Electronic Associates) 231-R
analog computers with two variplotters
and two 8 channel recorders for display. The Experimental Data Processor (DX-

Problems involving ionospheric tral)pping 1) permits the processing of sensory
data on a real-time basis. Data are dis-

of electromagnetic waves, correlation of played on the large color console shown
signals to and from the moon, behavior in the center of the photo.
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visual cortex were not randomly organ-
ized, as was frequently assumed.

The work was begun at a time when
many computer people thought it pos-
sible to build completely "random"

"-. computers-that is, machines with ele-
ments connected together in a random

" fashion. It was thought that these
" *, computers might be able to learn to

organize their connections through ex-
-perience. Behind this concept was the

apparent example found in nature-
*-,the lack of discernible organization in

the fibers leading from the eye to the
-'- brain.

On the basis of purely mathematical
considerations, one of AFCRL's scien-
tists has shown that a completely ran-
dom machine capable of organizing itself
was not possible. These mathematical

The human brain contains some 10 bil-

lion neurons of the type shown here considerations likewise indicated that
under extreme magnification. Scientists connections between the eye and higher
have barely approached the threshold cortical centers in mammals could not be
to the understanding of the complex assumed to be random. It was then
mechanism of the brain, necessary to find in mammals some con-

straints on randomness. In the AFCRL
not set out to duplicate the structure of study conducted in concert with the
neural systems, but attempts to apply all neurophysiologists at Massachusetts
that is known of physics, chemistry and General Hospital, it was found that con-
mathematics to approximate some as- straints do indeed exist. A report on this
pects of their performance. Through this work was published by AFCRL in July
process the researcher may come up with 1961, entitled: "Some Metric Considera-
networks that may have little similarity tions in Pattern Recognition." An im-
to those found in neural systems, but if portant result of this study, noted in the
they are efficient networks it is consid- above report, was that those neurons in
ered unimportant that they are not the visual cortex governing vision must
facsimiles of neural systems. At AFCRL necessarily be aligned two-dimension-
both approaches are being taken in ally-that is, on a plane.
biophysics research.

AFCRL NEURAL LABORATOnY: As a

DIOLOOICAL STUoiS: The Labora- result of this initial effort in the bio-
tories first undertook work in biophysics sciences, AFCRL acquired a valuable
in 1959 in cooperation with neuro- background in neurophysiology to com-
physiologists at the Massachusetts Gen- plement existing experience in computer
eral Hospital. This initial study was technology. This biological research led
completed early in 1962. The work grew to plans to establish a larger and more
out of an AFCRL attempt to prove that formal in-house neural study program.
the nerve fibers connecting the eye to the At the close of the period laboratory
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facilities for this program were partially In connection with the scientists' plan
completed. A special computer, the key to use the LINC computer to make direct
instrumentation for the new research, measurements of signal propagation
was designed and was under construc- through the brain, theoretical work on
tion. This equipment, known as the such propagation had been previously
LINC computer, permits the direct real- accomplished by AFCRL, on the basis of
time processing of electrical signals extrapolations from known physical,
from the brains of mammals. It is simi- mathematical and chemical processes.
lar to a Lincoln Laboratory prototype, From this work an interesting concep-
with certain modifications introduced by tual model of the process by which the
AFCRL. brain recognizes and orders objects in a

When fully operational in the latter visual field was developed. This model is
part of 1962, the neural research group of interest to researchers engaged in
will concentrate on the analysis of the pattern recognition studies at AFCRL.
waveforms of animals-primarily rats. Another effort falling within this
Although waveforms have been observed general framework of neural model
in mammals for almost 100 years, no construction concerns studies of redun-
meaningful interpretation of these dant networks. The objective was to
waveforms has emerged because of the determine for any desired level of
time required to manually reduce the reliability (i.e., redundancy) the mini-
data. The LINC computer will permit mum number of extra elements needed.
AFCRL scientists to monitor the experi- As a result of the latter research, the
ments while they are in progress, and to scientists were able to make a number of
make various tests as these appear distinct contributions to the mathematics
appropriate to the researchers during of redundant circuits.
the analysis. EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION INVESTI.The LIN C com puter can handle eight A oN A st d of pi he m na bOATION: A study of psi phenomena by
channels of information, or information AFCRL scientists also was undertaken
from eight electrodes simultaneously. during the period. Begun in the spring
The signals from the electrodes are con- of 1961 this study was completed, except
verted from analog to digital form. In for statistical analysis of results, by the
the past most of the work done on wave- end of June 1962.
forms has considered gross areas of the The field of psi phenomena is trou-
brain. The AFCRL approach will bling to the scientist. To admit the
attempt to correlate patterns obtained possible reality of the phenomena would
from gross areas with patterns from psil elt ftepeoea~olseem to admit to the existence of a forcemicroelectrodes" capable of measuring in nature that must share a role with
the output from a single neuron, or from gravitational, electromagnetic and nu-
a small population of neurons. One of clear forces. Nevertheless, certain
the first experiments to be conducted in- apparent manifestations of the phe-
house will be a study of the visual cortex nomena seemed to warrant scientific
as it is affected by stimuli of various study. In this connection, it was noted
intensities and repetition rates. Particu- that Soviet scientists, judging from the
lar attention will be given to the technical literature, were stepping up
expansion of waveforms outward from their investigations in the field.
various centers, which may furnish AFCRL approached the matter with a
clues to the brain's awesome capacity to certain caution. The first step in the
retrieve and recall information. effort was to design and build a random
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number generator that would permit the Endicott Junior College, Beverly, Mass.
completely automatic scoring of results Tests were made by Endicott (without
and thus avoid any unconscious bias that cost to the Air Force) on 45 carefully
might exist on the part of the scorer, selected subjects. One hundred con-
This machine is one of the best of its trolled tests were made with each sub-
kind ever constructed. It permitted two ject in each of the two test modes. At
tests: (a) the subject could attempt to the end of June 1962, the results were
predict the number to be generated, and being statistically processed. These
(b) he could guess the number that had statistics may or may not indicate a
already been generated and displayed on significant deviation from statistical
the machine located in a separate room. norms. However, based on preliminary

To conduct these tests a large number analysis, the distribution seems to be
of subjects were needed. For this pur- quite random.
pose AFCRL solicited the support of In considering the replication of

mental functions, an obvious limitation
centers on the number of elements in the
human brain, some 10 billion, as com-
pared to the 200 thousand or so elements
found in the largest general purpose

* *computers. Although solid state physi-
cists are still far from achieving the
remarkably efficient packaging of the

~ human brain, progress already made in
1the microminiaturization of components

represents one of the single most revolu-
tionary technological developments of
the past several years.

The Cambridge Research Laboratories,
through contracts with a large number
of companies - Texas Instruments,

The random number generator used in ofico, -Texas Intruts,

AFCRL's tests of extra sensory percep- Philco, RCA, Motorola-has contributed
tion is shown here. Subject below at- to the rapidity of this advance. The
tempts to predict the next number to AFCRL-supported work is carried out
appear on the number indicator, under a variety of designations: molec-

ular electronics, integrated circuitry,
thin film technology, etc. These tech-
niques involve diffusion, etching, mask-
ing. The result is that new elements
performing the work of conventional
circuits have been reduced to micro-A scopic sizes.

The fabrication of hundreds or thou-
sands of active devices in areas of only a

fwsquare inches is now within reach.
These can be constructed fairly simply
and economically, and this fact has given
rise to a number of new computer con-
cepts. These are known by such names
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operation and the serial flow of informa-
tion of the conventional data processor.

The network theorist is permitted to
design for the parallel processing of
information. A second important aspect
is the external control of interconnec-
tions between elements. The latter per-
mits the theorist, in effect, to "rewire"
the computer for each specialized com-
putational job. He also has certain con-
straints when designing networks using
the new elements. He must fabricate
reliable nets from basically unreliable
elements. It is neither possible nor
desirable to fabricate individual ele-
ments with great precision.

Through contracts with a number of One recent design is the homogenous
companies, AFCRL is advancing the

state-of-the-art in the design and fabri- net, which has given AFCRL some
cation of microcircuits. interesting results. A homogenous net

consists of a net with m-inputs and
as spatial computers, iterative logic nets n-outputs, each element of which also
and nets of formal neurons. They have has m-inputs and n-outputs. Such a net
in common the fact that structurally is illustrated on this page.
they represent vast networks of large Organized complexity can be intro-
numbers of rather simple logic blocks. duced into this net by replacement of
Functionally, they are capable of an each element by a copy of the net itself.
extremely high degree of parallel opera- If this replacement is made n times, the
tion, great flexibility and potentially net is said to be iterated. If each element
great resistance to failure. The latter is capable of performing a given set of
quality grows out of their simplicity and functions, each with prescribed prob-
the fact that their economy and small ability, several important questions then
size permits a great deal of redundancy. suggest themselves. For example:

The rapid advance in miniaturization 1. What is the set of output func-
and mass production of computer ele- tions of the net after any given number
ments has provided the mathematician of iterations?
and the computer technologist new and
exciting design materials. Entirely dif-
ferent logic structures are possible. The
full potential of these new building
blocks has only recently been realized.
They have yet to be exploited.

LOGIC NETWORK STUDIES: The low
cost per element and the small size of Arbitrarily high reliability can be
the elements permits the network theo- achieved by the use of redundancy. One

rists great extravagance in their use. method for doing this is the replace-

There is open to him an infinite number ment of each element in the net by a
copy of the net itself. The above net

of interconnections to be considered. He can be continued to any order of re-
is no longer confined to the sequential dundancy and thus reliability.
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NO. OF PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
ITERATIONS OF "AND" OF "OR"

0 .75 .25
I .8438 .1563
2 .9344 .0656
3 .9877 .0123
4 .9996 .0004

The above net can be iterated-repeated
-indefinitely. If a single element gives
the desired "and" output 75 percent of
the time, successive iterations will re-
sult in the increased overall net reli-
ability shown in the table.

2. Does this set of functions become is made, it is found that although the
stable-that is, does there exist a place high density packaging of micro-
in the iteration sequence as such that all miniaturized elements is indeed feasi-
subsequent sets of output functions are ble, practical considerations stand in the
the same? (If so, the net is said to way of the essential analysis that must
converge.) be made of these nets prior to fabrica-

3. If the net converges, and the ele- tion. The microscopic size of these
ment functions are known only with elements makes it difficult to fabricate
prescribed probability, what is the prob- experimental circuitry for tests.
ability that the net will realize a A solution to this dilemma is to
particular output function? fabricate test elements from conven-

4. Is it possible for a particular func- tional transistors, resistors and capaci-
tion to be realized with an arbitrarily tors in such a way as to simulate the
high degree of predictability by iterat- operation of integrated circuitry. To
ing a net a sufficient number of times? accomplish this AFCRL has developed

The improved reliability through four flexible logic elements that have general
iterations is shown on the table on this utility in considering logic networks
page. Also shown is a schematic of the using integrated circuit techniques.
net which will give this improved These elements operate with digital
reliability. If each element performs information signals and digital control
either an "and" or an "or" operation signals. One in-house array is pictured
with probabilities p and q respectively, on this page. Each element is connected
it can be shown that for p>'% succes- to its neighboring elements with fixed
sive iteration will yield arbitrarily high physical connection but with provision
reliability. The table illustrates this for external control of the electrical
situation for p=3/4, q=l/. Several interconnections. This latter considera-
papers and in-house technical reports tion which provides a flexible means for
have been prepared on this subject. rearranging interconnections once the

EXPERIMENTAL MICROMINIATURIZED unit is constructed is believed to be an
COMPUTER ELEIIMENTS: When an at- essential feature in future data proc-
tempt to fabricate the iterative micro- essing devices.
miniaturized networks described above The logic function performed by the
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to work directly from sensory data.
Effective machine techniques for read-
ing printed material and performing
logical operations on such sensory inputs
have until now largely eluded re-
searchers. Many techniques have been
evolved, but they are crude, slow and
often respond only to carefully selected
characters. AFCRL scientists during
the reporting period investigated several

; character reading techniques and asso-
ciated logical networks. One of these is
described below.

Pattern classification is a finely devel-
oped attribute of human intelligence.
In designing methods for duplicating
man's capability to catalog numbers and

Conventional elements-transistors, re- letters, a popular approach is based on
sistors and capacitors-are used in cir- an analysis of the loops, angles, open
cuits designed to simulate the operation ends and so on of a given character.
of microcircuits. Microcircuits are simu- AFCRL has designed a classifier that
lated because they are too small foradequate experimental analysis, operates on an altogether different prin-

ciple, and is currently implementing the
construction of the device through a

element is "nor" and an array of these contract with Philco Research
elements can realize many different data Laboratories.
processing structures by external con- The AFCRL device involves several
trol of the electrical interconnections, operations performed on each letter
The schematic array of such elements is being classified into one of two major
also illustrated on this page. Each ele- classes. Next the classifier analyzes it
ment has eight neighbors and the for its sub-class. In this manner, through
information or signal connection be- successive sub-classes, the classifier nar-
tween are indicated by arrows. In rows down the range of possible classifi-
AFCRL's simulated network, intercon- cations until the letter is identified.
nections are controlled by means of solar The classifier consists of an array, or
cells. Light can be used to change the grid, of identical cells. Each of the cells
elements from an active part of the net can exist in one of two states; zero, the
to simple conductors, in which case they original state, or one. The cells are con-
are simply by-passed. nected in such a way that a change in

In a microminiaturized circuit, solar the state of all the cells can be prop-
cells may not be a suitable solution. agated across the array from the right,
More sophisticated techniques of control the left, downward, or upward. By
are under investigation, projecting a two-dimensional pattern on

PATTERN OLASSIFICATION: Networks the array, thus illuminating certain cells,
of the kind just described promisc to the state of the illuminated cells is
play a major role in pattern classifica- changed. When a change of state is
tion. Pattern classifiers are important propagated inward toward the illumi-
in that they permit the data processor nated cells from any of the four borders
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of the array, the illuminated cells block established and is beginning to show
further propagation. The cells illumi- promising results.
nated with the pattern, in effect, cast a A second investigation carried out
shadow composed of residual zero-state under contract examined the question of
cells. the ultimate degree of miniaturization

After a programmed sequence of that can be achieved. This study was
propagation commands, the field is limited to semiconductor components.
tested to determine the number of cells On the basis of the analysis, there
still in the zero state. This residue appears to be a limit to the degree of
depends on the pattern and on the micro-miniaturization. Any attempt to
sequence of propagation commands. If make elements smaller and still main-
the propagation is from the left and tain reliability in the system may result
from the top only, the residual number in a larger rather than smaller package
of zero-state cells will usually be differ- due to the need for greater redundancy.
ent from the pattern derived by prop- This limit is set by many factors-
agating from the right and from the statistical variations in impurity dis-
bottom. By the proper sequence of com- tribution, maximum resolution of semi-
mands, the classifier derives from the conductor fabrication methods, power
original pattern a new pattern also density, and the influence of cosmic rays.
capable of blocking propagation. Tests The last of these is perhaps the most
are then conducted on the derived pat- critical factor. The contractor study
tern, and further classification of the translated the limitations into a specific
original pattern is made on the basis of example. For a medium-size computer
these tests. (100,000 components) with a reasonable

Although the construction of the failure rate (one month between com-
classifier can be done with present-day puter failures), the minimum size of the
technology, the technique has features component appears to be 10 microns on a
particularly well-suited to the arrays of side. This is not far from the density of
microscopic elements that appear to be devices currently in the planning stage
just over the horizon, and probably within the reach of exist-

ing techniques.
PREDICTING THE BEHAVIOR oP The AFCRL research program in data

MACHINEs: As computer applications processing discussed thus far - the
and programs become more and more studies in biophysics, in logical net-
complex, the question is raised whether works, in microminiaturization, in
a machine program will really behave as simulated networks and pattern classifi-
expected, or whether statements made in cation networks-points up the scope
a programming language will be inter- and variety of present-day research in
preted by the machine the way it was computer technology in the Laboratories
intended by the programmer. Since both and elsewhere. This work over the past
computer programs and languages are year or two has carried computer tech-
formal systems, the problem reduces nology to the threshold of a new genera-
itself to an examination of consistency tion of data processors and techniques.
and the proving of theorems in formal Exciting as the promise of this new
systems, an important subject of formal generation of data processors may be,
logic. Consequently, an AFCRL study there is another aspect of computer
program in formal logic particularly research that promisesa more immediate
pertaining to such questions has been pay-off. This involves research into new
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programming languages and problem- areas as printed or cursive letter recog-
solving techniques. During 1961-1962 a nition, spoken utterance recognition,
major effort in the Computer and Mathe- medical diagnosis, aerial photographic
matical SciencesLaboratory was devoted target identification, and for such threat
to this problem area. The goal basically evaluation tasks as distinguishing sub-
is not the design of new computers, but marines from dolphins or missiles from
rather the extension of the area of use- decoys.
fulness of the general purpose digital In symbol manipulation, the scientists
computers already in existence. considered the use of list processing

Many of the Laboratory's experiments computer programming systems in the
associated with computer languages and simplification of Boolean functions. Sev-
problem-soiving have centered around eral game playing programs in the
the games of chess, bridge, and battle- investigation of adaptive and heuristic
ship. This specific research will be programming were produced. These are
touched upon below. Essentily, the discussed in the following sections.
scientists working on new programming PROGRAMS FOR CHESS PLAYINO:

languages want to simplify methods of Many research programs are underway
communicating with the computer. This throughout the United States aimed at
work is vital not only to reduce program- understanding mental decision proce-
ming costs, which can exceed the cost of dures. While it is clear that mind can
computer hardware, but also to make seldom grasp complex problems in their
possible the solution of certain problems entirety, it can nevertheless propose one
which are currently precluded by prac- or more tentative solutions that it con-
tical programming limitations. siders best. An excellent tool for

One facet of the work undertaken is studying and simulating these decision
the use of advanced programming lan- procedures is the game of chess, since it
guages to permit the computer solution cannot be solved directly, and one can
of various non-numerical problems. In measure the effectiveness of various pro-
the past few years this usage of com- cedures by noting their success or failure
puters has rapidly broadened. At one against an opponent.
time computers were used almost exclu- An AFCRL chess machine was de-
sively for obtaining solutions of classical signed to simulate as closely as possible
mathematical problems, but currently human performance in a game. The
they also are being used or being consid- program, written in IBM 7090 basic
ered for such tasks as: (a) symbol language for speed and minimum stor-
manipulation including formal differen- aguage ooks a a inipostoo

tiation, integration, and simplification of the pieces and considers which pieces

mathematical functions: (b) problem can capture or protect others, where
solving by enlightened trial and error each piece can move, and which side has
searching over spaces of potential solu- greater control of the board, particularly
tions: (c) theorem proving by develop- around the kings. This is done by con-
ing new proof procedures suitable for structing lists of these attributes of the
use with a computer; and (d) automatic pieces and squares. Using these same
identification of an unknown object or lists, moves are made which are consid-
event as a member of one of a number of ered logical (pushing pawns, capturing
possible categories. This latter problem the opponent's piece or moving into'posi-
is usually referred to as pattern recogni- tion for a future capture, moving a piece
tion, and it is applicable to such diverse that is in danger and also protecting and
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against the opponent's counter moves.
Unlike other chess playing routines,
every possible move is not considered in
depth. Stupid moves are looked at only
very briefly. This is a considerable
improvement over past attempts along
this line because the program follows
human reasoning more closely, and it is
faster and much shorter.

The computer program which began
,'*,, ', ,' ,4v in January 1961, originally occupied

4000 words of storage exclusive of input-
output routines, took from 10 to 15 min-
utes for the last five moves, 30 minutes
for the second move, but three hours for
the first. Since that time speeds have
been increased several times over the
prototype, especially for beginning and
middle games. When run eventually on
the 7090, which will give a further speed

A computer can be instructed to play a increase of five, the moves will take
competent - if very slow - game of from about one to five minutes each.
chess if it examines in detail every
possible move several moves in advance. MECHANIZED BRIDOE PARTNER: TwO
AFCRL is attempting to reduce the independently conducted research pro-
amount of computer time required for grams at AFCRL have led to the concept
each move. of a completely mechanized bridge part-

ner. Such a partner was not assembled
blocking against a capture, and attempt- during the period and may never be.
ing to gain control around the opponent's Nevertheless, with techniques that are
king while protecting your own). After available, such a partner could be assem-
a trial move, the lists are updated, and bled assuming a useful purpose could be
an evaluation is made based on relative served. Bids of the players, including
dead strength (i.e., exchanges are con- those of the computer through a syn-
sidered in giving a piece any value), thetic voice, could be made orally. The
relative piece strength, relative control actual playing cards would consist of
of entire board, and control around each punched IBM cards.
king. After these logical trial moves The first of the techniques making
have been evaluated, the best five (this possible the mechanized bridge partner
is variable at the operator's discretion) concerned computer speech recognition.
are selected for further study. Answer- Drawing on analysis techniques and
ing moves are then considered and the special processing equipment of the
process continues. The game goes three Communication Sciences Laboratory,the
moves deep (this is trivial to change) AFCRL Cambridge Computer was pro-
after which minimaxingis done to arrive grammed to accept words spoken into a
at the best move. Thus in order for a microphone, to analyze the spectrum
move to be the best move, it must first be pattern of the word, and to associate this
considered as worthy of further study. pattern with similar spectral patterns
It must be a move which stands up best stored in memory. Once the association



is made by the computer, it can act in
several ways. It can type the word on a
flexiwriter; it can translate it into an-
other language; or it can use it as a
programming input, as in the case of
spoken bridge bids.

The computer speech recognition pro-
gram grew out of an investigation of
pattern recognition and computer deci- ., ""'fe'
sion-making capabilities. The spectrum
of a spoken word is so complex that the
computer is often forced to make deci- -

sions as to the word from statistical
inference. From the standpoint of prac-
tical application, computer speech recog-
nition may be somewhat unrewarding
because of the possibility of excessivedemands on computing time and storage. Bridge is an ideal game for evaluation

of machine decision-making. To date,These demands, for example, limited AFCRL has concentrated on the bid-AFCRL's Cambridge Computer to a ding aspect of bridge. Future work will
vocabulary of only 83 words. The concern the actual play of the hand.
machine can recognize words with close
to 100 percent reliability, if the speaker would be placed in the card reader and
is the same individual used to "train" loaded. Declarer then speaks his bid into
the computer initially. The reliability a microphone and the bid would be
deteriorates depending on the extent to recognized by the computer in real time.
which the pitch, enunciation and general At the computer's turn it would corn-
voice quality differs from the original municate its bid either by flexiwriter or
speaker. by synthetic voice to the other three

But such a vocabulary is adequate for participants. Upon termination of bid-
bridge bidding. Outside AFCRL rela- ding, play proceeds with choice of cards
tively little research effort has been being vocally spoken to the computer.
expended on the game of bridge in com- As in the bidding, it responds in its
parison to other games such as chess and proper turn until play is completed.
checkers. Bridge play, however, pro- AFCRL scientists have completed
vides an excellent vehicle for research in work on the bidding aspect of bridge
machine learning and in pattern recog- playing, and work on the playing phase
tion. Specification of arbitrary bidding of the game was in process at the close
conventions furnishes a good subject for of the period. For programming, a very
the development of a convenient prob- convenient source language is required.
lem-oriented language. A large glossary of bridge terms and an

The suggested AFCRL mechanized easily specified system for using them
bridge partner is designed for an IBM are necessary (both in recognition of the
7090. Under the proposed bridge play- relevant generalized situation and in the
ing scheme, IBM cards appropriately detailing of the indicated appropriate
marked as playing cards would be response). The MIT LISP 1.5 list
shuffled and dealt to three human players processing language was chosen for its
and an IBM 7090. The computer's cards suitability in this application. A slightly
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modified version of this language is inous than was expected. Individual
being used for manipulation of the many bridge functions were extremely easy to
bridge terms already defined for code but not so easy to define.
bidding. BATTLESHIP: Many research prob-

In the "declarer learning phase" the lems in artificial intelligence require
computer is given a sequence of hands extensive investigation for potential
and a symbolic description of an appro- solutions. The set of heuristic rules to
priate line of play for each. It categor- follow during the investigation depends
izes the hand as a Boolean function of a not only upon the nature of the research
set of descriptive features and stores the problem, but also upon the searcher's
appropriate responses. This will be done a priori knowledge of the distribution of
for the play of individual suits as well solutions.
as for the choice of order of suit play. Typical of such problems is the game

In actually playing, the computer of Battleship. Any reasonable Battle-
looks up a list of possible suit plays ship searching strategy should make use
which have previously been described to of relevant probabilities, but it should
it and notes restrictions as to orders of also exhibit adaptive behavior to permit
attacking the various suits. It then puts the use of observed similarities in an
together sequences of reasonable plays to opponent's placement of ships. One such
make up complete descriptions of play. strategy has been formulated and pro-
For each such description a probability grammed for the AFCRL Cambridge
computation is made to determine the Computer.
overall attractiveness of that line of A number of studies have been con-
play. The description affording the ducted to determine the effectiveness of
greatest chance of success is used to con- the various computer programs as
trol subsequent play. compared to that of human competitors.

Bidding is a somewhat more tractable In the first of these, four sets of four
problem. Bridge bidding is not a good games each were administered to 11
subject for a heuristic approach and is subjects. In one set the ships were
better treated as a large table-lookup randomly distributed, and the other
procedure. Nevertheless, no bridge book three sets contained biases of types the
exists which defines a mutually exclu- computer could detect. Eight computer
sive and collectively exhaustive set of trials using different methods and ran-
bidding rules. Instead, they treat ideal- dom selections in the case of equally
ized situations which sometimes overlap probable choices averaged 37.56 shots
and often leave large gaps corresponding per gamp as compared to 40.08 for the
to borderline decisions. Pattern recog- 11 subjects. From a set of only four
nition can be used in these cases but games, however, little if any learning
AFCRL preferred to precisely fill in was observed from either subject or
holes and eliminate overlaps, computer.

Again the MIT LISP 1.5 System was A single sequence of 12 games was
used and two separate bidding systems consequently made up with similar
were treated, a natural system and the biases common to all of the games. The
highly artificial Roman Club System subjects discovered and made use of
originated and used successfully by similarities which were neither planned
Belladonna and Avarelli of the Italian nor recognizable by some of the com-
bridge team. Specification of a good bid- puter programs and yet they averaged
ding system proved to be more volum- 40.05 shots as opposed to 35.21 shots for
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the computer. Furthermore, a distinct
improvement was noticed as more games 0 '00

were played. For example, the average
dropped from 37.50 for the first six
games to 32.92 for the last six. The
latter figure approached a "perfect
learning" average of 31.78 shots.

On the basis of the performance they

exhibited the programs produced for
Battleship constituted an interesting
treatment of a problem that is consid- i7
ered to require intelligence. • :'j

INFORMATION PROCESSING, -,

TRANSFORMATION AND TRANSMISSION -

During the 1961-1962 period the
Cambridge Research Laboratories con- In the placement of "ships" on the
ducted scores of individual studies board, certain subtle biases, or ten-

relating to the processing, transforma- dencies to place the ships in a cer-

tion and transmissions of information. tain way can be discerned by the corn-

Much of this work was highly theoretical puter. By using this knowledge, the

and was carried out under such titles as computer reduces number of shots

information theory, communications needed to destroy the opponent's fleet.

theory, modulation and detection theory,
error correcting coding and circuit net- fluctuating channels, matching of
work theory. In some cases the work sources to channels, choice of modulation
progressed beyond the mathematical and and detection for bandlimited channelstheoretical stage to the design and with unusual delay characteristics.
bread-board implementation of com- Theoretically, error-free transmission
munication devices, can be made at rates many times as largeThe goals of these studies, conducted as those currently achieved in practical
by the Communication Sciences Labora- systems. The large gap between theory
toy the Commuidtin nersiy and practical application results in large
tory and by industrial and university part from the fantastic complexity of
scientists under AFCRL contract, are to the coding and decoding apparatus ori-
achieve more efficient and effective useof available spectrum space, transmitted ginally thought necessary for channels.

f lane spcm ictnsuime. Recently, however, the gap between
power and communication equipment. theory and practice has been breached in
In general, these studies sought an certain applications. Methods have been
optimum matching of modulation-detec- found which may lead to significant
tion configuration to information source, advances. Notable among these are thetransmission medium and interference adncsNobeam gthearte
chracteisis, muse of matrix codes which, because of
characteristics, certain highly desirable geometric prop-

COMMUNICATION THEORY: Theoreti- erties, offer the possibility of very simple
cal studies in communications have decoding and the use of cyclic codes
proceeded along several broad fronts: which, because of desirable algebraic
application of coding to the attainment properties, open up entirely new decod-
of known channel capacities, optimiza- ing possibilities. A significant study on
tion of modulation and detection for the theory of coset equivalence in group
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codes established methods of classifying importance to Air Force communica-
the properties of these cyclic codes, and tions. Future transmission problems
recent work on the use of information open up the possibility of fading trans-
sets in decoding shows great promise for mission paths via moon reflections, via
decoding by a generate and compare scattering from orbital chaff belts, and
method. by communication through auroral

Another method of attack in the at- zones. Recent studies have indicated
tainment of channel capacity involves how best to detect such fading signals.
the use of both halves of a communica- It has been shown, for instance, that for
tion link for transmission of information a certain class of fading circuits, if suf-
in a given direction rather than treating ficient spectrum occupancy is allowed to
a two-way communication link as a pair- the transmitter, essentially error-free
ing of unidirectional links. One fruitful communication can be achieved below a
way of making maximum use of both certain transmission rate no matter how
halves of the circuit is an elaboration of small the coherence bandwidth of the
an old teletype technique. At the trans- circuit, and no matter how fast the fade
mitter a large number of parity check rate.
digits are added to a block of informa- Another goal of the AFCRL research
tion digits. These parity check digits is the accomplishment of efficient trans-
are added in such a way as to offer as mission over such circuits as telephone
many tests as possible on the validity of lines which are inherently bandlimited,
the received digits. and may often have extremely undesir-

At the receiver the corrupted digit able phase-delay characteristics. The
stream is checked by means of the parity attack on this problem is twofold:
checks to find out how many errors prob- attempting to find alphabets of wave-
ably occurred in transmission. If the forms which will permit detection by
number of errors is small, the errors are conventional means, and, in such cases
corrected by means of the inherent where this cannot be achieved, attempt-
error-correction properties of the added ing to find the optimum probability com-
parity checks; if the number of apparent puting detector which makes maximum
errors is so large that reliable error- use of the past information received
correction cannot be guaranteed, the over the channel. Solutions to both of
receiver requests a repeat of the entire these problems have been achieved for
block. certain idealized cases, and strenuous

The method appears to be particularly efforts are being made to extend the
applicable to those circuits which are results to real-life channels.
"good" most of the time, but which are In addition to analytical studies,
plagued by occasional complete dropouts AFCRL plans to synthesize many of the
of signal. By suitable choice of number coding techniques on a special purpose
of information and check digits in each computer to obtain statistical data,
block, the average transmission rate on optimum design analysis, and simulated
such a circuit can be made to compare performance data. The device to be used
favorably with the theoretical limit, and for this is called a Logical Processor for
yet guarantee a probability of less than Communications; expected delivery date
one in a billion that an erroneous mes- to AFCRL is early in 1963. The Logical
sage will be accepted-even in the Processor is intended as a flexible
complete absence of signal, analyzer-synthesizer for optimization of

Transmission of information over communication techniques including cod-
fading circuits has become of increased ing, modulation-detection, synchroniza-
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tion, speech analysis, medium effects, The extensive computer analysis of
and adaptive control. speech during 1961-1.962 uncovered sev-

Much of the more generalized work on eral interesting facets of these fluctua-
communication theory is relevant to the tions. From one excitation period
specialized field of speech analysis and (roughly 8 milliseconds) to the next
processing. The Communications there was no correlation, but there was a
Sciences Laboratory speech research strong correlation between the odd
program consists of two parts. First of periods-that is, between every other
all, Laboratory scientists are interested excitation. An important question that
in the psychological, physiological and the study raised was whether the pattern
neurological mechanisms associated of fluctuations differ from person to
with speech generation. Secondly, they person. If they are common to all
are interested in processing voice sig- speakers they can be built into speech
nals for transmission over low data-rate synthesizers at the receiving terminal.
channels and over greater distances with If they differ from person to person, then
high reliability. Particular emphasis the unique pattern of fluctuations of
has been devoted to attaining high each speaker must be transmitted at the
intelligibility, natural quality, and pres- expense of additional bandwidth to
ervation of the ability for listeners to assure high fidelity.
recognize familiar talkers. Those attempting to understand the

QUALITIES OF HUMAN SPEECH: Of mechanisms of speech continually en-
the several major aspects of human counter phenomena caused by voicing-
speech, voice pitch is of particular inter- that is, the vibration of the larynx. The
est. Pitch gives to speech a good deal of controlling forces and movements of the
its emotional coloration. As AFCRL vocal cords, however, are not completely
researchers have discovered, this colora- understood. One of the reasons is that
tion often imparts a meaning to voice it is extremely difficult to observe their
communication that is more informative operation.
than the words themselves. Another
reason for the special interest in pitch
is the fact that compressed speech may
acquire a reedy quality, and the under-
standing of pitch characteristics may
help in overcoming this degradation of
synthesized speech.

Following a lengthy analysis of some
7500 voice samples using an IBM 7090
computer, AFCRL scientists have sug-
gested an explanation for the peculiar
quality of synthetic speech and at the
same time have contributed to an under-
standing of the mechanics of speech. It
was found that in the fundamental
excitation rate of speech there are often
very rapid, quasi-random fluctuations. Taped voices of persons with known
These fluctuations were found to contrib- diseased larynxes were furnishedAFCRL. Pitch perturbations in the
ute to the special quality in the voice of voice signals of those with diseased
a given speaker, and furnish acoustic larynxes are distinctly different from
clues to the speaker's emotional state. normal perturbations.
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The best method for making such 0LARGE M O VOCAL CHORDS

observations is to photograph the vocal NORMAL CONTROLS

cords with a high-speed camera. Such a so 0
camera is an important part of AFCRL's 0
speech research instrumentation. A
high-intensity light source, with suitable
filters to eliminate both the infrared and 0 -
ultraviolet portions of the spectrum is 6
directed down the throat and reflected
onto the vocal cords by means of a P
laryngeal mirror placed at the back of
the mouth and the camera is focused on -

the vocal cords using this same mirror. 20

In this way it is possible to get very
good pictures of the motion of the vocal
cords under various driving conditions. o •
If the external acoustical signal is picked
up with a microphone, and if, in addi-
tion, a suitable vibration pickup is _ _ _ _ _

placed on the throat at the front and 3 5 9

immediately below the thyroid cartilage, T edo (MseO

these two signals may be recorded at the
same time as the movies are made and
correlated with the film. 0 SMALLER MASSES 0N VOCAL CHORDS

As a by-product of the computer NORMAL. CONTROL

analysis of human speech signals, an
AFCRL scientist during the period
developed a new technique for the early 0
detection of diseased larynxes. This 40 0
technique involved an analysis of the 0
pitch component of speech and the

2
factors involved in pitch generation- 2 30 0
the vocal cords, the variation of air pres- 0 0

sure within the vocal tract, and muscular
tension. To check out this research the
assistance of the Washington Hospital 0
Center in Washington, D. C., was
solicited. The Center subsequently fur- ,0•
nished AFCRL the taped voices of 32
speakers with known pathological dis-
orders associated with the larynx.

The voice signals of these 32 speakers, 3 7 9 u
together with signals of healthy speakers T..,d.e(ms'c)

serving as controls, were subjected to
extensive computer analysis. The results The presence of large masses on the

showed that disorders associated with vocal cords is easily diagnosed, as the
data on the first chart shows, but eventhe larynx could be detected with a small masses (second chart) result in

markedly high degree of reliability, a departure from the normal linear
Several scientific papers containing the distribution.
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results of this research were presented After the design concepts of a poly-
by AFCRL. Under an expanded future modal vocoder system were established
program, a much larger sampling of and validated through the in-house
speakers will be examined, research studies, a contract was let for

construction of four experimental poly-
DIGITAL VOICE COMMUNICATIONS: modal vocoder systems for further study

The second major phase of the in-house and evaluation. These equipments are
speech research program concerns scheduled to be completed about January
studies of the problem of digital voice 1963.
communications. During the period Although AFCRL research studies
AFCRL assembled several new major have led to techniques for operating a
equipments to form a special and, in vocoder at a data rate as low as 1200 bits
many respects, unique research facility per second with useful speech intelligi-
devoted to digital voice communications. bility and ualit a more sophisticatedThese new equipments are based on de- biiy qn qaiy, amr ohsiae

sn cnwceipmets ar e raserd o d level of signal processing is required in
sign concepts arrived at over a period of order to reduce the data rate below this
several years from studies of speech figure. To accomplish this an approach
processing, and computer processing of figueo a sh tn p chvoic sigals.was evolved based on speech patternvoice signals. coding.

The special facility was built around codingTo achieve this pattern coding, the
a high-performance vocoder system- scientists designed a special-purpose
an equipment which can be used to con- voice data processor which was placed in
vert speech signals into digital form for operation during the summer 1962. With
transmission. At a receiver the digital this processor, AFCRL is able to obtain
signals are used to reconstruct a voice additional descriptive data quickly and
signal, which is reproduced syntheti- efficiently, and to obtain answers to basic
cally. AFCRL vocoder research has questions about the features of speech-
achieved significant results in making signal structure that are of importance
vocoder speech more intelligible, more
natural-sounding, and capable of being
transmitted at significantly lower bit - _

rates (less transmission bandwidth)
than heretofore possible. The objective
is to arrive at a flexible digital voice
transmission device which would permit
a military user a choice of a number of
alternative data rates for voice trans-
mission ranging from a "high fidelity"
voice channel capability at several thou-
sand bits per second to a transmission
mode at several hundred bits per second.
The military user could select an appro-
priate transmission mode (and cor-
responding data rate), in accordance
with the communications channel avail-
able to him for speech transmission. A special speech data processor is used

Significant progresswas made towards for the analysis of voice signals to
determine an optimum set of patterns

implementing this concept of a poly- of the voice sounds which go into the
modal digital voice transmission method. makeup of individual words.
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to listeners. An analyzer compares a One of the novel features of the voice
talker's voice signal with a stored set of data processor is the capability for
patterns and makes decisions, pattern by "stretching" speech in time. The result
pattern, by matching the talker's pat- is an effect of "slow-motion" speech in
tern against the memory store. The which it is possible to hear with great
information that is transmitted in digi- acuity the acoustical detail of the succes-
tal form consists of the pattern num- sive vowels and consonants of speech,
bers, and the talker's pitch information, revealing sources of distortion and
At a receiver the numbers operate on a speech degradation that are obscure
similarly structured memory to retrieve when speech is reproduced at the normal
the explicit patterns, from which the rate.
voice is reconstructed. Speech quality is often a subjective

The speech processing facility can value. It is often necessary to know the
perform an analysis of signals in real- way listeners respond to voice signals.
time, compiling a catalog of the speech AFCRL researchers have almost un-
patterns of a voice signal as rapidly as limited control in modifying or stand-
the voice signal is fed into the data ardizing a speech event in order to
processor. Analysis of this kind is being explore the pitch or inflection paftern of
performed on a variety of speech signals speech, the intensity or loudness, and the
from a large number of talkers, and for detailed structure of different sounds.
different types of spoken languages, In this way the speech signal can be
such as connected speech, conversational manipulated to generate speech sounds

speech, word lists and nonsense syllables. for presentation to teams of listeners.
As the analysis and studies of this data From these studies with human sub-

continues in the future, a comprehensive jects, the Cambridge Research Labora-

statistical description of voice signals tories hope to find out how different
will be established. attributes of the voice signal affect the

intelligibility, quality and naturalness of

the synthesized voice signal.

At this console, the speech signal can Quality of speech is ultimately a sub-
be altered in an infinite number of ways jective judgment. In this room subjects
to determine which elements are most listen to processed speech and evaluate
essential to intelligibility, its quality.
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Technology

( The leading center in the Department of
Defense for sounding research and tech-
nology, AFCRL's Research Instrumen-
tation Laboratory has pioneered in the
design and development of large high
altitude balloons capable of prolonged
flight, and of various aerospace probe
devices. The Instrumentation Labora-
tory has played a significant role in
many projects pursued by the other Air
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.
During 1961-1962 more than one
hundred balloons were flown by the
Laboratory. Some 80 types of scientific
experiments were designed and inte-
grated aboard Air Force planes, missiles,
satellites and balloons. A highlight of
the work of the Laboratory during the
period was a series of record-breaking
balloon flights (up to 30 days), and the
flight of one of the world's largest
balloons which sailed across the United
States at an altitude of 120,000 feet
carrying a payload of one ton.

GALLOON RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT

To meet the scientific and operational
needs of the Air Force, and also to pro-
vide support to DASA, theArmed Forces
Special Weapons Project and NASA,
the Laboratory for many years has con-
ducted balloon test and launch opera-
tions at Holloman Air Force Base, New
Mexico ;* Chico, California, and various

* Since 1954 AFCRL has had overall respon-
sibility within the Air Force for development
of new balloon systems. On 1 January 1961
the Balloon Branch at Holloman, including
its test programs, facilities and resources,
became a part of the Research Instrumenta-
tion Laboratory.
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other temporary sites in the U. S. and
around the world. Besides its important
operational programs, AFCRL efforts
have been directed towards increasing
balloon capabilities in general, as well
as designing vehicles to meet specific
needs. The latter has involved an in-
house and contractual research program
in materials, launching devices, flight
instrumentation, safety, heavy-load ap-
plications and flight analysis. "-

BALLOON DESIGN: During the report-
ing period the Laboratory's most recent " .
balloon design and development efforts
culminated in a remarkable series of
balloon flights which demonstrated im- ..
proved flight capabilities and design ,
reliability. These flights involved 34-foot
diameter superpressure balloons manu-
factured of Mylar, 11/2 mils (0.0015
inches) thick in a two-layer lamination.
The balloons carried 50-lb. payloads con-
sisting of a variety of measuring instru-
ments which telemetered data to ground
stations.

On 26 April 1962 one of the new
superpressure balloons, launched from
AFCRL's Chico, California site, flew for
11 days at a constant altitude of 70,000
feet before returning to Earth near ' '
Cedar City, Utah. On 31 May a second
superpressure balloon was launched
from Bermuda and travelled westward
for 19 days at an altitude of 68,000 feet.
It was brought down by command while >4
it was off Iwo Jima in the western
Pacific. The 19-day flight was eclipsed
shortly afterwards with the launching of
a third balloon from Bermuda on 10
June. This balloon, flying at an altitude
of 66,000 feet, remained aloft for 30 days
before it was brought down by a pre-set Balloons furnish AFCRL with versatile
timer at a point 1,200 miles northwest and economical test beds for carrying
of Honolulu in the Pacific. instrument packages above all but a

The flight-duration of superpressur- fraction of the atmosphere. AFCRL has
pioneered in balloon technology. The

ized balloons is limited only by the use- launching of these giant high-altitude
ful life of the Mylar material used. Such balloons is an exacting task.
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balloons may remain aloft for months During the period the Laboratory also
and even years. The superpressure prin- successfully designed and developed
ciple, in which the balloon maintains a balloon vehicles for the Aeronautical
constant volume with internal gas pres- System Division (five flights carried
sure varying diurnally, makes it possible payloads of 400 to 800 pounds to alti-
for the vehicle to maintain a constant tudes above 120,000 feet), and one for
altitude without the use of ballast. The the Space Systems Division (six success-
need to carry the latter, to compensate ful flights with payloads up to 1200
for the nighttime descent, sets a limit on pounds). In addition, the Laboratory
the flight duration of conventional pursued the development and evaluation
balloons. The 1962 series of AFCRL of a balloon platform for Project Star-
flights successfully demonstrated that in gazer, which involes lifting a 3,600
the superpressure balloon, scientists pound manned astronomical gondola to
possess a new research tool for making an altitude of 85,000 feet.*
long duration observations at high
altitudes. * Project Stargazer isdiscussed in Chapter VII.

Earlier, the Research Instrumenta-
tion Laboratory had also recorded an
important success in flying a 300-foot
diameter balloon of a new design.
Nearly 12 million cubic feet in volume, it -
was the largest plastic balloon ever
flown. The balloon was launched from
Chico on 24 October 1961 and flew at an
altitude of approximately 120,000 feet
carrying a 2000 pound payload of instru-
ments (telemetering equipment, an up-
ward looking motion picture camera to
study balloon deployment), and fine steel
dust as ballast.

The objectives of the test were to
determine the adequacy of the balloon
structural design and to study the bal-
lasting characteristics of high altitude
heavy payload balloon systems. The
entire system performed well and analy-
sis of the flight profile indicated no
problems with gas leakage-a significant
fact considering that the surface area of
the balloon was nearly seven acres and
the thickness of the balloon wall was
only 0.001 inches. The balloon flew from Prototype of the record-shattering 34-
California across the northern part of foot diameter superpressure balloon
the U. S., the flight being terminated by which flew 30 days at a constant alti-
radio command 51 hours and 10 min- tude of 66,000 feet is pictured. The bal-

utes after launch at a point over the loon was launched from Bermuda and
was destroyed over the Pacific OceanAtlantic Ocean approximately 200 miles 1200 miles north northwest of Honolulu

east of Boston. one month later.
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Besides the above, the Research The Research Instrumentation Labora-
Instrumentation Laboratory served as tory holds that, once developed, capped
an adviser on balloon designs on several balloons will provide a reasonable solu-
projects, including a planned flight and tion in both cost and maximum payload
recovery of an unmanned telescope with capability, as between a fully reinforced
a Tufts University stabilization and balloon and an unsupported polyethylene
pointing control; a flight of a John plastic balloon vehicle.
Hopkins University astronomical experi- During the period an AFCRL investi-
ment; and a Princeton University pro- gation of forces between the gas barrier
gram involving the flight of an exceed- and load tapes (generally fortisan or
ingly delicate 36-inch telescope. glass filament reinforcing tapes) also

was continued. The purpose was to
BALLOON DEVELOPMENT: The trend obtain a better understanding of the

of balloon development during the period structure of balloons and the mechanics
was towards lifting heavy payloads in of failure, in order to ultimately
the 3,000 to 10,000 pounds range to alti- create more efficient payload-carrying
tudes of from 60,000 to 120,000 feet. In structures.
this connection, AFCRL flight tests of 5 One final AFCRL balloon development
million cubic foot balloons of a new cap- investigation pursued during 1961-1962
ped design were successfully conducted, involved a fabrication study for exceed-
carrying payloads of 3000 pounds to ingly high altitude balloons in the above
100,000 feet. Since the design showed 180,000 foot altitude range. High
promise for lifting greater payloads,
additional work was begun using the
same design principle. It is planned to
employ a balloon made of 1.5 mils thick
polyethylene for a flight of a 5,000 pound
payload to 80,000 feet. For heavier pay-
loads, the Laboratory plans to design a
polyethylene balloon using a fabric rein-
forced top, to be tested for flight of 8,000
pounds to an altitude of 60,000 feet. In
both programs one of the objectives is to
obtain a high payload capacity balloon
vehicle of low cost.

AFCRL research involving both high
strength plastic films and reinforced
plastics is to be continued with design,
fabrication, and flight tests of several
such balloons. The use of high strength
materials is expected to increase maxi-
mum balloon payload capabilities. With
currently available materials, payload
capabilities in the 15,000 to 20,000 pound
range can be reasonably expected. How- Payload for balloon test is shown here
ever, one limitation, as indicated, is cost being prepared for launching. This pay-

load simulated a 3600 lb. two-man gon-since such balloons may be prohibitively dola to be used in the balloon astronomy
expensive for small scientific programs. program on a test of balloon reliability.
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strength and light-weight films were comparable to redundant systems. Many
developed experimentally which hold of these units were recovered and re-
promise for ultimately achieving the flown repeatedly.
strength-to-weight ratio needed for As indicated in earlier chapters, an
extreme altitude flight, important use of the balloon vehicle is as

a high altitude platform for making
BALLOON INSTRUMENTATION: Paral- measurements in such fields as radiation,

leling AFCRL's balloon design and background noise, photography, and
development was a comprehensive and antenna systems. For this work it is
continuing program to develop the desirable that the possible deviation of
necessary instrumentation for flight the instruments (load line) from the
safety, balloon control, and the meas- true vertical direction be known and
urement of the various parameters recorded in flight. For any fixed pay-
affecting balloon operations. These in- load, the balloon volume and consequently
struments were required to function the balloon weight must be increased to
accurately for prolonged flight dura- reach higher altitudes. It can'be ex-
tions. The primary Laboratory effort pected that the swing amplitude of the
was aimed at increasing instrument payload will increase with floating alti-
accuracy while reducing electrical power tude because of the rapid increase in
and weight requirements, to achieve ratio of the moment of inertia of the
reliable performance to altitudes of balloon to the moment of inertia of the
150,000 ft. payload (with respect to the center of

During the period a complete com- mass of the balloon system). During
mand and control flight system including the period the Laboratory placed under
necessary ground support equipment, development a unit for measuring and
specifically designed for use with high- recording the variation of the direction
altitude extended - duration research of the loadline in one plane with an
balloon vehicles, was developed. This accuracy of 0.5 minutes of arc. This
system was flight tested and proven device is to be tested on future
under actual operational conditions dur- flights that require platform stability
ing some 100 free balloon flights information.
launched within the continental United In another instrumentation area, to
States. The system provides for direct eliminate errors in direct ambient tem-
individual control of nine independent perature measurements when thermistor
command functions. Command capa- beads are used, development of a tem-
bility can be extended to 18 or more perature sensor also was pursued. The
functions by incorporating serialized temperature errors increase at higher
time sequencing on any channel. The altitudes because of the decrease in heat
design was especially aimed at providing capacity of the air as a function of alti-
immunity to extraneous noise, false tude. It appeared possible to improve on
triggering and adjacent channel inter- the heat capacity limitation of therm-
ference, selective image rejection and istors by using very small diameter
cross-modulation impairment. Extreme metal wires. Wires of much smaller
sensitivity required for long range HF diameter than 10 microns were desired
control was successfully achieved with to achieve a sufficiently low heat capacity
optimum noise figures, miniaturized for accurate measurement, but even 10
from factor, conservative power con- micron wire was extremely fragile and
sumption and operational reliability difficult to assemble in a sensing unit.
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The new AFCRL sensor will use small jectory forecasting, wherein a balloon
quartz fibers coated with platinum or launched outside the range area must
nickel. These fibers are tough and of reach a specified point in space at a pre-
very low heat capacity, since they may selected time. Most of these efforts sup-
be as small as 1 micron in diameter or port missile and space developmental
about 175 times smaller than the tiniest efforts, providing over-range infrared or
thermistor. The resistive stability of the radar targets for missile testing or plat-
metal coating is still to be determined, forms for re-entry capsule tests. At the
Success in this development may lead to close of the period the results of these
other important sensor applications for studies and tests, as they applied to the
these fibers, such as in pressure and rate Mexico area, were being integrated into
of ascent indicators, a broader study of the problem of long

PLIGHT OPERATIONS RESEARCH: The duration high altitude precision balloon

Research Instrumentation Laboratory's trajectory forecasting.

flight operations has as one of its goals
the scientific exploration of the proper- THE EANSHEE PROORAM: Another
ties of the atmosphere as a balloon car- aspect of the Laboratory's work in-
rier. During 1961-1962 continued volves the Defense Atomic Support

emphasis on precision ballooning fea- Agency sponsorship of a tri-service
tured the main AFCRL effort in this program to investigate non-nuclear blast

field. An extensive series of flights for effects at high altitude - Balloon and

the BANSHEE (see below) and Retu
programs was conducted during the BALLOON Designed to investigate
summer and fall of 1961. Balloons were explosive hydrodynamics
launched from Hobbs, N. M., Artesia, at high altitudes, the de-

N. M. and Holloman Air Force Base, and ployed instrument train

programmed to float precisely over a / shown here includes four
specified target area at the White Sands transducers to measure

taret reaat he hit Sads PAACMUTE blast pressures from the
Missile Range. 500-pound explosive

In connection with these flights, as charge at the bottom of
balloons increased in size to carry the train.

heavier payloads to higher altitudes, an
increasingly critical problem was en-
countered involving wind speed at the ICO TR G.
earth's surface and the wind shear in hC"LE MIG

the lowest 800 feet. It was found that ,
the low level jet which prevails in the
Great Plains during the summer months
presents an unfavorable condition for i T

launching large balloons. This problem "rUCEN RING

has become a significant factor in con-

nection with establishing proposed -TANSDUCE
launching sites for various balloon
projects. 200 FT.

Balloon programs at the AFCRL's r

Holloman Air Force Base test location
also included studies and operational test I
flights involving precision balloon tra- ..
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Nike Scaled High Explosives Experi- ment had been accomplished by the
ments (BANSHEE). This effort con- Laboratory and a total of 22 develop-
sists of a series of experiments to ment-test balloon flights had been made.
provide data at altitudes of 38,000, Of particular significance during the
80,000, 100,000 and 115,000 feet under period was the adapting to balloon
four specific conditions: Phase I, sta- launching and the introduction into the
tionary charge and stationary measure- overall development program of an
ments; Phase II, moving charge and M-48-42 Army tank as a launch vehicle.
moving measurement; and Phase III, In the interests of safety of the launch
stationary charge and moving measure- personnel, the protection afforded by
ment; and Phase IV, moving charge and this vehicle was considered essential.
moving measurement. The data ob- During July-December 1961 a total of
tained was to be directly applied to the eight operational test flights were suc-
anti-missile problem. Agencies partici- cessfully conducted. Two of these bal-
pating in the DASA program besides loon flights were full scale dry runs,
AFCRL are: The Naval Ordnance launched from Hobbs, N. M., and termi-
Laboratory, the Army Ballistic Research nated while floating over the Range at
Laboratory, and the Army Missile Test 80,000 feet. Five were full scale Phase I
Center. operational runs. Three of these were

The responsibilities of AFCRL in this launched from Hobbs and detonation
program were to: (a) develop and field was effected at 80,000 feet. One was
test flight systems including special launched from Artesia, N. M., and
deployment and launch techniques; (b) detonation was effected at an altitude of
develop and test a suitable ground and 100,000 feet. The fifth was launched
air-borne command-control system; (c) and detonated over the range at a 25,500
provide instrumental balloon flights for foot altitude. One Phase II flight also
test of other agencies' equipment; (d) was successfully conducted with balloon
select and establish suitable launch
sites; (e) provide forecast analysis and
balloon flight trajectory forecasts for all
flights; and (f) prepare balloons and
airborne command and control equip-
ment, launch balloon systems for all
flights, establish and operate ground
command-control sites.

The BANSHEE system for Phases I,
II and III was designed to deploy and
launch a balloon-borne instrumented
train 200' in length, carrying either a
500-pound sphere of high explosives or
a radar target reflector and a miss dis-
tance flare package. The operational An Army tank is used as a launch

vehicle for the Banshee balloon pack-
concept called for floating a number of age. When the balloon is released and
these systems over the White Sands rises, the tank is maneuvered under-

Missile Range at the various altitudes, neath to provide vertical lift. The 200-

at which time the high explosives foot instrument train is deployed from
the rack on the front of the tank under

experiment is conducted. control of a winch-line operated from

By the end of June 1961. all develop- the tank.
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launch from the range and Nike inter- carried on a variety of vehicles and
cept being effected at 27,500 feet. launched from a number of different

The operational completion of Phases sites. The basic purpose of this research
I and II was scheduled for the summer probe program is to make available to
of 1962. Flights planned included: the various AFCRL laboratories in
Phase I, one at 38,000 feet and one at timely fashion new designs of vehicle
80,000 ft., two at 100,000 ft., two at and instrumentation.
115,000 ft.; and Phase II, two at 115,000 The program includes not only the
ft. These flights were to be launched so work to schedule and integrate experi-
that flight trajectories would carry the ments for high altitude probes, but also
balloons over specified segments of the a continuous program of research and
Range for detonations or intercept, development to take advantages of all

advances in the field of vehicles and
RESEARCH PROBE PROGRAM instrumentation.

The Research Instrumentation Labo- In the field of instrumentation, the

ratory's sounding rocket probe program Laboratory has been concerned with
has origins going back to the early post- such devices as telemeters, tracking

war years when a few AFCRL person- beacons, command receivers, power sup-

nel participated in V-2 launchings at plies, antennas, timers andprogrammers,

the White Sands Missile Range. AFCRL plus specialized electronic devices such

personnel currently are responsible for as solar and lunar pointing controls.

some 80 scientific payloads each year, Since these devices take up space and
weight, which might be more profitably

Four Astrobee 200 research rockets
were used during the reporting period The Astrobee 1500 rocket was used by
by AFCRL scientists for a variety of AFCRL scientists in such programs as
experiments. The Astrobee 200 rocket ionospheric sounding and geodesy. This
can carry a 160-pound payload to an rocket can carry a 50-pound payload
altitude of 225 miles. to an altitude of 1400 miles.
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used by the basic experimental sensors,
an important aim of the Laboratory has
been to reduce weight, size and power
consumption. At the same time, the
Laboratory also has sought new tech-
niques for making maximum use of
currently available equipments, to con-
solidate functions and to adapt changes
in range instrumentation. The above
research has produced a variety of
advances in the instrumentation area.

One of these is the AGA C/T-CV
transistorized radar transponder de-
signed and developed to fill the need for
a space-saving C-band transponder to
fit the 61/2 inch diameter for the Nike-
Cajun rocket. The comparison of this
miniature transponder with the larger
range-developed DPN-42 which has
comparable performance makes the need
for such a development obvious. Another { #
is an S-Band PRF-command system,
which makes possible the initiation of Shown here is an ultra-violet experi-
an "event" at a predetermined altitude ment mounted in a pointing control for

within an accuracy of a kilometer or so. the Aerobee rocket. The pointing con-
trol utilizes photocell "eyes" around the

In the area of rocket-probe antennas, circumference of the nose cone to direct
the designer is faced with the conflicting the upper portion of the payload toward
requirement of making an efficient the sun in azimuth. The arm carrying
radiator without adversely affecting the the spectroscope swings out after the

aerodynamic properties of the rocket. nose cone has been removed at altitude.

In addition, the behavior of the antenna
under the adverse environmental condi- of these devices has been the pointing
tions such as high accelerations, shock, control for the Aerobee rocket. This
vibration and extreme temperatures, is instrument, which constrains the axis
of primary importance. Voltage break- of an experiment to within a few min-
down is an ever present problem due utes of arc toward the sun, has been
not only to low pressures but also to the most successful in carrying spectro-
ionized conditions either present in the graphs, monochromators, etc.,for studies
upper air or induced by high velocities, of the solar spectrum.
During the period a variety of antenna When a requirement arose to perform
techniques for beaconry were developed similar experiments on board on earth-
to meet those needs and to provide better orbiting satellite, a contract was placed
radiation pattern coverage, especially at for development of a new instrument.
the higher frequencies. In the case of orbiting flights, more

ORIENTATION DEVICES: In the field of serious tracking and environmental
orientation controls, work has been car- problems had to be faced than had been

ried on by AFCRL for a number of encountered in the probe versions. One

years: The most widely known and used of the most difficult problems involved
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the fact that rotating mechanisms, slip-
rings, bearings, etc., which operate suc-
cessfully under pressures as low as 10- 6

mm Hg, would wear out rapidly at space
pressures even with the most modern of
lubricants. For example, one calcula-
tion showed that even with a small
nutation of twenty milliradians per
second, slip-ring surfaces would be
destroyed in six months. This problem
was finally solved by carefully burnish-
ing the surfaces and operating them
"dry"

For use in studying X-ray emission
from the moon, an adaptation of the
solar pointing control also was devel-
oped under contract which will keep an
X-ray spectrometer oriented toward the
moon during a future Aerobee rocket
flight. The major development problem
here was to retain the pointing accuracy
of the earlier device while working on a
signal which is down by a factor of one Corona discharge on 234-M quadraloop
million, antenna at a simulated altitude of 20

miles is shown here. Corona discharge
vEHet.-S= The AFCRL probe pro- is one of the major problems in design-

VEHICLtena: The hAFCRLtiprobeocpro-

gram required not only the design of ing antennas for high altitude rockets.

instrument packages, command systems
and orientation devices, but also a con- Center in Florida, but failure of the
tinuous effort to enhance the utility and second stage fins resulted in erratic per-
dependability of the sounding rockets formance. After suitable modifications
themselves. The versatility of the ex- were made, on 29 January 1962, a
perimental program was limited by the second vehicle, carrying a day-air-glow
restrictions of the probe vehicles that experiment as well as performance
were available, and therefore an impor- monitors, flew successfully overshooting
tant part of the AFCRL program was
concerned with improving the basic the predicted 135 mile zenith by some
experiment carriers. 20 miles.

In this area of vehicle improvement, The second rocket, the Astrobee 1500,
the Research Instrumentation Labora- had a similar experience. During the

tory supported the development of sev- first triabon 1 August 1961, there was a

eral new sounding rockets. Two are of catastrophic failure due to first stage

special importance. The first, the nozzle burn-through. The second trial

Astrobee 200, has a performance level on 8 December 1961 was successful, the

sufficient to carry a 200 pound gross vehicle carrying a gross payload of 85

payload to a height of 150 statute miles. pounds to 1350 statute miles as pre-
On 3 June 1961 the first Astrobee 200 dicted. The payload, in addition to per-
was launched at the Air Proving Ground formance monitors, contained flares for
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geodetic survey purposes.* This vehicle
was designed and fabricated by Aerojet
General Corp. The Laboratory supplied 0,
the instrumentation packages and con- , '
ducted the actual field test at the Pacific
Missile Range.

A study of the basic dynamic loads on
the EXOS vehicle also was initiated
during the period. This rocket requires
careful design of payload and flight pro-
file because of its extremely high speeds
and accelerations. The dynamic loads
study involves the formulation of a
computer program to handle various
effects on structure, such as inertial m.i'-:-.

loads, bending moments and wind
effects. In an effort to assess the effi-
ciency of the flared skirt as a stabilizing Seen within the heat shield is the sec-
member, wind tunnel tests on the EXOS ond stage motor and payload of Astro-
also were conducted during the report- bee 1500 being readied for launch. The
ing period. Modifications resulting from shield protected the payload and second
these studies subsequently resulted in a stage motor from aerodynamic heating
successful EXOS flight, and was ejected prior to second stage

ignition.

* This experiment is discussed in detail in
Chapter IV.
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AFCRL 951 (November 1961). AFCRL 128 (March 1961).

REYNOLDS, G. E. SCHELL, A. C.
Modifiable Program and Flow Chart in An Antenna Noise Experiment,
Combination, TM 61-23 (September 1961).
TM 61-4 (February 1961).

REYNOLDS, G. E. and KERR, 0. E., JR. SCOTT, K. R.
A Stochastic Motor-Learning Analog,

Approximating the Immediate Path of a AFCRL 27 (January 1961).Satellite,

AFCRL 377 (June 1961). SHAW, R. M. and CUNNINGHAM, R. M.

RIGSBY, D. P. and BUSHNELL, V. C. A Microwave Refractometer with Fast
Proceedings of the Srd Annual Arctic Planning Responses and Absolute Digital Recording,
Session, November 1960, AFCRL 62-298 (March 1962).
AFCRL 436 (April 1961).

SHEPHERD, F. and YOUNG, A. C.
ROSENBERG, N. W., et al. ... Single Crystal Bismuth Telluride,
Project Firefly 1960, Vol. I, 10, 11*, AFCRL 62-362 (June 1962).
AFCRL 256 (1961).
Project Firefly, Vol. IV, V, SHERRY, M. E.
To be published. Syntactic Analysis in Automatic Translation,

ROTMAN, W. and KARAs, N. AFCRL 108 (January 1961).
The Identification of Nested Structures in

Ridge Wave guide Radiators for Missile Predictive Syntactic Analysis,
Antenna Applications, AFCRL 174 (May 1961).
AFCRL 376 (June 1961). Comprehensive Report on Predictive

Syntactic Analysis,
ROTMAN, W. and MELTZ, G. AFCRL 713 (September 1961).
Experimental Investigation of the
Electromagnetic Effects of Re-Entry, SHERRY, M. E. and OETTINGER, A. G.
AFCRL 87 (March 1961). A New Model of Natural Language for

Predictive Syntactic Analysis,

An asterisk indicates a elaimuiad eport. AFCRL 62-809 (April 1962).
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SILVERMAN; S. M., BEILEW, W. F. and SPAULDING, T. and SOLOT, S. B.
LAYMAN, E. Horizontal Sounding Balloon Feasibility Study,
Photometric Observations of 6300 A 01 at AFCRL 458 (May 1961).
Sacramento Peak, New Mexico during
November 1960, STERNICK, S. H., HERSKOVITZ, S. B. and
To be published (1962). LONGMIRE, M. S.

The Determination of Plasma Properties by
SKINNER, T. J. Radiation Techniques,
Incoherent Source with an Arbitrarily Narrow AFCRL 632 (May 1.961).
Power Spectrum,
AFCRL 62-171 (April 1962). STEVENS, D. W.

Cedar Hill Meteorological Research Facility,
SISSENWINE, N. and KASTEN, H. G., eds. AFCRL 632 (June 1961).

Winds for Aerospace Vehicle Design Vol. I
and II STICKLEY, C. M. and BRADBURY, R. A.
AFCRL 62-273 (March 1962). Radiation Patterns and Axial Modes of a

Variety of Ruby Laser Crystals,
SLACK, F. F. AFCRL 62-386 (April 1962).
Electronic Analog Multiplier, STIGLITZ, M. .

AFCRL 541 (July 1961). A Free Translation of "Der Kugelblitz"

SMITH, C. P. by Dr. Walter Brand from Probleme derKomischcn Physic, Hamburg, 1923,
Design Versus Performance Factors for Some C DM (Ma 1962).
Speech Compression Systems,
TM 61-9 (November 1961). STIGLITZ, M. J. and MORGANTHALER, F. R.

SMITH, E. Microwave Generation in Yttrium-lron Garnet
Relationship Between H. Alpha Line-Width Subjected to Pulsed Magnetic Fields,
Intensity and Flare Area, AFCRL 195 (April 1961).
AFCRL 62-226 (January 1962). STONE, N., PLOETZ, G. P. and Cox, H.

SMITH, H. J. The Ellipsoidal Thermal Imager,
A Study of Sacramento Peak Flares, 1, Dist. AFCRL 816 (October 1961).

Areas and Growth Curmvs, STORER, P. B.
AFCRL 600 (April 1961). Me li E li a A ltn
A Study of Sacramento Peak Flares, I, Flare Meteorological Evaluation ad Application of
Areas and Importance Classification, Rainfall Radioactivity Data,
AFCRL 472 (May 1961). AFCRL 811 (August 1961).

SMITH, H. J. TAYLOR, R. L.

A Study of Sacramento Peak Flares, 1II, A Plasma Waveguide Tuner,
Sympathetic Flares, AFCRL 62-13 (January 1962).
To be published.
The Optical Rectification of Foreshortened TAYLOR, R. L. and HERSKOVITZ, S. B.
Flares, A Plasma Microwave Energy Detector,
AFCRL 62-232 (January 1962). AFCRL 62-68 (February 1962).

SMITH, H. J. and BOOTON, W. D. URBANO, R. H.
An Example of Chromospheric Striation Boolean Matrices and the Stability of
Obscuration by a Great Flare, Neural Nets,
AFCRL 834 (August 1961). AFCRL 62-31 (January 1962).

SOBERMAN, R. K., ed. VALLEY, S. L., ed.

Micrometeorite Collection from a Recoverable Space and Planetary Environments,
Sounding Rocket, AFCRL 62-270 (January 1962).
AFCRL 1049 (November 1961).

VAI.OVCIN, F. R., ed.
SOBERMAN, R. K. and LUCCA, L. DELLA Contributions to Satellite Meteorology,
Micrometeorite Measurements from the Midas AFCRL 438 (April 1961).
II Satellite (1960-1),
AFCRL 1053 (November 1961). * An asterisk indicates a classified report.
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VICKERS, V.
Analysis and Design Techniques for Tunnel
Diode Oscillators,
AFCRL 62-172 (January 1962).

WILLIAMS, R. E.
Static and Dynamic Responses in the
Homneost at,
AFCRL 505 (June 1961).

WRIGHT, J. B. and LENHARD, R. W.
Mesospheric Winds f rom 23 Successive Hourly
Soundings,
To be published.

YAGODA, H.
Radiation Studies for Nuclear Emulsions and
Metallic Comnponenuts Rcovered f romi
Polar Satellite Orbits,
AFCRL 285 (March 1961).
Bio-Astronomiccil Aleasuremc uts of Inzn
Radiations in Space: Nuclear Emulsion
Montito ring Report,
AFCRL 62-244 (February 1962).

ZIMMERMAN, S. P. and CHAMPION, K. S. W.
Molecular and Turbulent Diffus-ion in the
Upper Atmnosphere: Project Firefly,
AFCRL 2561 (March 1961).

OTHER REPORTS

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL SCIENCE,, LABORATORY

Status Report.
AFCRL 10 (January 1961).
Status Report,
AFCRL 62-10 (January 1962).

GEOPHYSICS RESEARCH DIRECTORATE

1960 Annual Status Report,
AFCRL 637 (August 1961).

An asterisk indicates a classified report.
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Organizaion

TMNOFTHE AIR FORCE)

OFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH EUROPEAN OFFICESCIENTIFIC RESEARCH RESEARCH LABORATORIES LABORATORIES
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Staff and Service Elements

DEPUTY FOR ANS&ORATV AAMEN EPT FnORn P. EbocI.

CCRT T. M.inol Phehg'opMw . Rd. Dmpe

EDMIISTATIMNAGM DIVISION RESAR IRM SION FC

CRSA M3. B..dy:: CR I L. E. Nook;
CRSA AplicaitIon .F. G bC.Iqupet aagmn F .4up
CRSAS F.oeign G.holg J. CtoelCM F Mtra Oclty .Soe

PROLRAAME DIVISION
CRSP LCaG. M. P. Giaoo LOHISTICSALNECRS DIVISION

CRTPC Mogam go t S.J. F. Moweli ICR11 . . urph

CRSPM Milantt Pperationl &3 P.iite J. L.Burn

CLP ProeScientifi. P.t Processing TehiusPJrn

DEUYFR DIITATV AAEMN RE EniernnR gce
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I

Electronics Oriented Laboratories

COMMANDER

BRIG GEN B. G. HOLZMAN

VICE COMMAIINDER
COL E. A. PINSON

ELECTRONICS PESEARCH

DR. L. M. HOLLINGSWORTH, DIRECTOR

COMPUTER & MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES LABORATORY DETECTION PHYSICS LABORATORY

CRRB H. Zch,,nt CPPI W. H. Vance
CRRBA Appie.d Mathematcs P. HI. Urbano CPRIE' Experimental Measurements F. F. Slack
CRRBO Oata Processing Techniques M. E. B~o.kng CRPIE Detection Analysis W. F. Ring
CRRBI Simulation & Evaluatn C. M. Wlther CPPIP Interaction Physics T. D. Conley

CPPBT Special Projects E'. C. Wnters CPPIP Ad-n.ed Concept, W. H. Vanc.*

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL SCIENCES LABORATORY PROPAGATION SCIENCES LABORATORY

CRRC P. M. B',ret* CRRK P. Newman

CPRCP Physical Electronics L. C. Mansu- CRRKA Prnpogation Analysis P. Newon
CRRCR Rodtochet-Wy C. C. T rtr CRRE Special Propogation Stud... E. A. Lewis
CRRCS Solid Stat. C. E. Ryan CRRKM Meteo Propagation W. G. Griffin

CRRCT Advanced Th.,ry W. B. Bishop CPRKP Te.rrestral Propogoton M. S. Wong

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION LABORATORY COMMUNICATION SCIENCES LABORATORY

CRRD C. J. Slttent't CPRS R. M. Alexonder

CRRDA Micrwove Physics & Analysis W. W. Gorbos CRRSG Information Processing J. C. Matt.Sinith
CRRDG Podiation & Reflection P. Blacksmith CRRSK Communications Theory C. F. Hobbs
CRRDM Missile Aternns W. Rn".rrn CRRSO Radio Opticol Processes P. E. Schweitzer

CRROP Plasna Dynamic G. .;:z CRRSS Digital Voice Conmunicotion C. P. Snith
CRROW Woes & Circuits F . .,oc'er CPRST Transmission E. J. Mattin

CRRSV Speech Research W. Weath".Drn

Acting
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Geophysics Oriented Laboratories

IBRIGGENB .G.HOZ A
VICE COMMANDER

GEOPHYSICS RESEARCH(OEA.PNN
COL E. M. DOUTHETT, DIRECTOR

SPACE PHYSICS LAI3OPATOPY OPTICAL 
0

HYSICS LABORATORY
CRZA C. G. Sw., CRZC J. N. Howoi i

CRZAB Spectroscopic Studies A. Jws CRZCI Infraed Physic, .1. 5. Gating
CRZAC Ch-ncoI Physic, 14. W. Rosenberg CRZCM Hyd~mg-1.?cs M. A. Levin*
CRZAE Compoiton C. G. S'wg. CRZCO Opt-' & Rod.o.?~,y T. Co I
CRZAI Radio Astronom~y J. Aarons CRZCT R.dwa-o Effect. H. P. Gouvin
CRZAN No.c.. Studies P. J. D--1n.Y
CPZAP En.g.c N. Rosenberg METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

- CRZH M. L. B...dlRESEARCH INSTRUMENTATIOH LABORATORY CRZK:A W'.. Pod,. 0. Atlas
CRZE R. M. SI.oo CRZHB Bood,y Loy., 0. A. H...g.CRZEA Flight. Opr.ations RestatcI. 1. B. Solo. CRZHC Clo.,d Ph'ysics R. M. Cunnngham.

CRZEB Bell*". Research T. W, Kelly CRZHD Dynam~i R. Shapiro

CRZEH Boll,.. Res...ol, & Dveo.p..,. Test Mal M. S. K,.,oco CPZHR E.pe-sn.ntii Met.ology H. E. KI,.foirt
CRZEI Research. Probe Inotroo..nt.,,on C. H. Reynolds CRZHU Upper AmomosSowe . S. Hiin
CRZEL Loo.,.PIa.oy EPI... t.on J. W. S.I..b.,y _________________________________
CRZER Research. Probe Flight P. Guistols... IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS LABORATORY
CRZES Eripwnn..nt.I Balloon A,.o-,ies F. X. Doherty CPZI N .Oie

TERRESTRIAL SCIENCES LABORATORY CRZIC Ionospheri.c Chracerisics,..Pfste
CRZG 0. W. W.iliams. CRZIG Geom...sm J..,..G

CRZGG Geodesy a GCooty 0. W. Wilia.* CRZIP Astron.omy 8 Astrophysics .M w@
CRZGT Georechnics R. L. Cameron CRZIR Cosmilc RadiationL Ky
CRZGW W.@ P~,.agat. N. A. H-61 ARI,.IIEA BSRATR

METEOROLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY SU.NSPOT NEW MEXICO
CRZW N. S*t."-. C R ZRJ.W irCRZWB Equipme.nt Engineering A. S . C.o...n

CRZBD Applied Clima.tology N. Sis .nwitno
CRZWJ Indirect Probing Techn.iques W. Peo160,
CRZWM Wather, Station Equipment R. Goooto..,
CRZWR VeoniceI Sonding Techn.ique, R. Ltviton
CRZWS Direct Sensing Techniques. T . Palmer,
CRZWT Equipmen.t E,,aoot,on Lt 0. S. Hubbard 'Acting


